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THE APPROPRIATENESS OF INSERVICE EDUCATION PRACTICES AS
PERCEIVED BY SECONDARY SCHOOL EDUCATORS
Abstract of the Dissertation
PURPOSE: The purpose of this study was to determine if differences
existed between the perceptions of secondary school teachers and
the pe~ceptions of principals regarding the appropriateness of
selected inservice education practices in the amelioration of
specific instructional difficulties. Ancillary purposes of the
investiga·tion were to determine if perceptual differences existed
among teachers when they were grouped by experience, sex, and teaching
assignment.
PROCEDURES:

The population for this study was the secondary school
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this population two sample groups were derived. A five percent random sample of teachers was stratified by 11 departmental areas. The
en.tire population of secondary school principals comprised the principals' group. The total sample of participants for the study was
224 ~- 176 teachers and ft8 principals.
The questionnaire used in this study, A Rating of Inservice Education
Practices, was developed from a review of the literature and included
three major dimensions. First, five areas of teacher needs were
extracted from the literature as being of central concern to teachers.
Twenty inservice education practices were then identified as being
appropriate in ~eeting this range of teacher needs. Finally, a six
point Likert-type scale was developed and provided participants with
choices of response ranging from "very inappropriate" to "very appropriate."
The questionnaire was validated by a panel of judges and test~retest
procedures were used in a piiot study to establish a median reliability
coeffidient of .61. The questionnaires were distributed and 209
responses were received, a 93 percent return. These data were analyzed
through the use of mean scores, Pearson product-moment correlation
6oefficient procedures, t-test procedures, and analysis of variance
procedures.
CONCLUSIONS£. As a result or the study the following donC:lii!iions were
drawn:, (1) When considering specific instructional difficulties, signi~
ficant perceptual differences were found between teachers and ~:>rincipals
regarding the value of certain inservice practices. Specifically,
wben considering the teacher rieed of fuethodology, principals ~laced ~
significant~y higher value than did teachers on teacher,-principal c.on'fererices arid packaged inservice progi:ilil\s.· When considen.ng the teacher
need of i~di~idualiz~tion, principals placed a significantly higher
Value than d~d teachers on cof!Siil tancy .services, faculty meetings;
teacher~prin.ci~al conferences, w~ th~n school 'insi tations, educational
television and packaged insefirice programs. l'lheh considering the
teacher heed of student motivat~on, pr~ncipals placed a significantly
higher value than did teacherS On facultY meetings teacher'"'principal
conferences., _teacher"'departmeht chairm~m conferences, laboratory method.s,
and. p,ackaged .~nservice pro<;trams. When considering the teacher need of
alci~srggm management, pr~nc~pals piaced a significantly higher value
than did te~chers on faculty meetings" teacher-principal . c~nfe~E!n¢eJ3, .
and ~i.t.hit:l:::s.c_h,ti<?l vi~;Ltation.s.
(2) W\1eh analyzing responses by teacher
~tou~in~s; tea~hers 1 perceptions df the appropriateness df insetviae
E!t'IUiHd:ion pi:adtiaes .·tended to be modai in naturlil with no si(tni:Hca11t
d~Viation becaUse o£ experienae, se~, or teaching speciali~ati9n.
Hm~illVE!r I an ahUysis or the data s\i~gGisti3 that teachers' sksptidsirl
flqltclin~ the Value af irtsetviae praatioes tended to incrd•~e with
1

tH!I'JI1!t'i~hos,

fillltlOMMlil~bA'i':f:ONs 1
H Was reoofiUilended that addi Honal re!;leat'ali be
donducte4 to:
(1) evaluate tha erfdativeness af current in§etviae
p:tto<iJrams at va:dous educatiotHil levelsq (2) detarmine to \~hat extent
inilet'viae programs at'e coopetaH valy d&;valopecl by teachars alH'l adminJ.~
9trators; (3) analyze the viability of the collegial approach to pro"
fessional gro~th; (4) further investigate perceptual relationships
between .teachers and administrators; (5) ascertain the effect of the
school's s.ocialization process on the percePtions and attitudes of
teachers; (6) analyze in depth the supervisory relationships between
teachers and principals.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Though the need for inservice education has been well estab-

growth programs is deplorable (Allen, 1971).
What should be a vital component of teacher
preparation has been allowed to remain piecemeal and haphazard. What should inspire
teachers to maximize their potential is too
often regarded by education management as
either an onerous burden or an incidental
ritual (Meade, 1971, p. 211).
Rubin (1971) emphasizes that the quality of the educational
program is a function of staff competency and that an educational imperative is to overcome "whatever is defective and obsolete in teaching
(p. 3)."

If his thesis is correct, no longer can we permit programs of

inservice education to be administered in cavalier fashion, to lack
systematic methodology, and to be 11 1ilahaged with astonishing clumsiness
(Rubin~

1971, p. 245). 11

It is vital that our attention be directed to

the continued professional growth of the resident faculty; and particularly to the teacher of marginal

effectiveness-~a

possible conse-

quence of years of professional and technical neglect (Lucio &McNeil~
1969).

Whereas the excellent teacher makes a significant contribution
to an enlightened and product·ive citizenry, what of the impact of the

---------
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marginal teacher? The harm resulting from poor teaching is many times
not immediately apparent nor easily remedied (Howsam, 1960).

The

identification of specific areas of teacher inadequacies and the
application of current research information and skills through the
development of appropriate inservice programs is of vital importance
(Lucio & McNeil, 1969).
Statement of the Problem
The contemporary model of inservice education requires the involvement of both teachers and administrators in the planning of professional growth programs (Westby-Gibson, 1967).

If the cooperative

development of effective inservice activities is to be successful it
is necessary that each group be knowledgeable of the other•s perceptions
regarding the value of specific inservice practices.

If professional

growth activities which fail to relate directly to teacher needs are of
little value (Parker, 1957); then the following question must be posed:
When considering specific difficulties associated With the instructional performance of teachers, do teachers and principa1s differ
ih their perceptions regarding the appropriateness of inservice

educa~

t1on practices and, if so, what are the implications for mote effective
programs of inservice education?

Ratiotutle of the Study

The increasing concern regarding the qua11ty of the public
school system in the United States

(Bruener~

1971) and more specifically

3

the progress made toward the evaluation and improvement of the instructional performance of classroom teachers (Williams, 1972) accentuates a
continuing need for inservice education not too disparate from that
concern at its conceptual genesis.

Although early inservice education

of the nineteenth century was remedial in nature (Gerheim, 1959), its
concern with the ill-prepared teacher seems somewhat a licable to the
contemporary educational scene:

an attempt

11

to bridge the gap between

what they were expected to know and do and what were in fact their
level of knowledge and their teaching competencies (Tyler, 1971, p. 6). 11
This definition suggests that because of an accelerating rate of change
in the world today there is a continuing need for the school system to
be cognizant of and responsive to the societal demands impinging upon
it.

Campbell (1967) observes that

11

in the sciences a body of knowledge

can become obsolete in ten to fifteen years; in the social sciences and
the humanities, the obsolescence rate though lower, still is rapid
(p. 63). 11

In agreement with Campbell is Rubin (1971) who asserts that

with his first assignment, the new teacher is

11

enroute to

a state

of

obsolescence (p. 257). 11
Even With skillfully contrived and careful1y administered pre-service programs in teacher education, changing demands, deepening understandings
of the qualities of learning and of teaching, and
constantly enlarging body of materials and instruction require each member of the profession
to add continually to his knowledge, his skills~
and his understanding (NEA, 1956, p. 12),
Comp11cating the. capacity of the educati(Jnal system to be truly
responsive to accelerating mandates resulting from rapid cultural and
technological

cha~ge

are the following:

4

1.

Course content, instructional methodology, and educational
~---

materials are being affected exponentially by obsolescence, an obsolescence that is a spinoff of a knowledge explosion which 11 forces increasing
intellectual and vocational specialization in a highly complex society
(Neagley & Evans, 1970, p. 3). 11

is marginal at best, representing nothing more than an introduction to
professional preparation (Harris & Bissent, 1969; Meade, 1971).
3.

Teachers of marginal ability who suffer from professional

neglect have continued to remain in the profession while performing at
an ineffective and unsatisfactory level (Lucio

&

McNeil, 1969; Williams,

1972).

4. Although there were in excess of 150,000 teaching positions
i

beyond, the supply of college graduates in 1965 (NEA, 1966), Cunningham
(1972) alludeS to the increased responsibilities and ~xpeetations of

the resident faculty as a consequence of the phenomenon of emerging
11

teachers • ; • fast becoming a thing of the past (p. 48B).ii He indi-cates 'that Whereas there were 78,000 new teaching positions in 1969;
there were 36,000 in 1910, arid oniy 19;000 in the fall of 1971.

The

abbVe data tan be intetpreted to mean that as a result bf tapid faculty

stab11izationj teachers may be expacted to accept teaching assignments
for which

th~y

to

maintain existing programs within their sthaols.

mer~ly

might have had minimal trainin'g or experience in ordeH"

These conditions and their educational 1mp11cat1ons dramatically

emphasize the fact that inservice education can no longer tolerate its

----------
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precarious reputation (Harris & Bissent, 1969, p. 4). 11 The design of

more effective programs of professional growth mandates an assessment
of existing programs and an acknowledgment of their weaknesses.

Harris

&Bissent (1969) assert that among the more common deficiencies associated with inservice education are the following:
4\----------h---:I-na-wY"e-f3-r--i-a-t-e---a-e-t-i-v-H-i-es------se-1-ee-t;ed-·v\r-i-·H1o-ti-t;-reg-a-r.,~l-------------c---

2.
3.

for purposes to be achieved.
Inappropriate purposes--a failure to relate inservice programs to genuine needs of staff participants.
Lack of skills among program planners and directors
who design and conduct instructional improvement
efforts (p. 15).

With these inadequacies in mind, the investigator attempted to
gather information which would contribute to the development of more
.effective programs of inservice education.

This study was generally

designed to examine the nature of the instructional needs of teachers
and the appropriateness of selected inservice practices availabie to them
as perceiVed by secondary school teachers and principals.
obj~ctives

Have been pursued through the development of,

of responses to; the study's questionnaire,

these general
~nd

an analysis

A Rating of Ins~rv1ce. Educa ...

ti.on P_racti ces.
Hypotheses of the Study

It has been concluded that inservice education programs have
genara11y been beset with inappropriate planning and implementation
(Harris & Bissent, 1969).

The primary thesis of this study was that

perceptual differences exist between initiator (administrator) and participant (teacher) which tend to impede program planning and detract

6

from program implementation.

This thesis, restated in the form of a

central hypothesis, has led to the assertion that there are differences
between the perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals
regarding the appropriateness of selected inservice education practices
in the amelioration of specific areas of instructional difficulties.
In order to test this theory, five research hypotheses have been devel oped:
Hypothesis 1:

Ther~

are significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of subject matter mastery.
Hypothesis 2:

There are significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary SChoo 1 teachers and pri nci pa 1s regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of methodology.
Hypothesis 3:

There are significant

differ~fices

between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and princ1pa1s regarding the
approp~iat~ness

of selected inservice practices in meeting the teather

need of individualization.
Hypothesis 4:

!here are significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and pri nc·i pa 1s regarding the

appropriateness of se1ected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of student motillii9ll.

Hypothesis 5:

There are significant

diffet~ences

between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the

7

appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of classroom management.
In addition to an investigation of these hypotheses the study
also attempted to answer the following ancillary questions:
1.

Does a relationship exist between the teacher's years of

experience and his

percep~ions

regarding the appropriateness of in-

service education practices in the amelioration of selected areas of
instructional difficulties?
2.

Do perceptual differences regarding the appropriateness of

inservice education practices in the amelioration of selected areas of
instructional difficulties exist between male and female teachers?
3.

Do perceptual differences regarding the appropriateness of

inservice education practices in the amelioration of selected areas of
instructional difficulties exist between teachers from different areas
of teaching specialization?
Purposes of the Study
The central purpose of this investigation was to determine if
differences exist between the perceptions of public secondary school
teachers and principals in Santa Clara County regarding the appropriateness of se1ected inservice education practices in the amelioration of
specific instructional difficulties.
were:

Secondary purposes of the study

(a) to determine from a review of related research the most com·

mon teaching problems as perceived by teachers, (b) to determine from a
review of the literature the types and nature of professional growth

8

practices available to teachers, and (c) to determine if perceptual relationships and/or differences exist between teacher groups regarding the
appropriateness of inservice education practices in meeting the instructional needs of teachers; more specifically, between experiential levels
of teachers, between male and female teachers, and between teachers from
different areas of teaching specialization.
Significance of the Study
This investigation was important for the following reasons:
1.

The intended outcomes should provide data which may con-

tribute to a reduction of existing

deficienci~s

of contemporary inservice

education programs.
2.

The intended outcomes may provide data useful in minimizing

discontinuities between the pre-service and inservice training of teacher9.

The identification of the instructional problems most commonlY

experienced by teachers; and the subsequent appraisal by educators of
selected inservice practices may provide dimensions worthy of
tion in the

pre~service

tonsidera~

training of teachers.

Of considerable signif1cante to the investigator was the deveiopment of professiona1
research.

co~petencies

and insights associated with the

Of particular value was the examination of the spectrum of

inservice models and the consequent assimilation of new knowledge regard·
ing the continuing education of teachers.
Investigative Procedures of the Study
Within the framework of descriptive research this study utilized

-

----------

9

the sample survey technique to investigate the perceptions of educators
~-

------ --------

in Santa Clara County regarding the appropriateness of selected inservice
education practices.
1.

The investigation encompassed seven major tasks:

A review of the literature pertaining to inservice educa-

tion was intended to provide a broad perspective relating to the instructiona 1 orob 1ems of cl_a_s_s_room_te_a_cb_er_s__and_the_t.)'P-es___o_f_p_m£e.ss_ioxtaJ_gl"-a_wi.J_J___ _ _~_ __
activities available to them.

2.

The survey instrument, A Rating of Inservice Education

Practices, was developed from the review of the literature .
. \

3.

The questionnaire was submitted to a panel of judges for

review, modification, and validation (Wick & Beggs, 1971).

4.

A pilot study was conducted to further validate the survey

instrument, to establish instrument reliability through test-retest
procedures, and to acquire a working knowledge of

procedures~ proble~s,

and skills associated w1th data collection (Fox, 1969),
5.

The sample groups were selected and the questionnaires were

distributed.
6.

The data Were collected, analyzed, and interpreted,

1. Findings, conclusions, and recommendations were presehtedi
Assumptions

Major assumptions upon which this study was based were:
1. that the rate of social, cultural, and technological change
wi 11 increase;
2.

that social, cultural and technological changes mandate
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educational change;
3.

that there are many dimensions to educational change, e.g.,

educational aims and objectives, teaching patterns and behavior, and
instructional technology and innovation;

4.

that a change in teaching behavior can result from effective

inservice education programs;
5.

that planned professional development must continue through-

out a teacher•s career.
Limitations
This study was limited to a random sample of public secondary
school teachers and principals in Santa Clara County.

It was further

limited to only those teaching difficulties and inservice practices that
were included on the survey instrument.
Limitations normally associated with the use of questionnaires
were applicable to this investigation.
(a) an anticipated

~mall

Common limitations

include~

return of questionnaires from participants,

(b) the inab1lity of the investigator to assess the motivation of the

respondents, and (c) the inability of the investigator to check responses
to be certain that the questionnaire items were correctly interpreted
by the respondent (Fox, 1969; Kerlinger, 1964; Sax, 1968).

Definitions

For the purpose of this study, the following definitions were
used:
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Inservice Education:

Any planned activities that contribute to

a teacher•s professional growth.

In this study inservice education was

---

considered synonymous to and used interchangeably with in-service education, staff development, professional growth, and continuing education.
Descriptions of the selected inservice practices used in this study inelude the following:
Formal Academic Study:

1.

the teacher.

College course work engaged in by

For the purpose of this study, formal academic study in-

eludes sabbatical leaves for advanced study, summer school, extension
courses, and correspondence courses.
2.

Institute:

A series of lectures, demonstrations, clinics,

and discussions designed to provide teachers with as much information as
possible in a

relativ~ly

organized at local,

short period of time.

Institutes are usually

or state levels.

National Science Foundation

county~

Institutes are examples of federally supported programs.
3.

Profess i anal Conference:

Profess i ana 1 meetings of teachers

usually intended to ihform teachers of trends and problems in a specific
field.

ieachers have the opportunity to exchange ideas wHh persons in

posit1ons similar to their own.
4.

Wo~kshop:

individualized problems.

A cooperatiVe

ap~roach

tb thQ solution of high1y

Components of most workshops include:

(a)

a ptobletn . . centered format where groups of teachers have the opportunitY
to work togather in araas of common interest, (b) moderate sized groupsj
(c) a free exchange of ideas among members, and (d) var'ied act1vities.
5.

Professional Reading:

The teacher•s access to new knowledge

L
i
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and trends by keeping abreast of the professional literature in his field
of specialization.
6.

Consultancy Service:

Contracting for the services of a

qualified specialist possessing unique competence in a particular area.
For the purpose of this study, he is not a regular employee of the school
ru..t_, but hi red far s p_e_c..ifj_c__pJJr.po_s_e__s_o_r]__a_ne_ed__b_a>-i_s_.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~--------'-~--"'-!.

-------=c----

7. Meeting, Faculty: A medium for the exchange of ideas among
members of a professional staff.

Meetings provide an opportunity for

greater growth and understanding of teachers regarding the learning needs
and progress of the entire school.
8.

Meeting, Departmental:

Provides an opportunity for depart-

mental members to exchange ideas and to discuss curriculum, methodology,
problems, and needs relating to their area of specialization.
9.

Teacher~Principal

Conference:

Usually scheduled after a

classroom visitation by the principal and designed to improve the teaching-learning situation.

Mutua1 understanding and support as well as an

informed and constructive exchange of ideas are necessary aspects of this
meeting.

10.

Tea~her~DeQ,rtment

Chairman Conference:

Usually scheduled

after a classroom visitation by the department chairman and designed to
improve the

teaching-lea~ning

situation.

Mutual understanding and support

as well as an ·informed and constructive exchange of ideas are necessary
aspects of this meeting.
11.

Visitation,

Withi_~:

An opportunity fot" teachers to

develop new insights in classroom teaching through observing teaching
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activities in classrooms other than their own.
12.

Visitation, Other School:

An opportunity for teachers to

develop new insights in classroom teaching through observing the teaching
activities in classrooms other than their own and other than those in
their own school.
13.

Team Teaching:

An assignment of two or more teachers to

an instructional unit of a school.

Such an assignment provides the oppor-

tunity for the exchange of ideas, joint planning, discussion of curriculum
and methodology, and the observation of instruction by team members.
14.

Educational Television:

The use of television (open or

closed-circuit) to provide teachers with carefully planned and presented
examp1es (live br taped) of teal or simulated teaching behavior.

More

common uses include demonstrations of teaching methods and instructional
materials; equipment; and techniques.
1~~

Video

ta~~!

Ah

inse~Vice

approach

wh~feih

a teacher records

and then plays back his own c1assroom teaching performance thereby
ablirt~

en~

(a) to analyte his o~h teaching, (b) tO have 6thers evaluate

hiffi:

his teaching with him, or (c) to compare his teaching to

th~t

bf a master

teache~j

16. · ,baboratory~MethQ.£1_:

l:xamples of various designs include role

playing, reality simu1at1on, brainstorming, buz2
cuss1ons.
design.

sessions~

and group dis•

Group si2e and tima requirements will vaty according to the
This approach usually results in a high level of group involvement

in a simulated problem situation.
17.

Intensive Group Experience:

Examples of various designs

-----

------
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include encounter group, T group, and sensitivity training.

The group,
~--

------------

usually consisting of 10-15 persons and a group leader, meets in an informal, relatively unstructured atmosphere.

Group interaction in a

0limate of openness, risk-taking, and honesty is intended to provide the
opportunity for individuals to come to know themselves and one another
more full v than is
18.

po_ssihle_in_th_e_uslJal__s_Qcia_Lo_LW_QdirLg_~-taLi_orts_bj_ps_~---------c---

Interaction Analysis:

A method of analyzing classroom

Through the use of a teacher-observer the instructor

verbal interaction.

is provided instant feedback regarding the nature of verbal interaction
between teacher and student.

Every three seconds the teacher-observer

designates the dialogue as "Teacher Talk" or "Student Ta.lk" by categoriz'

ing that portion of the student-teacher dialogue into one of ten categories.
19.
se~vic~

Packaged Inservice Program:

edutatiohi

A systems approach to in-

The commerciallY prepared package usually provides

for a self-evaluation bY the teacher of his present teathing competencies,

a

se1f-diagho~1s

pr6ach far

dev~ioping

instructiOnal and

20.
by

of areas where development is needed, and a modUlar
competencies in specific areasi

self~paced

&~tion

It is s

a~~

sel1~

1earnihg program using booklet modules.

Re$ear·ch:

A type of classroom research undertaken

teachers to improve instructional practices. As a researcher. the

teacher focuses upon problem
solutions~

situation~,

formulates and tries alternate

and evaluates the success of selected methods.

frin£~:

leader of a school.

Fu11 .. time administrative head and professional
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Teacher:

Full-time certificated member of the classroom instruc-

tional staff of a school.

This definition is intended to exclude cer-

tificated staff members in ancillary assignments such as counselors,
librarians, special education teachers, psychologists, and nurses.
Teacher Need:

A teaching problem which may impede student pro-

gress or detract from the classroom learning environment.

In this study

teacher need was used interchangeably with instructional difficulty and
is to be regarded as a function of teacher competency rather than other
learning variables.

Descriptions of the teacher needs used in this study

include:
1.

Subject Matter Mastery:

The need to increase knowledge of

the subject matter in a specific teaching area.
2.

Methodology:

The need to gain insights and skills which

may lead to more effective utilization of teaching techniques and materials.
3.

lndividua11~ation:

The need to gain insights and skills

which may lead to a more personalized approach to classroom instruction.
4.

Student Motivation:

1he need to gain insights and skills

which may assist the teacher in increasing student motivation.
5,

Classro,arri Management:

The need to gain insights and skills

which may lead to improved classroom discipline and a more effective
learning environment.
Summary

An introduction to the investigation has been presented in the
first chapter.

The problem has been identified; the research hypotheses
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have been stated; the need for more effective programs of inservice
education has been established.

Clarifying the nature and scope of the

investigation were statements regarding the study•s rationale, significance, investigative framework, and basic assumptions.
In Chapter II a review of related literature and research supl!-------p-e-~t-i-n§-t-M-i--s----s-t-~-Ely-i--s-~-r-e-s-eA-t-e-8-.-8e-s-e-~i-S-e-8-i-R-G-R-a-f}-t-e-r-I-I-I-a-~e-t-A-e'--------~---

research design and procedures utilized in the development and validation of the questionnaire and the collection and analysis of data.

The

data are analyzed and interpreted in Chapter IV, and the conclusions and
recomrnendati ons are presented in Chapter V.

-

------------

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE RELATED TO INSTRUCTIONAL PROBLEMS
AND INSERVICE EDUCATION PRACTICES OF CLASSROOM TEACHERS
-11------------1: rr-()r"fre-i~to---cie--ve-1-op---a----eomprerrens-he-and---coge-rrt---r~a-t-i-Oira-l-e---fo-r~--------

the objectives and research categories of this investigation, as well as
to build upon the generalizations and data presented in related studies,
the literature pertaining to the domain of inservice education was
thoroughly researched.

Specific goals of this phase of the investiga-

tion were to identify the primary instructional problems of classroom
teachers and the types of professional growth activities available to
them.

The pertinent studies and opinions which applied to the achieve-

ment of these goals

Aproblem

ar~

summarized in this

chapter~

encountered in this aspect of the study resulted from

the paucity of research pertaining to inservice education.

Although

much has been written about professional growth activities, actual

re~

search focusirtg on the effectiveness of specific programs is Sparse.
Much of the distussion regarding inservice

practices~ therefore~

relies

heavily on scholarly opinion rather than rigorous investigation.
Similarly, to support the hypothesis that perceptua1

differ~

ences do exist between pri nci pa 1s and teachers otl effective i nserv 1ce
programs, an attempt was made to build on the findit1gs of

r~·lated

studies.

\

Again, a dearth of research focusing on perceptual similarities and dis-
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similarities between teachers and principals handicapped this aspect of
the investigation.

For this reason major support for the study's central

hypothesis was generated from:

(a) the opinions and conclusions of

scholars who maintain that the most common deficiency of inservice programs is the failure to relate imaginative practices to valid instructional needs of teachers (Harris & Bissent, 1969); (b) the realization
that although the contemporary model of inservice planning suggests a
cooperative stance between teachers and administrators, typical inservice
programs are a result of administrative planning, with minimum teacher
involvement (O'Hanlon, 1967); (c) the conclusion resulting from the above
cons·iderations that perceptual differences could exist between initiator
(administrator) and participant (teacher) which tend to limit program
relevance and effectiveness.
Before the summaries of pertinent research and scholarly opinion
are presented, it is appropriate to reaffirm the impact that the nature
of change brings to bear on program considerations.

For example, in

stating that "the only stability possible is stability in motion,"
Gardner

(1964, p. 7) alludes to the contemporary and inexorab1e nature

of change which at an exponentia1 rate is affecting virtually every
dimension of our culture and society.

He writes that

We are witnessing changes so profound and far-

reaching that the mind can hardly grasp all the
implications . . . . Only the blind and complacent
can fail to recognize the great tasks of renewal
facing us--in government, in education, in race
relations, in urban redevelopment, in international
affairs, and most of all in our own minds and
hearts (p. xi).

Further,

-

--------
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As the organization or society ages, vitality
diminishes, f'lexibility gives way to rigidity,
creativity fades and there is a loss of capacity
to meet challenges from unexpected directions
( p. 3). .

The race to keep up with advances in knowledge and practice
never ends (Goodlad, 1968).

Wiles (1967) comments that in an era

when knowledge is multiplying, when society is
il---------cc_h__ca'-'-'-"nging at an almost inconceivable rate, when
new tools for teaching and learning are being
developed, and the schools are attempting to
serve an ever increasing range of pupil needs,
teachers and administrators need encouragement,
support, and assistance in developing new competencies required by the added dimensions of
their ro 1e ( p. 15 3) .
When the magnitude of this change dimension is coupled with new
knowledge, and in particular, new insights regarding children and the
ways in which they learn, the implications for the continuing education
of teachers becomes evident.

Springer (1967) has quoted Francis Keeple

as saying,
A necessary revolution in American education
implies continuing education. No longer can
individuals talk of completing their education. For those who move to college and
graduate school and into the professions
there is a constant need to keep up to date
( p. 58).

Cahraman's (1966) multi-dimensional summary suggests that there
are many consid@rations which af1ect the ultimate design of inservice
programs.

These dimensions include:

(a) the inadequacy of teacher

pre~

paration. (b) the knowledge explosion, (c) the development of nQw instructional structures (e.g., team teaching, flexible

scheduling)~

and

(e) the needs of the professional staff according to their professional
status--new teacher: help, encouragement, and advice; experienced
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teacher:

inspiration, stimulation, new ideas; older teacher:

stimula-

tion.
The true challenge of inservice education as presented by Bush
(1971) is to develop in the teacher

11

flexibility in teaching style,

capacity for self-renewal, and receptivity to change (p. 70).

11

Meeting

this challenge effectively requires an identification of the critical
variables and data on how to approach their structuring.

The contribu-

tions of research in these vital areas are reported in the ensuing pages.
Instructional Problems of Classroom Teachers
The purpose of this chapter was to establish the relationship
between the literature and the study's questionnaire.

In this section

a review of the literature regarding the instructional problems of classroom teachers identifies their more common inservice needs.

Selected

current and emerging practices of inservice education are then described
in the following section.

Voluminous; albeit dated, research exists regarding the
tional problems of c1assroom teachers.

instruc~

Studies by Barr & Rudisill (1930)

ahd Johnson &Umstattd (1932) are representatiVe of early efforts by
searchers to examine the nature of teacher classroom difficulties.

re~

These,

as we11 as other studies of that era; sought to determine needs, dif-ficulties~

and shortcomings of teachers in order to establish solid

foundations for supervisory progr•atns and the cont1 nui ng edueati on of
teachers

(Monroe~

1952). A review of these two studies was intended to

establish a comparative base for later investigations, as well as to
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identify commonalities which tended to persist in the literature of subsequent decades.
The investigation by Barr &Rudisill (1930) sought to identify
classroom difficulties experienced by graduates of the University of
Wisconsin.

Education majors from the classes of 1927 and 1928 were

surveyed regarding difficulties encountered during three periods of their
experience--during the f·irst two weeks, during the first year, and during
the first two years.

Table 1 illustrates the difficulties as reported

by the 163 teachers who participated in the study for the full two year
period.

The investigators concluded that the difficulties identified in

their study could reasonably be generalized to those encountered in the
experiences of beginning teachers.
Johnson &Umstattd (1932) developed from their review of the
literature a list of problems which beginning teachers might encounter
and submitted it to 372 superintendents in Minnesota.

Responses from

119 indicated those area~ which the average beginning teacher would most

likely

expe~ience

instructional difficulties.

Thes~

data were correlated

with the responses of 64 superintendents who were attending summer school
at selected universities in i931.

Since a coefficient of correlation of

.92 was established between the rankings of the two grbups, onlY the

rank~

ing of the former is presented in Table 2.
Difficulties by departments were analyzed$ and although small
differences were discernable5 none were of statist1ca1 significance.
Further analysis of the rankings led the investigators to conclude that
the difficulties could be categorized into eight classifications:

(a)
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Table 1
Percentages of Mention of Instructional Difficulties
as Reported by 163 Teachers

Difficulty

First Continued Second
Two Weeks First Year Year

Control over pupils

40.5

32.5

16.6

~~------~P-i"(Jv+s-i-on-fo-r-i-n-cl'i-v-i-dtia.-1---d-i-f-feTences~-------;29-;-1--~38-;-3:--~5-1--~-2·--------c----

Presentation of subject matter
Motivation
Organization of work and materials
Conditions for work
Measuring achievement
Teacher and pupil participation in
the reci ta ti on
Making assignments
Adjustment of teacher to classroom situation
Teacher's preparation
Standards: how much to expect of pupils
Teaching pupils how to study
lhe handling of routine
Classroom procedure
Lesson planning
Administrative details
I
.
.
.
Personal characteristics of teacher
Appreciating the importance of pupils
Teachers' re1ations to school and
community
Re1ations·with supervisors
Objectives of teaching
Use of instructional materials

37.2
36.5
27.0
27.7
20.9

17.5
39.2
19.2
20.0
18.3

23.3
25.6
25.6
20.9
2.3

16.2
19.0
29.1
6.8
10.1
B. l

11.7
6.7
0.8
7.5
2.6
6.7
9.2
0.8

9.3
9.3
2.3
2.3
0.0
11.6
4.7
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

4.7
6 .l

9.4
8.8
0.0
0.0

I

0.0
2. 7

0.7
0.0

1.7

o.o
0.0

0.0

o.o
0.8
0.0
0.0
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Table 2
A Ranking of Anticipated Instructional Difficulties
of Beginning Teachers as Perceived by 119 Superintendents
-----

Item Causing Difficulty

----

Rank

- -

Remedial Instruction

1
2-:-5

Diagnostic testing
Adaptation of subject matter
Training in habits of study
Supervised or directed study
Discipline
Classroom management
Ques ti oni ng
Motivation procedures
Assignment
Stimulating and utilizing student participation
Planning instruction
Use of supplementary materials
Socialized recitation
ObjeCtive test as a learning device
Adaptation of subject matter to ability of class
Drill
Testing
Project method
lndividualized instruction (contract plan)
individualized instruttion (other plans)
Inadequate knowledge of pupil interests
InadequatQ knowledge of pupil environment

2.5
5
5
5
7
8
9

10
11.5
11.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
14.5
20
20
20
20
20

20

Marking
Training in use of library

25.5
25.5
25.5
25.5

Inadequate knowledge of pupil's previous experiences
Visual instruction

28.5
28.5

--------------=-

-------~--·-,·--'"-~----------~---
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Table 2 (Continued)
Item Causing Difficulty
Inadequate knowledge of pupil •s mental ability
Inadequate knowledge of pupil •s personal traits
Demonstration
+------R:~vi-e

Project (individual)
Deficient general scholarship
Adaptation of subject matter to needs of community
Use of textbook
Formal recitation
Deficiency in personality traits
Laboratory
Inadequate knowledge of pupil •s previous record
Lack of i rtteres t in further professional study
Field trips
Use of radio in instruction
Lack of interest in teaching
Defitient stholar~hip ih fie1d of sp~cialization
Inadequate knowledge of pupil •s physical condition
Poor heaith

inadequate know1edge of

student~

(b) methodology. (c) subject matter

adaptation* (d) tlassroom management, (e) individLut1izationt (r)

inadequate general and special scholarship, (g) inadequate command of
the administrative functions of teaching, and (h) deficiencies in persona 1i ty traits.
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In an analysis of 2227 teaching problems identified by 1075
Colorado public school

teachers~

Davis (1940) determined that motiva-

tion was of most ·concern to secondary school
testing and
ficulties~
cited~

evaluation~ methodology~

teachers~

followed by

diagnosing and correcting dif-

and individual differences of students.

Of all the problems

75 percent were categorized in these five areas.

In contrast to

previously cited studies, difficulties associated with discipline and
classroom management were of minor concern, with only 2.7 percent of
secondary school teachers considering these to be problem areas.
In an extensive and comprehensive investigation, Hill (1944)
reviewed 475 research studies dealing with the instructional problems
of teachers.

His analysis of the responses of 12,372 teachers is pre-

sented in Table 3.
The results of Hill's study correlated closely with the findings of the earlier investigations by Barr &Rudisil1 (1930) and
Johnsbn

&Umstattd

(1932).

Individualization, methodo1ogy, classroom

management, and motivation tended to persist as instructional areas of
major concern to teachers.
Wey's (1951) investigation of the instructional problems of
beginning secondary schoo1 teachers in North Carolina generated the
following rank order of difficu1ties:

(a) student control and dis-

cipline, {b) providing for the individual interests and ab111t1es of
pupils, (c) pupil

motivation~

and (d) teaching technique. The results

of his study were not dissimilar from the composite findings of Stout
(1952), Miller (1955), Tower (1956), and O'Hanlon &Witter (1967).
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Tab 1e 3
Summary of Teaching Difficulties Identified in
475 Research Studies

Difficulty
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

11.

12.
lj.
14.
15.

Difficulties in providing for individual
differences among pupils
Difficulties in teaching method
Difficulties of discipline, control,
social development of the pupil
Difficulties of motivation, getting
children interested, getting them
to work
Difficulties in the direction of study
Difficulties in organizing and administering
the classroom
Difficulties in selecting appropriate
subject matter
Lack of time during the school day for
all the things that need to be done
Difficulties in organization of materials
Difficulties in planning and making
assignments
Difficulties in grading and promotion
of pupi1s
Inadequacy of supplies and materials
Difficulties in testing and evaluating
Personal difficulties of the teacher
Difficulties arising from conditions
of work

Number of studies in
which the difficulty
was listed among the
first six
19
18
17

12
9
8
6
6
6

5

5
4
4
4
3
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Tower (1956) compared the perceptions of 81 teachers and 77
supervisors in Indianapolis regarding the nature of classroom problems
experienced by beginning teachers in the Indianapolis Public School
System.

Principals, consultants, and beginning teachers were asked to

indicate the three most pressing problems of beginning teachers during
the·ir first year of teaching.

Table 4 presents a summary of those

problems which were identified.
Table 4
Percentage of Educators who Indicated that Certain Types
of Problems Were of Major Concern to Beginning Teachers

Problems
Discipline
Classroom organization
Technique of instruction
Providing for 1ndividual differences
Lack of i~struttiohal materials
Understanding local curriculum,
ph1losophy of education, and
standards of instruction
Records and reports
Human relations.

ieaeh1ng large classes
Lesson plahhing
Understanding child growth and development
Understanding and assuming professional

Beginning Principals &
Teachers Consultants
40
25
25
25
25

38
45
38
10
10

16

18
'12

16
14
7

17
8

6

21

'4

8

0

9

responsibility (professional

attitude, ethics)

(
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Of those problems relating to the classroom competencies of
teachers, both groups were in general agreement regarding the difficulties
associated with classroom management, methodology, and providing for
individual differences of pupils.
Two hundred sixty-four graduates of San Francisco State University were surveyed by Taylor (1961) in a study designed to determine
problems most commonly encountered in teaching.

Presented in Table 5 is

the rank order of teaching problems generated from an 82.6 percent response.
Table 5
Teaching Problems Ranked According to the Frequency
of Mention by 218 Teachers
Rank
l

2

3

4.5
4.5
6
7~5

7.5
9

10
11
13
13
13
15

Problem
Classroom contro1
!nsufficient time for the job
Lack 6f student inter~st in school work
Heavy cierical responsibi1ities
Overloaded classes
Student motivation
Studentsi lack of skill in the fundamenta1s
lnsu~ficient knowledge of methodology
Heavy extra-curricular 1oad
P1ann1ng and preparation of lessons
Insufficient knowledge of subject field

Frequency
34
21

19
13
13
1i

10
10

9
8

Heterogeneous grouping
Homogeneous grouping

7
6
6

Inadequate supplies and equipment
Administrative policies

6
5
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When analyzing only those data pertaining to instructional
competencies, they reflect similarities to those generated in later research by Fuog (1962), Dropkin & Taylor (1963), Bond & Smith (1967), and
Farrell (1969).

An apparent inconsistency in response was noted when

teachers were asked to identify those areas in which they felt additional
training was needed.

Teachers ranked as the highest priority the need

for additional knowledge of the subject matter in their teaching field-a category ranked eleventh in Table 5.
Confirming the prime need by teachers in Taylor's study was a
recent National Education Association survey of public school teachers.
Of those teachers responding to an inquiry regarding "much or moderate
need" for additional help or training, 69.8 percent indicated that there
was a need for additional training in their field of specialization (NEA,

1968).

The survey also indicated methodology (75.9 percent) and class-

room management (52.2 percent) persisted as areas of concern to teachers.
A review of the literature pertaining to the instructiona1

problems of teachers revealed several areas which teachers have identified as being of central concern.

The research adds credence to the

assertions of Barr (1929) and Williams (1972) who, writing over forty

years apart, stated that the characteristic differences between effective
and ineffective teaching are a function of the teacher's knowledge of
the

~ubject

matter and his competency in the areas of teaching method ..

o1ogy and c1assroom management.
Presented below are the five categories of teaching problems
selected from the literature for use in this study.

Each category is
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documented with pertinent research which has substantiated the problem
area.
1. Subject matter mastery:

Barr (1929), Cahraman (1966),

Ebe1 (1969), Hill (1944), NEA (1968), Taylor (1961), Wiles (1967), Williams
(1972).
i/---------'-------.2.~t4e-thcJdo-1-0fl:JL:--Ba-r--t"-(-1-..Cl2-..Q,4-Ba-r--~&-RudJsJJJ_(J_9_.30~_,_DaJ.L .·,_,' - - - - - - - - - - - - - c - - -

(1940), Dropkin

&

Taylor (1963), Ebel (1969), Hill (1944), Miller (1955),

NEA (1968), O'Hanlon &Witters (1967), Tower (1956), Wey (1951), Williams
(1972).
3.

Individualization:

Barr &Rudisill (1930), Davis (1940),

Hill (1944), Johnson & Umstattd (1932), Miller (1955), O'Hanlon &Witters
(1967), Tower ("1956), Wey (1951).
4.

Student motivation:

Barr & Rudisill (1930), Davis (1940),

Hill (1944), Johnson & Umstattd (1932), Miller (1955), O'Han1on &Witters
(1967), Tay1or (1961), Wey (1951).
5.
Dropkin

&

Classroom management:

Barr (1929), Barr & Rudisill (1930),

Taylor (1963), Farrell (1969), Fuog (1962L Hill (1944),

Johnson & Umstattd (19j2), Miller (1955), NEA (1968, 1971), Stout,
(1952), Taylor (1961), lower (1956); Williams (1972).
Inservice Education Practices
A comprehensive review of current inservice education practices
revealed that what once was a field limited to inservice and inspectorial
visits (Gerheim, 1959) has become virtually an infinite number of activities designed to promote the professional growth of teachers.

In a
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recent national survey (NEA, 1965) more than 290 different inservice
education programs were described

by

responding teacher training institu-

tions, state departments of education, and public and private school
systems.
Although an in-depth examination of the inservice spectrum was
necessary for the conduct of the study, it was determined that its written review would not contribute significantly to the central focus of
the investigation.

For this reason selected inservice practices were

extracted from the literature for general discussion and subsequent
utilization in the survey instrument.

A modification of Gerheim 1 s (1959)

inservice classification model, which groups professional growth activities into five general categories, was used to delimit the review.

This

review examines one of these classifications--those practices which deal
directly With
Th~

was tne

th~

improvement of the instructional progtam.

tenttal criterion

appr6priatenes~

Of eath

gove~ning
re1ativ~

culties seleeted for investigation.

the selection of eath practice
to the

in~tructional diffi~

To confirm their credibility, theY

were submitted to a panel of judges for validation.
fhiS review, then, was intended to establish the legitimacy of
each practice as a recognized professional growth activity.

As a result

of examining the domain of inservice education with the foregoing consider•at1ons in mind; a listing of twenty selec'ted inservice practices was
developed and used in the survey instrument.

These practices along with

a review of their current status as perceived by interested scholars are
described in this section.
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Formal Academic Study
School districts are in general agreement regarding the value
and necessity of continued academic study by teachers.

This inservice

mode represents an effective and popular approach to professional improvement (Williams, 1972).

This is especially true for those who enter the

field of teaching with inadequate preparation and for those who wish to
study an extensive body of material with great economy of time (NEA,
1966).

A common practice by many school districts is to establish cate-

gories within their salary schedules which mandate that a teacher cannot
be advanced beyond a certain level unless further academic credit is
accumulated (NEA, 1966).
Teachers consider continued academic study to be an important
aspect of their individual professional growth programs, as well.

In a

study of inservice education practices by O•Hanlon (1967), 70 percent
of the respondehts indicated that they had pursued graduate level work
since they began teaching; with 90 percent of that group evaluating the

experience as behefitial. However, regardless of its apparent value,
Allen (1971) insists that in far too many cases teachers return to college to •ipi1e up units, which wil1 move a teacher horizonta11y across
the pay schedule (p, 109),'i rather than to improve their instructiona1
competehties.

TQathar ttaining institutions have r~organized theit offerings

cons1derab1y to accommodate the professional needs of teachers (Burton
et !1_, 1955).

They are now able to pursue advanced academic study as

full-time students through sabbatical leave

policies~

or as part-time
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students through summer school, extension classes, and correspondence
courses (NEA, 1966).
In discussing the advantages and disadvantages of college course
work for teachers, Burton &others (1955) state that among the advantages
frequently claimed are the following:
It provides expert assistance where expert
ded. ( 1he co 1i ege and un1 vers it;-.-y.--------------------c--teacher is usually one that has achieved a certain
degree of expertness in his chosen field of specialization.)
2. It provides new and better library services
than those ordinarily available to the field worker.
3. It provides an opportunity to meet and exchange ideas with persons from other school systems.
1.

il------------~a~s~s-.:-1~s""
t~a"'"n~c~e~,~
sn~e~e

The most frequently voiced disadvantages are:
1. The problems and aspects of the subject
presented in course work are frequently not those
sensed by teachers as most pressing and significant.
2. Instructors seem frequently not to be
able to bridge the gap between principles and techniques. General theory courses are sometimes not
satisfactory because of their superficiality and
neglect of the appropriate aspects of techniques.
The two approaches are ordinarily not well integrated.
3. Course work is frequently formal and
academic. (p. 161)

Institute
The institute was one of the earliest attempts to improve the
competencies of classroom teachers (Gerheim, 1959).
prove the effectiveness of i11-prepared

teachers~

Its aim was to im-

in many cases serving

as a substitute for ·formal college work for teachers who were unable to

attend a teacher-training institution (NEA, 1966). Whereas the tradi·
tional institute used essentially the lecture in a rather formal and
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didactic manner (Tyler, 1971), the contemporary mode 1 attempts to present
new knowledge to well-prepared teachers by utilizing a variety of modes-lecture, demonstration, clinics, panels, discussion, audio-visual presentations, or any combination thereof (Burton et

~'

1955).

Its intent

remains to provide teachers with information, knowledge, and insights
regarding educational trends, problems, and issues in a relatively short
period of time (NEA, 1966).
While the traditional institute was usually organized at the
county or state level, there has been a significant increase recently in
federally supported institutes.

The most pronounced increases were

evident in those subject areas supported by the National Science Foundation and the National Defense Education Act (Reynard, 1963).

A study by

Jones & Coxford (1964) revealed that federally supported summer institutes
had increased from two in 1953 to 212 in 1960. Over $249,000,000 was
distributed for NSF institutes between 1952 and 1964, and NDEA financial
support of language institutes exceeded $9,500,000 between 1959 and 1961
(NEA, 1966).
Research by Brandt & Perkins (1958), Fowler (1960), and Izzo &
Izzo (1964) has confirmed the value of institutes in the professional
growth of teachers.

Jones &Coxford (1964) found that one of the most

common retraining programs for mathematics teachers was institutes
sponsored by the NSF.

In evaluating five pilot institutes in civics

sponsored by the United States Office of Education, Longaker &Cleary
(1966) found that the institute format was particularly effective in
dealing with subject matter competence and teaching techniques.

However,
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they cautioned that although the institute was a successful mechanism
for providing new learning experiences, it was
teachers to a limited six weeks. .

11

Unsound if it limits

The image of the institute as a

one-shot affair should be changed.

the institute idea must en-

compass continuing education (pp. 6-7). 11
Williams (1972) alludes to the value of the institute when he
states that Summer institutes, particularly under National Defense
11

Education Act (NDEA) and the National Science Foundation (NSF), have
become one of the most potent in-service forces in American Education
today (p. 172).

11

He asserts that of great importance are the indirect

values that are derived from teacher participation in the institute experience.

These include the possibility of teachers becoming aware of

the need for additional formal academic study, and the possibility that
the institute may stimulate teachers to develop an individualized program
of professional reading.
~tof~ssional Confet~nce

!here is general agreement that professional conferences can be
effective in enhancing teacher growth (Knezevich, 1969).

They are

gener~

ally designed to provide teachers with new knowledge and insights regard•

ing curriculum instructibn, and educational trends and issues (Marks
1971).

et~,

Not only is the conference 11 a medium for inspiration, cultural

training; technical

assistance~

and the exchange of ideas (Burton et

~~;

1955, p. 152), 11 but it also provides teachers with opportunities for

professional growth through their involvement in the leadershipt planning,
and organizational phases of program development (Williams, 1972).
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School districts have long realized the benefits which accrue
to both the individual teacher and the school system as a result of
teacher attendance at professional meetings.

Not only does the profes-

sional conference provide school districts an economic approach to inservice education, it also provides the 11 lighthouse 11 districts with a
medium through which they may demonstrate their leadership in educational
innovation (Williams, 1972).
A recent study by o•Hanlon (1967) revealed that only 55 percent
of the responding teachers indicated that they had participated in a
professional conference in their teaching field.

Of those attending,

66 percent considered them to be beneficial while 34 percent viewed them

as of little or no value.

These data seem to be in conflict with the

high regard that teachers generally manifest toward the professional
meeting (Wil1iams, 1972), as well as the results of a nationwide survey
which rsvealed that ovet
attively eht6utaged

st~ff

~0

percent of the responding school districts

participation in professional meetings (NEA,

1962).
WotkShop
The modern workshop is a popular and much used
tice, utilizing a cooperative approach to highly
(Caht&.mar'l, 1966).

~~iles

inservi~e prac~

i~dividualited

probe1ms

(1961) and Williams (.197~) assert that tHe most

effective outcomes resu1t from a problem-centered format where

teacher~

have the opportunity to work together in common interest areas.

ing on the essential characteristics of workshops, Burton et
and Briggs

&

~

Comment~

(1955)

Justman (1952) are in agreement on certain dimensions:

(a)
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workshops tend to have clearly recognized and defined purposes which
emerge from the teacher•s daily work, (b) types of workshops are many
and varied, (c) specific problems must be identified and defined, (d)
a wide diversity of staff must be utilized in planning and implementation,
(e) cooperative and participatory processes must be utilized, (f) extensive resources must be available to participants, (g) workshop sessions
must be of adequate length, (h) adequate facilities must be provided to
accommodate a variety of experiences, and (i) planning must make provisions for diversity in teachers • interests, needs, and capacities.
The success of the workshop is a function of the extent to which
teachers successfully utilize new knowledge and skills in their classrooms (0 1 Hanlon &Witters, 1967).

However, consistent with the general

level of research on inservice practices, testimonials rather than controlled investigation abound in the literature regarding the effectiveness of workshops.

Further, Burton and others (1955) assert that the

concept has been victimized by the profess ion because it 11 has suffered
from the unhappy tendency in education to seize on a new term and apply
it to whatever one is doing (p. 147). 11
Mitchell (1954) feels that the concept has been further victimized
by workshop organizers.

He asserts that prominent among those conditions

which tend to limit or detract from workshop success are inadequate
planning~

preparation, and foresight by those in leadership positions.

He further states that too often the organizers are reluctant to provide
sufficient leadership and guidance, feeling that democratic and participatory procedures emanate best from unstructured situations.

Other
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concerns of Mitchell deal with the insensitivity of program planners to
the needs of individual teachers, the workshop format wherein informality
forsakes social or intellectual activities, and the inabil1ty of many
workshop formats to stimulate critical thought.
Despite the limitations suggested by Mitchell and others, the
workshop remains a viable and popular practice in the inservice spectrum.
ACTA survey (1949) of superintendents and teachers' organizations revealed that workshops were considered to be the most effective practice
of their respective inservice programs.

In a later study, 79.9 percent

of all responding school districts indicated that workshops were an integral part of their inservice programs (CTA, 1959).

Results of recent

NEA research (1966) revealed a 20 percent increase of workshops in responding urban school systems between 1955-56 and 1961-62.
Profe$Sional Reading
Williams (1972) states that a much greater emphasis is being
placed on the reading habits of teachers as a consequence of the rapidity

and magnitude of Change in virtua11y al1 disciplinary fields. Although
seemingly difficult to stay abreast of the developments and innovations
in any field, a planned

pro~ram

of professional reading represents access

by teachers to new knowledge and trends in their fields of specializa-

tion (NtA, 1966).

It is widely encouraged by.educational specialists--

with emphasis not necessarily in a specific field but on various topics
by many authors (Marks et ll;_, 1971) ~

In addition to the teacher's individual collection of resource
material and his access to district, public, and university libraries,
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much support can be provided him at the school level to stimulate his
interest in a planned program of professional reading.

These activities

and resources include:
1.

a professional library where new professional books and

journals are displayed and the librarian is assisted by a teacher committee in the selection of titles (Williams, 1972);
~.

2.

schoolwide reading-discussion groups (Burton et

1955);

3.

school bulletins prepared by faculty which present book re-

views and summaries of the most current educational thinking and trends
(Wiles, 1967);
4.

professional literature located in the teachers• lounge or

workroom (NEA, 1966).
Consultancy.Service
Only recent1y has the term 11 educational c6rlsultant 11 become
prominent in the

lit~tature

the title ih 1948,
cohtept has grbwn in

with the Educational

Ind~x

f1rst recognizing

However, ih a relatively short period of t1me the
~tature

and

us~.

It has been effectively applied

to the soluti6n of school problems related to district reorganization,
finahce, plant planning, curriculum construction, teather

recruitrn~nt

and traihing, public relations, and the improvement of instruction (James
& Weber, 1953),

In particular, the use of outside consultants to assist a staff
in its continuing education has become a widely accepted practice (Lucio
& McNeil, 1969; Wiles, 1967).

In a 1959 survey of California inservice

education practices it was determined that 71.2 percent of the responding
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school districts utilized consultant services (CTA, 1959).

However, it

should be noted that for the purposes of that investigation the concept
included consultancy services provided from within the district as well
as from other sources.
There is little doubt that a qualified

sp~cialist

can be of value

in__h_e_l_P,_·n_g__te_a_c_h_e_rs__d_i_a_gn_o_s_e__th_e_i_r__pr_o_f_e_s_s,_·o_n_a_l_g_r_o_w_th__n_e_e_ds__a_n_d_a_s_s_is_t_i_n_g_________~---

jl_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

tJ

in the development of programs to meet such needs (Lippitt & Fox, 1971).
So.urces of consultancy personnel include departments of education, educational institutions, private enterprise, industry, and state and national
associations (Marks et

~'

1971).

The outside specialist has the ad-

vantage of being able to render judgment and advice in an objective and
impartial manner, his perceptions seldom being affected by superficial
problems or personalities.

Marks and others (1971) comment that the con-

sultant Who can bring new ideas to teachers is valuable.

the

11

matter of techniques and methods can be supplemented if a person from
outside the school brings in suggestions (p. 489).i 1
fhe roles of the consultant are many and varied.

His

effective~

ness is a function of his success in being a listener, answer giver,
syntheSizer,

interpr~t~r~ evaluator~

stimulator, advisor, organizer,

fraternizer, information gatherer, demonstrator, criticizer, inspector,
and $uggestor (James &Weber, 1953).

His success, according to Shumsky

(1958), is aliHi dependent upon the degree to which he stresses process;
He emphashes that the

11

process '1 consultant must fa en Hate an 1ndi vi dua 1

or group 1 S efforts to define and meet their own needs; that only through
active involvement by teachers in problem identification and solution
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will a greater degree of success be realized.

He warns of the task-

oriented consultant who, in fact, develops a dependency relationship with
teachers by attempting to solve their problems for them.
In commenting that effective use of the educational specialist
requires careful planning and much skill, Lippitt and Fox (1971) suggest
that outside leadership in inservice education can be most effective if
based on a long range continuing consultation a·rrangement.

They assert

that cooperative arrangements wherein inservice programs are planned and
implemented by consultants in collaboration with key school personnel
represent an especially effective approach to inservice education.
Staff Meetings
The opinions and conclusions presented in this section of the
review are applicable to teacher group meetings in geheral.

Included in

this classification are two inservice practices used in the study•s quest'ionnaire--general faculty meetings and departmental meetings.
In elaborating on the potential impact of faculty meetings on
the

~otial~ emOtional~

and profes$iahal growth of the individual teacher,

the writings of Marks and others (1971) are fairly representative of the
•icookbook 11 approach to successful meetings.

Their treatment of the sub-

ject includes principles a.nd practices, purposes; how to improve meetings,
how to plan meetings, teacher involvements timing of materials and ideas,

how to conduct

tneetihgs~ th~

rcfle of the agenda, and eva1uat1on

proced~res.

Seemingly suppOl"tive of the opinions of Marks et aL regarding the value
of faculty meetings were the results of a recent state-wide survey in
California.

Eighty-seven percent of responding school districts
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considered general faculty meetings to be an important aspect of their
inservice education programs, being utilized more than any other inservice
practice (CTA, 1959).

However, their use seems to be inversely propor-

tional to their popularity with teachers.

While remarking that the in-

service potential of faculty meetings is seldom reached, Wiles (1967)
states:

"Teachers are informed that they must assemble to hear someone

they do not know talk about a topic they have not selected.
resentment.

They listen with res1stance.

They go with

They forget without remorse

( P• 69) • II

In agreement with the opinion of Wiles were the results of
o•Hanlon•s study (1967) which revealed that teachers profit very little
from attendance at faculty meetings, rejecting it as an effective inservice approach.

Their major concerns focused on the typica1 reluctance

of administrators to involve teachers in the planning phase.

Other

criticisms dealt with irrelevant topics not meeting the needs or interests of teachers, poorly plannad meetings being too routine and formal
in nature, and teachers be·ing talked at rather than actively involved.
These findings were not dissimilar from those of Blumberg &Amidon
(1964).

Regatdless of the evidence that suggests that meetings are un-

popular with teachers, Burton

~tal.

(1955), Wiles (1967), Marks et al.

(1971) and Williams (1972) are but a few of many authors who have written
extensively regarding the value of faculty meetings as a viable inservice
practice.

Their writings are illustrative of the general nature of

mentary to be found in the supervisory literature regarding faculty

com~
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meetings--a description of typical weaknesses while alluding to the inservice potential of this activity.

A synthesis of their opinions reveals

that faculty meetings should not be used for routine administrative
matters, but for the exchange of professional ideas among staff; should
be well-planned in a cooperative and democratic manner regarding topics,
speakers, and procedural modes; and should be organized for clearly
recognized purposes, and focused on issues with which the group is
vitally concerned.
Supervisory Conference
The opinions and conclusions presented in this section of the
review are applicable to supervisory conferences in general.

in

Included

this classification are two inservice practices used in the study s
1

questionnaire·~teacher-principal

conferences and teacher-department

chairman conferences.
Although evidence axists to support the notion that teachers
still perceive the supervisory structure to be superordinate-subordinate

1n nature, the traditional livisitation and conferehte 1i has been replaced
by a mode1 in which two equals meet to improve the learning situation.
contributing to its success is a positive relationship between teacher
and supervisOr which 1eads to mutuai understanding And suppOrt.
important aspect of this relationship is the

~ecognition

An

and uti11zati6n

of the principal and/or ctepartrnent chairman by the teacher as a resource

person (Lippitt &~ox~ 1971; Wiles, 1967). The main purpose of the supervisory conference is to help the teacher maintain and enhance those aspects
\

of teaching technique that are productive and to help him change those
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aspects of teaching that are in need of improvement (Blumberg, Weber,
and Amidon, 1967).
Marks et

~

(1971) suggest that there are several times when

a conference should be scheduled:

after a classroom visitation by the

supervisor, after employment of a beginning teacher, at the request of
a teacher, and to discuss a problem with an individual or group.

The

conference must be conducted in a professional climate conducive to the
exchange of constructive and informed ideas regarding curriculum,
methodology, instructional materials, or the professional growth of the
teacher (NEA, 1966; Neagley & Evans, 1970).

Burton and others (1955)

emphasized that the analysis of teaching problems must be discriminating
rather than

general-~where

the teacher is able to analyze and evaluate

his own teaching in order to evaluate his own strengths and weaknesses.
there are mahy factors which contribute to
supervisory conference.

th~

suctess of a

Wiles (1967) and Marks and others (1971)

emphasiie the importance of the fo1lowing:

that the supervisor must

prepare for the conference and is responsible for the success of it;
that the purpose of the conference is clear to the teacher; that it must
be scheduied 1n a quiet location Where participants will not be inter-

rupted; that the conference will not be rushed; and that the conference
ends with a definite conclusion .

.YJ..s.it.,ati on
Visitations by teachers represent a va1uab'le inservice activity
which can effectively promote professional growth (Wiles, 1967).

It

provides teachers the opportunity to develop new insights in teaching
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through observing the on-going activities and teaching in classrooms
other· than their own (Burton et

~'

1955; Neagley & Evans, 1970).

Supporting the assertion of Marks et

~

(1971) that the

visitation represents a popular and effective approach to instructional
improvement were the findings of a study by DeVita (1963).

He reported

that teachers who participated in a voluntary five-week inter-visitation
program rendered a positive evaluation of the experiment, asserting
that

m~ch

had been learned from colleagues regarding methodology and

\

techniques.
Though evidence and opinion support the concept, its use on
an organized school or district-level basis seems marginal at best.
In a state-wide survey in California only 47 percent of the responding
high school districts indicated that inter-visitations were a part of
their

inservic~

program, with most of these being on an unorganized and

voluntary basis (CTA, 1959).
o•Han1on &Witters (1967) consider the infrequency of planned
visitations to be inconsistent with the general interest teachers demonstrate in wishing to share information and ideas with one another.

The

findings of their research indicated that only 69 percent of the teachers
surveyed considered visitations to be beneficial; while 31 percent der1ved little or no benefit from the experience.
In assessing the advantages and disad~antages of various in·
service education practices, Williams {1972) maintains that visitations
are advantageous in that the realistic setting of the classroom allows
the observer to witness factors influencing teaching and learning in the
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presence of the vital teacher-student relationship.

He also asserts

that much can be learned from observing negative aspects of instruction
when teachers visit the classrooms of teachers of marginal effectiveness.
Team Teaching

innovations in American education was the

meteori~

just prior to 1960 (Trump & Miller, 1973).

rise of team teaching

In response to a scarcity of

qualified teachers and long before the concept had reached even embryonic
proportions, Chase (1953) advocated
the use of teaching teams to provide
-·.
,.

\

for the maximum growth and guidance of the young and_ inexperienced
teacher.
Team teaching is an approach to learning wherein two or more
members of an instructional team plan, instruct, and evaluate in one or
more subject areas.
redogniz~

TrUmp & Miller (1973) assert that its goa1s are to
11

better the individual differences

amon~

teachers and to

better the speci a1 coinpetenci es of each person ( p. 354), li

utiliZ~

It pro vi des

team members the opportunity tb confer with each other, to be aware of
methodological ahd techn016gital innovations, and to keep abreast of new
knowledge.

Anderson (1966) notes that among the more

ist1cs of

t~am

resourcet and

d~sirable character~

taach1hg are the use of a wider range of inatruct1ana1
t~chno1 oghs ~

and the opportunity for stimul at·i ng the pro ..

fess1onal growth of team members--especially that of the beginning
teacher.

In commenting on the value of team teaching as an inservice
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technique of much promise, he states
Particularly impressive is the suggestion that team
teaching offers an appropriate environment not only
for the training and induction of newcomers to the
profession, but also for the advancement of each
experienced teacher's professional knowledge and
skill . . . . Exposure to the constructive reactions
and suggestions of colleagues, within the atmosphere
of a full-fledged team operation, would seem almost
to guarantee continual self-examination and profesJ.I---------------p·i-orrd-1-study-.-s--e-en-as----an-i-ns-tn:~men-t-o-f-t-he-iJrG-f-es - - - - - - - - - - - - sian for keeping its members constantly active as
students of their own role, team teaching therefore
emerges as a development potentially equal in importance to the idea of graduate study and certainly
superior to the usual ineffectual devices employed
hopefully by local systems under the title "inservice training for teach.ers (p. 89)."
In general agreement with Anderson is Hoover (1971) concerning
the potential value of this inservice activity.
tha pitfalls of

t~arn

its margina1 use.

His comments concerning

teaching are representative of criticism regarding

He asserts that prominent among those factors which

have h1ndered its acceptance are the negative reactions of educators due

to the Chaos

re~ulti~~

from the ihitial rapid movement toward the concept

without proper planning,

Ahother

proble~

associated with

is the psycho1ogical 'Orientation of teachers.

it~

acceptance

Ih support of th1s latter

coiijecture by Hoover is the commentary of Fraenke1 & Gross ( 1966):

11

Not

every 'teacher is prep ared, either academically or psycho 1ogi ca 11 y ~ to
emeY'g~

from the isolatad cave he has known for so long into more open

cooperation

with~ and comparison

by&

colleague~

and students which teams

afford (p. 376).u
There is little empirical evidence to support or reject the value
of team teaching as either an instructional technique or inservice practice.
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Articles in professional journals are usually glowing testimonials
essentially descriptive in nature, while those in research journals are
sparse at best (Georgiades, 1967; Olivero, 1964).

Beggs (1964) summar-

izes the frustrations of researchers regarding the impact of team
teaching on teacher effectiveness when he states:
Countless conjectures have been made about the

-ll--------------:us-e-G-f-t-e-alil-t-e-a-eh-i-rlg-a-s-a-v-e-ll-i-e-l-e-f-0-r----4-mJ3-rs-v-e · - - - - - - - - - - - -

ment of staff competency. Research results have
not supported this hypothesis, although it may
have validity. If so, investigation is sorely
needed to validate it (p. 31).
Television
The fusion of technology and education has become commonplace in
our nation's school systems.

The imaginative school use of technological

innovation has increased dramatica1ly and will continue at an increasing
rate.

Of the recent developments, the expanding use of television in

our schOols is encouraging and especially promis1ng.

Similarities be-

tween the characteristics, use, and promise of closed circuit television,
video~tape,

For

and micro-teaching are much greater than dissimilarities.

this reason, the commentary which follows as applied to anY one

technique cah 1egitimate1y be generalized to the

oth~r

two.

The uses of television are many and varied within the school
setting.

Wigren (lg67) states that there is considerable evidence to

document its effectiveness in enhancing regular classroom instruction;
pre~schoo1 education~

industrial workers.

adu1t basic education, and retraining programs for
He particularly emphasizes its value in the pre-

service and inservice education of te,achers, claiming its greatest
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promise to be its capacity to offer unlimited professional growth opportunities for teachers.
The use of video-tape is a promising and effective inservice
practice which represents a powerful source of immediate feedback for
the teacher (Westby-Gibson, 1967).

Contributing greatly to its promise

and value are the following capabilities:

(a) instruction in the skills

and techniques of teaching (Wigren, 1967), (b) self-analysis (Attea,
1970), (c) immediate feedback (Schumaker, 1967), (d) modeling capacity
which can enhance the teaching performance of other teachers (Allen &
McDonald, 1967), (e) control and manipulation of teaching variables
(Webb & Baird, 1967), (f) simulation experiences which prove to be intellectually and psychologically stimulating for teachers (Cruickshank,
1967), and (g) analysis of classroom interaction (Clayton, 1967).
The use of video-tape as an inservice practice is an outgrowth of the micro-teaching technique developed in the early l96o•s.
!n their pioneer work in developing micro-teaching as a pre-service and
research instrument, Allen &Ryan (1969) alluded to its inservice capabilities and potential as fo1lows:
are all reduced. . • .

11

Class size, scope of content, and time

focuses on training for the accomplishment of

s pecifi t tasks. . . , greatly expands the norma 1 . . . feedback dimension
in teaching (pp. 2·<5). 11
The importance and effectiveness of the feedback dimension of
video .. tap~ have been confirmed.

Research by Ishler (1967); Joyce (1967),

and Heinrich &McKeegan (1969) indicated that the use of video-tape feedback is more successful in producing desired changes in the teaching
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performance of student teachers than instruction not utilizing the feedA study by Davis &Smoot (1969) revealed that student

back dimension.

teachers using video-tape feedback illustrated significantly greater
improvement in teaching behavior than did a control group not utilizing
video-tape; specifically, the experimental group was more successful in
asking probing and divergent questions and eliciting a more positive
student response.

In another study, student teachers who had experienced

the use of video-tape in their preparation were evaluated more positively
than were students whose training did not include feedback (Limbacher,

1969).
In a recent study designed to reduce teacher classroom

mon~

logue through video-tape feedback, Acheson (1965) found that a critique
by teacher and supervisor was more productive than a c.ritique by the
teacher alone.

Supporting Acheson (1965) concerning the value of group

critique df tape feedback were the findings of Fuller; Be1dmen &Richek

(1966); Morse, kysilka

&Davis (1970),

Educational television
in demonstration teaching.

ha~

and Ranson (1969).

been used with tohsiderable success

Its value in illustrating methodology, edu-

cational materials, and equipment and techniques of instruction has beeh
recognized (Marks et ~.1!, 1971),

Although efforts are generaily made to

present procedures, teehniques, and materials in as nearly natural a
context as po~l$ible, daparturss from reality a're appropria-te to f6cus
attention upon those selected e·lements being demonstrated (Harris &
Bissent, 1969).

Despite criticisms regarding their unrealistic and un-

natural format, model lessons presented under ideal circumstances can
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sometimes be of value in clarifying the use of certain classroom procedures (Burton et

~'

1955).

Whether live or telev·ised, demonstration

teaching is an effective form of modeling which can produce significant
changes in teaching behavior (Neagley & Evans, 1970).
Laboratory Method

sign incorporates many fundamental assumptions about learning--interest,
involvement, discovery, transfer, and success.

Laboratory experiences

when incorporated into an appropriate design provide the opportunity for
participants to relate past experiences to the activity itself, thereby
leading to a high level of stimulation and understanding (Wolfe, 1965).
Rea1ity simulation is an important aspect of many of the
laboratory activities.

For example, the success of role playing, fre-

quent1y referred to as psychodrama or sociodrama, is a function of the
degree tb which the participants 11 act 11 and 11 feeli' as they might in a real
situation (Harri! & Bissent,

1969)~

In commenting that simulation

pro~

vides a setting in which teachers can experiment with a wide range of
teaching approaches without fear of censure or fai1ure, Cruickshank &
Broadbent (1969) assert that
The creatioh of rea1istit games . . . proVides

them with lifew1ong problem-solving experiences
related to their present or future work. Such
game situations require each player to make
decisions based upon previous training and
available information. After the player encounters an incident and makes a subsequent
decision, he is provided with opportunities to
see and/or discuss one or more possible consequences that may result (p. 2).
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Characteristics common to most laboratory designs are summarized
by Harris & Bissent (1969) as follows:
1. ·The participant is actively involved in
solving the problem.
2. The problem situation is simulated as ·
realistically as possible.
3. Quantifiable data are produced and recorded
to reveal the nature of the participants.
4. Feedback on data is provided to permit each
r---------------:--a-i~t-i-ei-t>-a-r.-t-t-a-c-6n-t-r-a-s-t-h-i-s--.~e-a-e-t-i-s-n-s-\AJ-i-t-A-t-RG-s-e-G-f----------~-

a larger group or other groups.
5. Data are discussed and analyzed so as to
lead to generalizations and implications for practice
( p. 45).

The following discussion of role playing, brainstorming, and buzz sessions is intended to clarify further the many dimensions of the concept.
Harris & Bissent (1969) define role playing as "spontaneous
dramatization involving one or more persons assuming designated roles in
relation to a specified problem in a given situation (p. 261)."

The

dramatic episode is unplanned, unrehearsed, and structured only to the
extent that the problem and the situation will allow.

As an inservice

technique, its design is particularly effective in dealing with human
relations problems.

Among the many purposes of role playing are the

group analyses and discussion of concrete examples of behavior, an inN
creased sensitivity to others' feelings and attitudes, the opportunity
for participants to develop new attitudes, and the opportun·ity to enhance
spontaneous verbal interaction.
of

ro1e~playing

Important considerations in the planning

episodes include the need to focus en problems to which

all group participants can

relate~the

explicit description of roles to be

dramat1zed, and the tirne1y ter'mination of roles to avoid emotional involve ..
ment.

In order for participants to act as they might in a real situation,
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the fullest possible assumption of roles is encouraged and expected
(Harris &Bissent, 1969).
Brainstorming is an inservice technique which attempts to develop an oral inventory of ideas.

It is unique with respect to the

special procedures used to assure that ideas orally expressed by participants are free from group analysis, evaluation, and criticism
(Marks et

~'

1971).

Once the group has been oriented to the nature

of the problem selected for brainstorming and the amount of time available for task completion, quantity of output is stressed in the development and flow of ideas which focus on the central problem.

The value

of this design resides in its capacity to lead to the stimulation of new
ideas, the development of many solutions to problems, and the appreciation of others• ideas and approaches to problem-solving (Harris, 1963).
Whereas brainstorming is adaptable to a variety of group sizes,
a modification of this model is designed to accommodate smallar group
interaction.

With a given topic and time limit established, the 11 buzz

session 11 is a group actiVity of minimum structure wherein the group
members are encouraged to express their ideas concerning a central topic.
The small group is generally a temporary structure formed to examine a
specific issue and report back to a larger group.

Unlike brainstorming,

the central thrusts of this desfgn are the critical analysis of ideas
and an effort to arrive at a consensus where p~ssible (Harris

&Bissent~

1969).

Wolfe (1965) observed that although actual evidence on change
in participant behavior is sparse, there are data to document significant
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gains in the assimilation of new knowledge as a result of laboratory experiences.

His study revealed that when compared to other types of

inservice practices the laboratory design received uniformly higher
ratings by participants.

However, regardless of its apparent appeal and

effectiveness as an inservice practice, the laboratory approach is not a
panacea for all inservice programs.

There is no evidence to indicate

that it is effective in skill development, restructuring value systems
or efficiently presenting new information (Harris & Bissent, 1969).
Intensive Group Experience
Two aspects of teaching which qramatically influence the learning environment are knowledge of the subject matter and skills in interpersonal relations.

It is to the latter category that the purposes of

intensive group experiences are directed.
Only tecently has education availed itself of this concept, a
practice which has been widely accepted in training programs of government,

busine~s,

and rel1gion for some time (Flanders, 1970),

Examples

of various designs of this mode1 intlude sensitivity training, T groups;
and encounter groups.

Each design is based primarily on group interaction

in a climate of openness, risk taking, and honesty,

Advocates assert

that such a setting provides an opportunity for individuals to learn
mora of themselves and others than is-possible in the usual social or
working relationship (Lippitt &Fox, 1971).
King (1970) suggests that approaches designed to improve a
teacher's interpersonal competency must take into account the complexity
of the concept.

He remarks that this competency is not likely to be
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effected directly by any approach and that any 11 methods designed to effect it should consider a chain of factors.
in this manner:

These factors are related

interpersonal competence is effected by self-perception;

self-perception is effected by interpersonal feedback (p. 5r. 11

The

purposes which he envisions for the T-group approach are generally applicable to any intensive group design.

These include improvement of

interpersonal feedback, changing of self-perceptions, and change in
interpersonal competence.

Further, Lippitt &Fox (1971) add that one of

the greater values of group interaction is the insight acquired by participants regarding the nature of group processes.

These include but

are not limited to the establishment of group norms, patterns of influence
and communication, and internal leadership.
Though research to date on intensive group experience and its
impact on school personnel is sparse, there is some evidence to support
the notion that outcomes may lead to more innovative and constructive
behaviors as well as improved interpersonal relatiohships.

1n a study

designed to improve classroom peer relations, Schmuck (1967) combined
sensitivity training, role playing, and a task-oriented approach during

a four week summer workshop for elementary school teachers. It was found
that the inservice experience of the teachers contributed to increased
student-group cohesiveness, the opening of classroom communications, and

the development of more positive student attitudes toward teachers,
classmates~

and learning.

Using an experimental-control design, Vogel (1967) attempted
to evaluate the effects ofT-group training on the

teaching~learning
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situation.

He concluded that the T-group experience was effective in

improving teacher-pupil rapport and maintaining a type of classroom
climate consistent with the training objectives.

Joyce (1967) found

that a combination of sensitivity training, audio-visual aids, and role
playing effectively led to substantial and positive changes in teaching
style.

In a study by Miles (1965), it was found that the interpersonal

behavior of administrators who participated in T-group experiences improved more than did that of administrators in a control group not using
T-group methods.

A synthesis of the findings of three studies by Schmuck

(1968) revealed that teachers who underwent T-group experiences were
more likely to make constructive classroom behavior changes than were
those teachers who did not participate.
However, despite the interest shown by some investigators, King
(1970) summar'izes the current state of research on the intensive group
experience when he states,

11

lt is too early to evaluate the effects of

all these programs except to note that enthusiasm is out-running research
and that the implications for teacher education need be clarified (p. 11). 1i
lnteraction Analysis
Inservice practices designed to modify and categorize verbal
communication within the classroom have been successful in altering
teaching style and performance (Marks et

~.

,1971).

Interaction analy·

sis is a feedback technique developed by Flanders (1962) and modified by
others (Medley, 1963;

Sc~1minke~

1962; Withall, 1963), which analyzes the

classroom verbal interaction between teachers and students.
Using an observational matrix (Figure 1), a teacher-observer
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Figure 1
Flanders Matrix: Summary of Categories for
Interaction Analysis

l.

I

ACCEPTS FEELING: accepts and clarifies
the feeling tone of the students in a
non-threatening manner. Feelings may be
positive or negative. Predicting and
r-------------1------!---_:_!rteP,caJJjJJg_feeJ_i_n_gs is included.
2.
PRAISES OR ENCOURAGES: praises or
encourages student action or behavior.
INDIRECT
Jokes that release tension, not at the
expense of another individual; nodding
INFLUENCE
head or saying 11 uh huh? 11 or 11 go on 11 are
included.
3.
ACCEPTS OR USES IDEAS OF STUDENTS: clarifying, building, or developing ideas or
suggestions by the student. As teacher
brings more of his own ideas into play,
shift to category five.
4.
ASKS QUESTIONS: asking a question about
content or procedure with the intent that
a student answer.
TEACHER
TALK
5.
LECTURES: giving facts or opinions about
content or procedure; expressing his own
idea; asking rhetorical questions.
6.
GIVES DIRECTIONS: directions, commands,
DIRECI
or orders with which a student is expected
to comply.
INFLUENCE
7.
CRITICIZES OR JUSTIF!ES AUTHORIIY: statements intended to change student behavior
from nonacceptable to acceptable pattern;
bawling someout out; stating why the
teacher is doing what he i~ doing; extreme
se1 f-reference.

8,
STUDENT
TALK

9.

10.

STUDENT TALK-RESPONSE: talk by students
in response to teacher. leather initiates
the contact or solicits student statement.
SiUDENT TALK-INITIATION: talk by students,
which they initiate. If itcalling on 11 stu"'
dent is only to indicate who may talk next~
observer must decide whether student wanted
to talk. If he did, use this category.
SILENCE OR CONFUSION: pauses, short
periods of silence and periods of confusion in which communication cannot be
understood by the observer.
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categorizes classroom dialogue into one of ten classifications at threesecond intervals.

An analysis of the completed matrix differentiates

between teacher-originated and student-originated communication.
Flanders•

basi~

assumption in the development of his model is that there

is an optimum balance between the teacher•s direct influence, which tends
to inhibit the freedom of action by the student, and his indirect influence, which tends to enhance it.

He asserts that through studying

teaching behavior and by analyzing selected aspects of teacher-student
interaction, the teacher is better able to approach this optimum balance.
In his modification of Flanders• model, Schminke (1962) presents
to a group of teachers a scenario describing the teacher•s classroom
behavior.

The scenario includes a complete transcript of student-teacher

verbal interaction and serves as a basis for group critique in examining
classroom procedures and teaching content.

The 11 illustrative lesson 11 is

advantageous in that it provides for orderly and

well~planned

discussions,

scenario variance, and a high degree of objectivity as a result of the
i~aginary

example avoiding personalities and personal involvement (Schminke,

1962).

!here is much evidence to document the effectiveness of
action analysis in altering teacher verbal behavior.

inter~

F1nske (1967)

re~

ported that student teachers using interaction analysis were more flexible,
used more indirect discussion methods, and

el~cited

ta1k than did members of a control group.

Supporting the investigation

more student-initiated

of Finske were studies by Simon (1967), Kirk (1967) ~ and Parrish (1969).
A synthesis of their conclusions revealed that the use of interaction
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analysis led to a more relaxed and conversational teaching style, a
greater appreciation and utilization of student ideas, and an increase
in student-initiated dialogue.

In separate studies by Amidon (1970) and

Bondi (1970) it was reported that student teachers using interaction
analysis used more indirect behavior with students than did control
groups whose training did not include interaction analysis.

The effect-

iveness of his model led Flanders (1962) to the conclusion that 11 the use
of interaction analysis was not only a training tool, but a research tool
that permitted us to evaluate the in-service training by assessing the
overt, spontaneous influence patterns teachers used in their classrooms
( P, 316)

o

II

Packaged Inservice Program
The use of packaged curricular programs by school systems has
become commonplace.
use

entir~

For some time schools have been able to select and

prepackaged curricula in virtually any discipline; or modify

the programs according to the school •s particular needs.

Perhaps the most

recent innovation in staff development is an outgrowth of this eurricular
approach--packaged programs for
1970).

in~ervice

education (Neagley &£vans,

As an emerging pattern of professional growth, there is little

evidence to support its worth

or promise. Other than information and

interest generated by the Educational Resources Information

Center~

it

has received scant attention in the research journals and professional
pub1icat1ons.

Regardless of its elilbryonic state, the concept is supported

by current scholarly opinion (Poliakoff, 1971).

The work of Popham and Baker (1973) is somewhat representative

I
. I
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of the commercially prepared programs which are becoming available.

In

describing their Teacher Competency Development System, they allude to

----

its focus on the development of professional skills in curriculum, instruction, and evaluation.

The program provides for a teacher self-

evaluation of present teaching competencies, a self-diagnosis of areas
in which development is needed, and a modular approach for
competencies in specific areas.

de~eloping

Self-instructional booklet modules have

been developed to improve teaching competencies in a wide range of instructional areas, including classroom management, motivation of learners,
individualization of instruction, and methodology.
Action Research
The participation of teachers in the examination and solution
of problems important to them shows much promise as an inservice education practice (Shumsky, 1958).

This application of scientific methodology

by practitioners in order to better guide their decisions and actions has
been termed action research (Corey, 1953).

In the development of this

concept, Collier (1945) stated that since research results are made operational by practitioners, it is vital that they 11 participate creatively
in the research, impelled as it is, from their own area of need (p. 276).
Corey adds that
Most of the study of what should be kept in the
schools and what shou1d go and what shou1d be added
must be done in hundreds of thousands of classrooms .
• • • ihe studies must be undertaken by those who
may have to change the way they do things as a re~
sult of the studies. Our schools cannot keep up
with the 1ife they are supposed to .•• improve
unless teachers . . . continuously examine what they

11

--------
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are doing. . . . to identify the practices which
must be changed to meet the needs and demands of
modern life (p. viii).

----

A problem in educational research is the limited extent to which
research actually modifies educational practices.

In rationalizing this

meager impact Morrison (1953) states that a severe limitation is the extent
to which research efforts are conducted in a vacuum.

Typically,

11

the re-

search worker tended to define the problem, plan and conduct the study,
interpret the data and write his report in isolation from those who translate his recommendations into action (p. 65). 11
Caswell (1956) suggests that teachers are likely to modify teaching behaviors and practices as a consequence of their involvement in the
solution of problems important to them.

In agreement is Morrison, who

concluded that
The people who may be expected to translate research recommendations into practice will do so
more effectively when they participate in defining the problem, planning the broad scope of the
study, collecting the data, interpreting the
findings and reviewing the recommendations.
Through such participation those who will implement the research pass through an intensive process of learning. When the research is finished,
there are few surprises ahead for them. They are
ready to carry on. The need for a period of reeducation is reduced or eliminated (~. 65).
The structure and procedures of action research are not unlike
those of formal educational research.

The process includes problem

identification and analysis, formulation of tentative hypotheses,

gather~

1ng and interpreting data, formulating action, and evaluation (Taba &
Noel, 1957).

It should be emphasized, however, that formal research and

action research are designed to serve different purposes.

Formal research

-----
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is conducted primarily by professional investigators at the university and
organizational level.
cedures

(O'Reilly~

Its function is to accumulate a body of valid pro-

1956).

The function of action research, on the other

hand, is not so much discovery of facts as to increase the effectiveness
of the practitioner (Shumsky, 1958).
These, then, represent the professional growth activities selected
for use in the study.

Their treatment was des1gned to esta6llsn-the

justification for their inclusion in the survey instrument, A Rating of
Inservice Education Practices.

The review was intended to provide a gen-

eral synthesis of scholarly opinion and research regarding the status of
each as an inservice practice; hence, references were restricted to a
gene~al

discussion of those findings and conclusions which applied to the

major purposes of the research.
.

.;;

~'''

Summary
The central focus of Chapter II was to establish the relationship
between the literature supporting the rationale of the investigation and
the development of the study's questionnaire;

Scholarly opinion contributed

greatly to the dimensions presented in this chapter because of the paucity

or

research regarding evaluation of inservice programs and perceptions of

school personnel.
ihe 1titroductory section provided support for the study 1 s central

hypothesis and reinforced the grow1ng importance of inservice

education~

In the second section selected studies relative to the classroom
tional problems of teachers were reviewed.

instruc~

This section provided the
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rationale for the identification of selected teacher needs that were used
in the questionnaire.

Five specific areas of instructional difficulties

emerged as being ·of central concern to teachers:

(a) subject matter

mastery, (b) methodology, (c) individualization, (d) student motivation,
and (e) classroom management.
In the final section descriptions of selected inservice education

p-r-a-ctTc1rs-as-e<:i-tn~h-e-s-urvey-tnstrument---were--pTesenteu--;--Twerrty·~--------

selected professional growth activities were extracted from the literature for use in the study's questionnaire and were validated by a panel
of judges.

The treatment of each in this section confirmed its status

as a recognized inservice practice.
The research design and methodology used in the study are summarized in Chapter III.

Data treatment as described in Chapter III led

to the analysis of the data presented in Chapter IV.

Recommendations and

conclusions resulting from this interpretation are presented in Chapter V.

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURES
A description of research methodology and procedures used in
the investigation is presented in this chapter.

Dimensions of the

study's research design will be described in the following order:
population~

(a)

(b) sample, (c) instrumentation, (d) pilot study, (e) ques-

tionnaire distribution, (f) data treatment, and (g) the research hypotheses presented in null form.
Population
The population for this study was the secondary school educators in the public school system of Santa Clara C6unty.

Also included

in this population were junior high school teachers and principals in
unified schoo1 districts whose schools enrolled seventh, eighth, and
ninth grade students.

Excluded from the population were school-level

certificated assignments considered to be ancillary in nature, such as
counselors, librarians, school psychologists, and school nurses.

Also

excluded were teachers from county operated schools, continuation schools,
and secondary schools in the district in which the investigator was
employed.

A review of a 1971 Santa Clara County ethnic and racial report
revealed the following characteristics of the total county school system:
64
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(a) the student enrollment per district ranged from 14 to 36,722; (b)
the ethnic composition of students was .3 percent American Indian, 2.5
percent Negro, 2.4 percent Oriental, 17.0 percent Spanish surname, .9
percent other non-white, and 76.9 percent other white; (c) the number of
schools per district ranged from one to 50; (d) the number of classroom
teachers per district ranged from one to

lJI._M-;--;(-e-)~tfTenum

er of pri n-

_ _ _ _ c-i-FJa-1-s----pe-rcfistrict ranged from one to 42; (f) the ethnic composition
of certificated staff was .2 percent American Indian, 1.7 percent Negro,
3.1 percent Oriental, 3.5 percent Spanish surname, .3 percent other nonwhite, and 91.2 percent other white.

Of the 33 separate school districts

within the county, six are unified school districts, four are union high
school districts, and one is a joint union high schoo1,district.
Sample
lwo sample groups were derived from the population of secondary
school educators.

Fot

th~

purpose of this investigation the entire

popu1ation of 48 secondary schoo1 principals was accepted as the sample
for that group.

A five percent random sample (Sax, 1968) was obtained

from the teacher population.

Because an ancillary aspect of thiS investi-

gation dea1t with perceptual relationships between teachers from different
subject areas, it was necessary to stratify the teacher samp1e by teaching
assignment.

The followihg procedures were used to derive the teacher

samp 1c1 :

_____________--!

1.
ve1oped.

A list of the major secondary school subject areas was de ...

Each of the eleven major departments was assigned a departmental
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number as follows:

#1-Art, #2-Business, #3-English, #4-Homemaking, #5-

Industrial Arts, #6-Foreign Language, #?-Mathematics, #8-Music, #9-Physical
Education, #10-Science, #11-Social Science. All classroom teaching assignments were categorized into one of these eleven areas.
2.

The 48 secondary schools included in the study were randomly

numbered and arranged in numerical sequence from 1 to 48.
numbers were then drawn and assigned to the first eleven

Departmental
~chools.

When

the eleven departmental numbers had been assigned, all numbers were then
replaced and the process was repeated for the next eleven schools.

This

selection process was repeated 16 times.
3.
~

Prior to the initial draw the investigator established

priori that no school would be assigned the same departmental number

twice.

When the selection process produced a number that would pair with

a previous1y drawn departmental number, the number was assigned to the
next school in the numericai sequence which had not been assigned that
humber.

The subsequent selection bf a new

be assigned to the original school.

departm~htal

number wou1d then

If it again paired with an earlier

selection the reass1gnment process was repeated.
4.

It was also deterinined before the initial draw that ho

schoo1 woUld be assigned more than four departments.

Consequently~

when

a schoo1 received its fourth departmental assignment, the school was removed from the numerical sequence.
Dapartmental assignments are presented in Table 6.

Each of 11

departments had been selected 16 times and randomly assigned to 48
secondary schools.

This procedure resulted in 176 departmental assignments
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Table 6
Departmental Assignments to Each of 48 Secondary Schools
School
A

Department
Business, Foreign Language
Home Economics, Physical
Education

School

N

!----~~-B>--~B-~~i-A-e-s-s---,------l-fl-EI-~-s-t-r-i-a-l-,l\-r-Vr..-.-,- - - 0 ~

c
D

E

F
G

H

I

J

K
L
M

Physical Education,
Science
Business, Industrial
Arts, Science, Socia 1
Science
English, Foreign Language,
Industrial Arts, Mathematics
Business, Industrial
Arts, Science, Social
Science
Art, English, Home
Economics, Mathematics
Home Economics, Industria1
Arts, Physical Education,
Science
Art, Mathematics; Music;
Social Science
Art, Music~ Physical
Education
Business, Eng1ish;
Industrial Arts,
Mathematics
Art, Foreign Language~

Home Economics~ Physical
Education

Home Economics, Industrial

Arts ~ t~us i c
Foreign Language, Industrial
Arts, Physical Education,
Science

p

Q

R

s
T

u
v

w
x
y

Department
Foreign Language, Home
Economics, Industrial
Arts, Social Science
A-rt----,-F-s-~e-i-§-A-b-a-tl§-tla-§-e~,- - - - - - - = = = =

Home Economics, Music
English, Foreign Language,
Home Economics, Music
Home Economics, Industria 1
Arts, Physical Education,
Science
Foreign Language, Industrial Arts, Music,
Science
Art, Music, Science,
Social Science
Art, Business, Home
Economics, Industrial
Arts
Fbr~ign Language, Mathematics, Music, Science
Art, Business, English,
Physical Education
BUSiness, Industrial
Arts, Science, Social
Science
Art, Business, Home
Economics, Science
Art~ English~

Foreign

Language, social Science

z

Business, Home Economics~
Physical Education

a

Business, Foreign
Language, Science
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Table 6 (Continued)
School
b

c
d

e
f

g

h
i

j
k

Department

School

Business, Physical
Education, Social
Science
English, Home Economics, Science
rt, n ustr1a Arts,
Mathematics, Physical
Education
Industrial Arts, Music,
Social Science
Business, Mathematics,
Science, Social Science
Art, Home Economics,
Physical Education
Business, Foreign Language, Mathematics
Art, English, Music
English, Foreign Language,
Mathematics, Music
Art; Mathematics, Music,
Science
Foteign Lan~uage,
Physical Education,
Socia 1 Science

m
n
0

p

q

r

s
t

u

v

Department
Art, English, Foreign
Language, Mathematics
English, Mathematics,
Social Science
English, Home Economics,
Mathematics
English, Foreign Language,
Mathematics, Physical
Education
English, Industrial
Arts, Music, Physical
Education
Business, Home Economics,
Social Science
Art, English, Mathematics,
Social Science
English, Mathematics,
Music, Social Science
Music, Physical Education,
Social Science
Business, Music,
Science

to 48 Secondary schoo1s from which the teacher saffiple was derived.

5. Fal1owing the assignment of

depar~ments

to each

c1erica1 he1p was requested (Appendix H) to assist in the
the stratified random sample.

school~

d~velopment

of

Upon receipt of the principal 1 S approval

(Appendix I) his secr·etary provided assistance in either of two ways:
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(a) she mailed to the investigator departmentalized lists previously
requested in the correspondence to her principal.

From these lists

teachers were randomly selected by a sampling process similar to the one
described below; (b) if lists were not sent, the secretary was contacted
by telephone.

She informed the investigator of the number of teachers

in each of the departments assigned to that particular school.

The in-

vestigator then drew a random num er for each department and requested
that the secretary select from an alphabetized departmental list the name
of the teacher corresponding to the number.

Thus, after repeating either

of the above pr·ocedures for each of the 48 schoo 1s, the five percent
stratified random sample of 176 teachers was derived.
Instrumentation
The survey i nstrumemt, A Rating of Inservi te Education Practice~,
was developed from a review of related literature.
the questionna1re was guided by two considerations:

The construction of
(a) the brganization,

content, and fbrmat must relate specific inservice practices to specific
ih~truttional

needs of

teache~s;

ahd (b) the organization, content, and

format must facilitate the generatibn of data which accurateiy describe
the perceptions of respondents regarding the appropriateness of inservice

aducltion practices. Aa a resu1t Of these factors. three major dimensions
of questionnaire constructiDn einer•ged:

(a) teachar needs. (b) inservic::e

pract1ces, and (c) rating procedure.
An important aspect of the investigation was the identification
of teacher instructional needs to be used in the survey instrument.
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Extracted from the literature as being of central concern to teachers
were the following instructional problems:

(a) subject matter mastery,

(b) methodology, (c) individualization, (d) student motivation, and (e)
classroom management.
A second dimension of instrumentation was the selection of inservice education practices to be used in the investigation.

The follow-

ing guidelines were established to facilitate the selection process:

(a)

the central criterion determining the selection of each would be the
appropriateness of the practice in relation to the instructional difficulties selected for investigation, (b) only those practices which dealt
directly with the improvement of the classroom instructional performance
of teachers would be considered for inclusion, and (c) their selection
would be

contin~ent

upon acceptance and validation by a panel of judges.

With these criteria in mind, an examination of the spectrum of inservice
practices described in the literature led to the identification of the
following selected inservice practices used in the survey instrument:
1.

Formal Academic Study

11.

Visitation, Within School

2.

Institute

i2.

Visitation, Other School

3.

Professional Conference

13.

Team Teaching

4.

Workshop

14.

Educational Televisiol'i

5.

Professional Reading

15.

Video-Tape

6.

Consultancy Service

16.

Laboratory Method

7.

Meeting, Faculty

17.

Intensive Group Experience

8.

Meeting, Departmental

18.

Interaction Analysis

9.

Teacher-Principal Conference 19.

Packaged Inservice Programs

Teacher-Department
Chairman Conference

Action Research

10.

20.
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A_Likert-type scale represented the third component of questionnaire construction.

A six-point rating scale was used in order to elimin-

ate respondent neutrality.

Participants were asked to consider the

appropriateness of specific inservice practices in meeting specific
teacher needs.

Scaled responses ranged from 11 Very appropriate 11 to 11 Very

inappropriate. 11
The questionnaire was submitted to a panel of judges (Appendices
E, F) for review and validation.

The composition of the panel included

three professors of educational administration, two educational researchers, a county deputy superintendent (curriculum/instruction), a district
deputy superintendent (curriculum/instruction), and a secondary school
vice principal (curriculum/instruction).

The final draft of the ques-

tionnaire packet (Appendices B, C, and D) incorporated the panel •s suggestions regarding changes in content and wording.
Pilot Study ,
A pilot study was conducted in the investigator•s schooi to
further vaiidate the survey instrument.

Two teachers were randomly

selected from each of the school•s eleven departments--a tota1 of 22
teachers comprising the study.

Participants were asked to return the

completed questionnaire within one week.

Criticisms and suggestions

regarding c1arity, cont~nt, format and wording were so1icited (Appendix
G).

Incorporated in the f1na1 draft of the quest1onnaire packet were

mod1f'ications of format and wording suggested by the pilot group.
A second purpose of the pilot study was to establish, thr·ough
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test-retest procedures, the reliability of the questionnaire .. The pilot
group was re-administered the questionnaire six weeks following the
initial survey.

Twenty-two Pearson product-moment correlations were

computed to analyze the paired responses of participants to the two
tests.

The test-retest reliability coefficient for the inservice practice-

teacher need responses ranged from .34 to .88 with a median value of .68.
Questionnaire Distribution
The questionnaire was mailed to members of the two sample groups.
Accompanying the questionnaire was a cover letter (Appendix A) in which
the County Superintendent of Schools specified the purpose and importance
of the study, alluded to endorsements by the Santa Clara County Office of
Education and the Association of California School Administrators, and
encouraged teacher and principal participation in the investigation.
Participants were asked to respond within seven days.

Follow-up

ques~

tionnaires were mailed to non-respondents on the tenth day following the
initial mailing.

A response within seven days was requested (Appendix J).

On the 20th day fol1owing the initial mailing a second fol1ow•up letter
was mailed; requesting a response Within five days (Appendix K).
To determine if the results could be generalized to the entire
sample, an attempt was made to ascertain the degree of bias, if any;
existing between responding and non•responding groups.

a 50 percent random sample of

non~respondents

For this reason

was derived (Van Dalen, 1966)

and the ten teachers comprising this sample were contacted (Appendix L).
These returns were considered to be representative of the perceptions of
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the 21 non-respondents and were compared with those of the responding
group.
Data Treatment
Data treatment was designed to determine the significance of
differences which may exist between the perceptions of teachers and
principals regarding

1nservice education

practices in meeting specific teacher needs.

The study's ancillary

questions mandated an analysis which would reflect differences within
the teacher group as well.

Guided by these considerations, the data

derived from the study's questionnaire, A Rating of Inservice Education
Practices, were analyzed as described below.

The .01 level of signific-

ance was deemed to be appropriate for each aspect of the investigation.
1.

The t-test procedures were used to determine if signific-

ant differences existed between the perceptions of principals and
teachers regarding the appropriateness of inservice education practices
in meeting specific teacher needs.

Similarly, t-test procedures were

used to determine if there were significant perceptual differences between
male and female teachers regarding the appropriateness of inservice
practices in meeting specific teacher needs.
2.

Pearson

product~moment

correlation procedures were used to

ascertain whether a relationship existed between years of experience and
teachers• ,perceptions of the appropriateness of inservice practices in
meeting specific teacher needs.
3.

The analysis of variance procedures were used to determine

L------
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if significant differences existed between teachers from different departments regarding the appropriateness of inservice education practices
in meeting specific teacher needs.
4.

Histograms were used to illustrate by respondent category

the mean score derived for each inservice education practice relative to
each specific teacher need.
Statement of Null Hypotheses
The central hypothesis of the investigation stated in null form
leads to the assertion that there are no significant differences between
the perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice education practices in the amelioration of specific areas of instructional difficulties.

Stated in null

form, the research hypotheses assert:
Hypothesis 1:

there are no significant

differehc~s

between the

perceptions of secbndary school teachers and principals regard1ng the
appropr1ateness of selected inservice practices

1h meeting the teacher

need of subject matter,mastery.
Hypothesis 2:

There are no significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary schoo1 teachers and priricipais regarding the
appropriatanes~

need of

of se1ected insetvice practices 1n

m~eting

the teacher

m~thoqQ~.

Hypothas is S:

There are no s i gn1fi cant dHfeY'anees between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
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need of individualization.
Hypothesis 4:

There are ·no significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of student motivation.
Hypothesis 5:

There are no significant differences between the

rtiurTh~~ary-s--c-huu-l--teache-rsan-a---pri-rrci-po: 1s

reg a•·di-n--g---th ·

appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of classroom management.
An important aspect of the investigation focused on answers to
the following ancillary questions:
l.

Does a relationship exist beti'Jeen the teacher

1

S

years of

experience and his perceptions regarding the appropriateness of inservice
education practices in the amelioration of selected areas of instructional
difficulties?
2.

Do perceptual differences regarding the appropriateness of

inservice education practices in the amelioration of selected areas of
instructional difficulties exist between male and female teachers?
3.

Do perceptual differences regarding the appropriateness of

inservice education practices in the amelioration of selected areas of
instructional difficulties exist between teachers from different areas
of teaching specialization?
Summary
The study 1 s research design was presented in this chapter.
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Through the execution of this design, the research hypotheses were tested,
data analyzed and interpreted, and conclusions and recommendations ultimately formulated.
The chapter was divided into seven sections.
tion one was the population selected for the study.
was discussed in section two.

Described in secThe sampling process

In section three the development of the

study's questionnaire, A Rating of Inservice Educat1on Pract1ces, was
presented.

The pilot study used in the research was discussed in the

fourth section.

Questionnaire distribution and data treatment were ex-

plained in sections five and six.

The study's hypotheses were stated in

null form in the concluding section.
Data are analyzed and interpreted in Chapter IV.
and recommendations will be presented in Chapter V.

Conclusions

-

CHAPTER IV

- -

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
The data analyzed in Chapter IV were obtained from

participants~

responses to the questionnaire, A Rating of Inservice Education Practices.
Presented in this chapter are:

(a) data pertaining to the questionnaire

return, (b) data pertaining to the research hypotheses, and (c) data pertaining to the ancillary questions.
Data Pertaining to Questionnaire Return
The questionnaire used in this study was designed to assess the
perceptions of secondary school educators in Santa C1 ara County regarding
the appropriateness of selected inservice education practices in meeting
specific teacher needs.

Through this assessment the following goa1s of

this investigatioh wete achieved:

(a) to determine if perceptual differ-

ences exist between teachers and principals regarding the appropriateness
of inservite education activities, and (b) to determine if perceptual
relationshipS and/or differences exist between teacher groups when

ton~

sidering experiential 1evels, sex, and subject area assignments of the
teachers.
From a review of the research, five areas of instructional dif ..
ficulties were identified as representative of the more common inservice
needs of teachers:
1.

Subject Matter Mastery:
77

the need to increase knowledge of
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the subject matter in a specific teaching area.
2.

Methodology:

the need to gain insights and skills which

-

----

may lead to more.effective utilization of teaching techniques and
materials.
3.

Individualization:

the need to gain insights and skills

which may lead to a more personalized approach to classroom instruction.
4.

Student Motivation:

the need to gain insights and skills

which may assist the teacher in increasing student motivation.
5.

Classroom Management:

the need to gain insights and skills

which may lead to improved classroom discipline and a more effective
learning environment.
Twenty selected inservice practices were extracted from the
literature as being most appropriate in meeting this range of teacher
needs.

These two dimensions, teacher needs and se 1ected ·inservi ce

practices, were the major componehts of the survey instrument.
fhe
tion and

~uestiorinaife

a pilot

was submitted to a panel of judges f6r valida-

study was cohducted.

An analysis of the data generated

by test-retest procedures over a six week interVal establ1shed a median
reliability coefficient of ,68.
The sample groups Were derived from teachers and

Sarrta C1ara County and the questitinnaires were rr1a1ied.

asked ta indicate their

perc~pt1ans regardin~

principal~

in

Part-Icipants were

the appropr1atene!s of inu

service education pract1ces in meeting specific aducationa1 needs.

Re~

sponses on a six-point Likert-type scale ranged from 11 Very inappropriate 11
to

11

Very appropriate. 11

Follow-up questionnaires were mailed to non-
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respondents on the lOth and 20th days following the initial mailing.
the 25th

day~

On

a 50 percent random sample of non-respondents was derived.

The ten teachers ·comprising this sample were mailed questionnaires.
analysis of the five responses, a 50 percent

return~

An

revealed no sig-

nificant differences when compared with those who had responded before
the 25th day.
Information regarding questionnaire return is summarized in
Table 7.

Eighty-seven questionnaires were received from teachers by the

initial deadline.

Follow-up procedures yielded another 75 questionnaires

and an ultimate return of

163~

or a 93 percent response.

Twenty-four

questionnaires were received from principals by the initial deadline.
Follow-up procedures yielded another 22 questionnaires and an ultimate
return of 46, or a 96 percent response.
Of the 224 questionnaires mailed to both teachers and principals,
209 were returned, an overall response of 93 percent.

Response patterns

on 11 questionnaires suggested that the motivation of the respondents was
questionable or that the directions were misunderstood.
these questionnaires were rejected.

For this reason,

Three questionnaires were received

after the data had been submitted to the computer center for processing.
~esearch

findings, then, were generated from the analysis and interpreta-

tion of 195 q~estionnaires~ or an 87 percent response~
Data Perta1n1ng to the Research

Hypoth~ses

The twtest procedures were used to determine the statistical
significance of differences between teacher and principal samples.

Mean
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Table 7
An Analysis of the Number and Percent of Questionnaire
Response by Participant Category
Number in
Sample

Position
Teachers:
Teacners:
Teachers:
Teachers:
Teachers:
Teachers:
Teachers:
Teachers:
Teachers:
Teachers:
Teachers:
Teachers:
Principals
rota 1s

Art
Business
English
Home Economics
Industrial Arts
Language
Mathematics
Music
Physical Education
Science
Socia 1 Science
Total

Usable Return
Number Percent

16

12

75.0

io

l<t

8/.5

16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
176
48
224

16
15
13
13
12

100.0
93.8
81.3
81.3
75.0
68.8
100.0
93.8
68.8
85.2
93.8
87.1

11

16
15
11
150
45
195

--------

-----

- - - -

scores and standard deviations were computed by respondent category for
each of the 20 inservice practices as it related to each of the five
instructional needs.

Histograms were used to illustrate response

pro~

files for each group and significant differences between groups relative
to the research hypotheses.
Presented below in null form are the research hypotheses upon
which this investigation is focused:
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Hypothesis 1.

There are no significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of subject matter mastery.
Hypothesis 2.

There are no significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of methodology.
Hypothesis 3.

There are no significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of individualization.
Hypothesis 4.

There are no significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need Of studeht motivation.
Hypothesis 5.

There are no significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of classroom management.
The data leading to the acceptance or rejection of these null
hypotheses are presented by areas of specific teacher needs.

tn analyzing

the data the mean scores were interpreted on a continuum of value from
1 to 6 as follows:

(a) uvery inappropriate" - 1.0 to 1.5; (b) "inappropriate11 - 1.51 to 2.50; (c) 11 marginally inappropriate 11 - 2.51 to 3.50;

~~----------~~--------------·--·-

----------

i

!
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(d)

11

marginally appropriate 11

5.50; and (f)

11

-

3.51 to 4.50; (e)

Very appropriate 11

-

11

appropriate 11

-

4.51 to
, _ __

5.51 to 6.00.

; ;

Subject Matter Mastery
Presented in Table 8 are mean scores and standard deviations

' I
I

i

produced by teachers and principals when considering the appropriateness
o selected 1nserv1ce practices 1n meet1ng the teacher need of subject

:~-

I

I

,

I

:1~l

' I -- - -

matter mastery.

I

I

l

!
;

An analysis of the data in Table 8 suggests that teachers and

I

_ __

: I·

i
i

principals consider formal academic study to be the most appropriate inservice practice in meeting the teacher need of subject matter mastery.
Formal academic study received the highest mean score of both teacher
and principal groups, teachers producing a mean score of 5.25, while
principals produced a mean score of 5.29.
The data suggest that teachers and principa1s may differ in
'

the1r perceptions of the least appropriate inservice practice in meeting
the teacher need of subject matter mastery.
principal conferences to be

11

Teachers considered

te~cher.;.

inappropriate, 11 with a low nieari Score Of

2.48, whi1e principals rated faculty meetings to be 11 rilarginal1y appropriate11 with a low mean score of 2.69.

fhe data further suggest that the perceived
te.ae_h£!~"Pr1n£i]a1 conf~r.en.cp~.

the greatest

disagre~ment

apptopriaten~ss

of

in meeting this. particular heed prOduced

between teachers and principa1s.

reach~rs

ascribed to it a rating of 11 inappropriate" with a mean score of 2.48,
while principals considered it to be "marginally inappropriate 11 with a
mean score of 2.95.

Closest agreement between the two groups was found

:
I
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Table 8
A Summary of Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of 20
Inser·vice Education Practices Relating to Subject Matter Mastery
According to Respondent Level
Inservice Education
Practice

,
I •

--

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

Formal Academic

Teacher
Mean
S.D.
c- ........... ,,

.:1\.UU.Y

Institute
Professional Conference
Workshop
Professional Reading
Consultancy Service
Meeting~ Faculty
Meeting, Departmental
Teacher-Principal
Conference
Teacher-Department
Chairman Conference
Visitation, Within
School
Visitation, Other
School
Team Teaching
tducational Television
Video-Tape
Laboratory Method
lntensive Group
Experience
Interaction Analysis
Packaged Inservice
Program
Action Research

--

r::

()1

Principal
S.D.
Mean
h

I .vI

.J•'-J

1I

4.59
4. 35
4. 71
4.88
3.55
2.55
3.85

1.26
1.45
1.24
1. 34
1.50
1.45
1.65

4. 31
4.13
4.38
4.89
3.84
2.69
4.07

1.41
1.18
1.42
1.11
1.04
1.44
1.37

2.48

1.63

2.95

1.49

3.66 -

1 . 61

4.00

1.41

3.41

l. 59

3.67

1.43

4.02
3.93
3.70
3.69
3.43

1.64
1.47
1. 53
l. 67
1.64

3.58
3.89
3.98
3.78
3.34

1.45
1.23
1.08
1.44
1.48

2.79
2.87

1.61
1. 54

2.84
2.80

1. 69
1. 70

3. 31
3.66

1.53
1. 57

3.29

1. 25
1. 56

'JC

;.),(_;.)

1

')Q

3.42

•

111
I -r

-----------

----
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in the perceived appropriateness of professional reading in meeting this
Both groups considered this practice to be 11 appropriate 11

particular need.

with group means ranging from 4.88 to 4.89.
A ranking of the five most appropriate inservice practices in
meeting the teacher need of subject matter mastery as perceived by
teache~s_wer_e:

(a) _formal academic study (M=5.25), (b) professional

reading (M=4.88), (c) workshops (M=4.7l), (d) institutes (M=4.59), and
(e) professional conferences (M=4.59).
A ranking of the five least appropriate inservice practices in·
meeting the teacher need of subject matter mastery as perceived by
teachers were:

(a) teacher-principal conferences (M=2.48), (b) faculty

meetings (M=2.55), (c) intensive group experiences (M=2.79), (d) interaction analysis (M=2.87), and (e) packaged inservice programs (M=3.31).
A ranking of the five most appropriate inservice education
practices in meeting the teacher need of subject matter mastery as perceived by principals were:

(a) formal academic study (M=5.29), (b)

professional reading (M=4.89), (c) workshops (M=4.38), (d) institutes
(M=4.31), and (e) professional conferences (M=4.13).
A ranking of the five least appropriate inservice education
practices in meeting the teacher need of subject matter mastery as perceived by principals were:

(a) faculty meetings (M=2.69); (b) inter-

action analysis (M=2.80), (c) intensive group experiences (M=2.84); (d)
teacher~principal

conferences

(M~2.95),

and (e) packaged inservice

programs (M=3.29).
Presented in Table 9 are t-test results.

An analysis of the
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Table 9
=.-_-_-_-_

Results oft-test Procedures for 20 Inservice Education
Practices Relating to Subject Matter Mastery
According to Respondent Level

Variable
l.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
1a.
19;

Formal Academic Study
Institute
Professional Conference
Workshop
Professional Reading
Consultancy Service
Meeting, Faculty
Meeting, Departmental
Teacher-Principal
Conference
Teacher-Department
Chairman Conference
Visitation, Within
School
Vis ita ti on, Other
School
learn Teaching
rducational Television
Video-Tape
Laboratory Method
Intensive Group
Experience
Interaction Analysis
Packaged lnservice

Program
20. Action Research

t Value

Degrees of
Freedom

P Less Than

0.20
-1.27
-0.91
-l. 51
0.04
l. 24
0.55
0. 79

193
192
192
193
193
191
193
193

0.840
0.207
0. 364
0.133
0.968
0.217
0. 582
0.432

l. 74

191

0.083

l. 26

191

0.208

0.96

l9i

0.337

-1.62
-0.18
1.14
0.32
•0. 31

190
189
189
188
187

0.106
0.860
0.257
0.750
0.753

0. 21
-0.27

187
185

0. 831
0.787

.. Q.09
.. Q.88

187
1B6

0.925
0.380

- - ---------

- - - -

-------

--

------

-

- - ---

- ·- - . -

---- -· - -- --
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data revealed no significant differences in the way that teachers and
principals perceive the appropriateness of selected inservice practices
in meeting the teacher need of subject matter mastery.

For this reason

all elements of Hypothesis 1 were accepted.
Figure 2 is a histogram which summarizes the responses of
teachers and principals regarding the appropriateness of each inservice
education practice in meeting the teacher need of subject matter mastery.
Methodology
Presented in Table 10 are mean scores and standard deviations
produced by teachers and principals when considering the appropriateness
of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher need of methodology.
An analysis of the data in Table 10 suggests that teachers and
principals consider workshops to

b~

the

mo~t

appropriate inservice

practice in meeting the teacher need of methodo1ogy.
the

high~lt

ducirtg

mean Stbte of both teather and printipa1

a mean score

of

Workshops received
gro~ps, teacher~ pto~

5.04, while principals produced a mean score of

5.18.
The data suggest that teachers and principalS consider ~aculty

meeting$ to be the least appropriate inservice education practice ih
me*ting

th~

teather need of methQdQ)ogy.

In each group it waa considetad

to be 11 1nappropriate,!• with teachl:l!rs producing a low mean

sco\"~

of 2.71,

while principa1s produced a low mean score of 3.20.
The data furthet suggest that the perceived appropriateness of
teacher-princiRal conf@rences in meeting this particular need produced
the greatest disagreement between teachers and principals.

Teachers

Teacher

Nee·d:

Figure 2
Subject Matter Mastery

5.5

0

II

5.0

TEACHERS
PRINCIPALS

4.5
I'
I

4.0

MEAN
SCORES

3.5
3.0'

2.5
2.0

.

--·- - - - -

1

FS

Code: 1. FS-Forma1 Academic Study
2. I -Institute
3. PC-Professional Co-nference
4. W-Workshop
5. PR-Professional Reading

2
I

3

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

4

5

w PR

6:

r1
7

8

9

10

ll

l2

11 3

CS. FM DM TP · TO VW VO . TT
PC
INSERVICE EDUCATION PRACTICES
CS-Consultancy Service 11. VW-Visitation, With11n
FM-Meeting.~, Faculty
School
DM.~Meeting,. Departmental 12. YO-Visitation, Oth
TP-Teacher-Prindpal
School
Conference·
13. TT-Team Teaching
TO-Teacher-Department
14. ET-Educational Te1e
Chairman Co;n.ference
vision
15. VT-Video-Tape

14

ET

15

VT

16

17

18

19

20

LM

IG

IA

PP

AR

16. LM-Laboratory Method
17. IG-Intensive Group

Experience

18. !A-Interaction

Analysis
19. PP-Packaged Inservice
Program
20. AR-Action Research

co

........
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Table 10
A Summary of Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of 20
Inservice Education Practices Relating to Methodology
According to Respondent Level
Inservice Education
Practice

Teacher
S.D.
Mean

1--.-----------P~h"'.rna-'!----.L\GiU!~rni-G--S~w~jl

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.

'11..
12.

13.
14.
15.

Hi.

17.
18.

19.
20.

Institute
Professional Conference
Workshop
Professional Reading
Consultancy Service
Meeting, Faculty
Meeting, Departmental
Teacher-Principal
Conference
Teacher·· Dep-artment
Chairman Conference
Visitation, Within
School
Visitation, Other
School
Team leaching
Educational TeleviSion
Video"' ·rap~
Laboratory Method
Intensive Group
Experience
Interaction Analysis
Packaged Inservice

Program

Action Research

.,

Principal
Mean
S.D.

4.~5'!

1,34

4_._44.

1

4.55

1.29

4.78

1.06

4.64

1.19

4.73

1.05

5.04

l. 10

1.15

4.45

1. 28

5.18
4.40

3.90
2. 71

1.49
1.46

4.44
3.20

4.18

1. 49

4.36

1. 33

3.01

1.59

4.25

1. 01

4.22

1.45

4. 71

l. 14

4.43

"1. 33

4.96

1.09

1.03
0.99
l. 24

-------

4.76

1. 32

4.93

1. 05

4.38

i.45

4.38

0.98

3. 97

1.49

4. 31

l. 13

4.30

1.48

4.82

1.01

4.03

1. 47

4. 39

0.97

3.34

1.65

3. 71

1.58

3.44
3.91

1.50
1.44

3.41
4.18

1.46
1.47

4.07

0.89

4.58

1.10
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ascribed to it a rating of 11 marginally inappropriate 11 with a mean score
of 3.01, while principals considered it to be 11 marginally appropriate 11
with a mean score of 4.25.

Closest agreement between the two groups was

found in the perceived appropriateness of team teachinR in meeting this
particular need.

Both groups considered this practice to be 11 appropriate 11

with identical group means of 4.38.
A ranking of the five most appropriate inservice practices in
meeting the teacher need of methodology as perceived by teachers were:
(a) workshops (M=5.04), (b) visitations to other schools (M=4.76), (c)
professional conferences (M=4.64), (d) institutes (M=4.55), and (e)
formal academic study (M=4.51).
~

ranking of the five least appropriate inservice practices in

meeting the teacher need of methodology as perceived by teachers were:
(a) facu1ty meetings (M=2,71), (b) teacher-principal conferences (M=3.01),
(c)· intensive group experiences (M=3.34); (d) packaged inservice programs
(M~3.41),

and (e)

1nter~cti6n

ana1ysis (M=3.71).

A ranking of tne f1ve most appropriate inservice education
pr~ctites

in meeting tha teaehar need 6f methbdology as

printipa1s were:

perd~ived

bY

(a) workshops (M=5.18)~ (b) w1th1n~schoo1 visitations

(M=4.96), (c) vis-Itation; other school (M=4.93), (d) institute (M::4, 78),

and (e) professional conferences (M=4.73).

A ranking of the five least

appropri~te inservic~

prac'ti ces in meeting the teacher need of
principals were:

me~hod9..l.rull

education

as perceived by

(a) faculty meetings (M=3.20), (b) intensive group

experience (M=3.44), (c) interaction analysis (M=3.91), (d) packaged
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inservice programs (M=4.07), and (e) teacher-principal conferences
- -

(M=4.25).
Presented in Table 11 are t-test results.

These data show that

there are significant differences in the way that teachers and principals perceive the appropriateness of the following inservice practices
in meeting the teacher need of methodology:
1.

Teacher-principal conferences

2.

Packaged inservice programs.

Thus, with regard to the selected inservice practices of
teacher-principal conferences and packaged inservice programs Hypothesis
2 was rejected.

An analysis of the data revealed no significant differ-

ences with respect to the remaining

18

practices, and with respect

to these elements the null hypothesis was accepted.
Pigure 3 is a histogram which summarizes the responses of teachers
~

and

principa1~

regarding the appropriateness of each ihservice education

practice in meeting the teacher heed of methodology.
Iridi.vidualization
P~esented

1n

Tab~e ~2 ar~ ~ean

scores ahd standard

deviation~

produced by tE!achers aM pr1 hti pais when consi deri fig the appropriateness

of selectld inservice practices in meeting the teacher need of

individual~

tz_g:t,ion.
An analysis of the data in table 12 suggasts that

principals consider

~Qf.KJ~b.~.Jts,.

t~aehers

ana

to be the most appropt•iate inservice prac . .

tice in meeting the teacher need of

.iiLdJyidualU.~tion.

H.grksftoe.s
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Table 11
Results of t-test Procedures for 20 Inservice Education
Practices Relating to Methodology
Accor)iing to Respondent Level
I

Variable

t Value

Degrees of
Freedom

P Less Than

~-------11 --,----------F~Grma-"I----Aea-clem-i-e S-t-ucly'-~- 9. 3-1-----1-9J----0-.-7-~~·------

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

i.

10.
11.

12.
13.

0.284
0.629

0. 71

190
192
193
193
191
193
193

4.87

191

0.000*.

2.10

191

0.037

2.44

191

0.615

0.80

190

0.425

0.00

1M

0.996

1.40

i89

0.162

2.20

i88

0.029

1.49

187

0.139

Experience

0.31

0.712

lnteraction Aha1ysis
Packaged lnservice

0. 76

186
185

2.86

187

1.69

185

Institute
Professional Conference
Workshop
Professional Reading
Consultancy Service
Meeting, Faculty
Meeting, Departmental
-Teacher· Pri nci pa 1
Conference
Teacher-Department
Chairman Conference
ViSitation; Within
SchOOl
Visitation, Other
School
Team Teaching

14. ~dutationa1 T~l~Vision
1S. Video .. Tape
16. LaboratorY Method
17. Ihtensive Group

19.

Program

20. Action Research

1.07

0.48
0.73

-0.26
2.30

2.02

0.467

0.798
0.022
0.044
0.479

0.451

0.005*
0.092

·---------------------------------·---·-----------*p

<

.01

------
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Table 12
A Summary of Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of 20
Inservice Education Practices Relating to Individualization
According to Respondent Level
-

·-

Inservice Education
Practice
~-.-Fe-r;rna-l------,ll(e-a-Sem-i-c St-u-d~'

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

n.·
12.

13.
14.
15.

115.

17.
18.

Institute
Professional Conference
Workshop
Professional Read·ing
Consultancy Service
Meeting, Faculty
Meeting, Departmental
Teacher-Principa1
Conference
Teacher-Department
Chairman Conference
Vi s ita t i on , Within
School
Visitation, Other
School
Team reaching
Educational Television
Video .. 'fape
Laboratory Method
Intensive Group
Experience
Interaction Analysis

19. Packaged lnservice
Program
20.

Action Research

Teacher
Mean
S.D.

Pr-i nci pa 1
S.D.
Mean

Ll ()Ll

1-.-42

4.-4-9

1 ,_lQ

4.42
4.39
4.99
4.19
3.86
2.66
3.96

1.22
l. 30
'1.08
1. 33
l. 53
1. 34
1.56

4.80
4.53
5.18
4.44
4.69
3.27
4.33

0.87
'1.12
1.05
0.94
1.00
l. 36
l. 15

2.95

1. 59

3.82

l. 19

3.98

1.48

4.47

1. 22

4.22

1.24

4.89

1.03

4.69
4.07
3.58
3.88
3.85

i. 25

1.06

1.51
1. 53
1.55
1.52

5.02
4.07
4.44
4.44
4.20

3.46
3.73

1.60
1.62

3.58

3.50
4.11

1.47
1.40

4.13

.-.-...,

I

3.73

4. 36

1.37

1. 14
1.20
1. 23
1.50
1.39

0.94
1.30

-----
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received the highest mean score of both teacher and principal groups,
teachers producing a mean score of 4.99, while principals produced a
mean score of 5.18.
The data suggest that teachers and principals consider faculty
meetings to be the least appropriate inservice education practice in
meeting the teacher need of

individualiz~.

In each group it was
-----------------

considered to be 11 margi na lly inappropriate, 11 with teachers producing a
low mean score of 2.66, while principals produced a low mean score of

3.27.
The data further suggest that the perceived appropriateness of
teacher-principal conferences in meeting this particular need produced
the greatest disagreement between teachers and principals.

Teachers

ascribed to it a rating of "marginally inappropriate" with a mean score
of 2.95, while principals considered it to be "margina1ly appropriate"
with amean score of 3.82.
th~

found in

perceived

partieular need.

Both

Closest agreement between the two groups was

a~propriatehass
grou~s

of team teachjng in meeting this

considered this practice to be "marginally

appropriate" With identicai mean scores of 4.07.

Arank1ng of the five most appropriate inservice education
pr~ctices

in meeting the teacher need of individualization as perceived

by teachers were:

(a) workshops (M=4.99), (b) visitations td other

schoo1$ (M~4~59)~ (t) 1nstitutes (M=4.42), (d) professional conferences
(M~4.39)~

and (e) within·school visitations

(M=4.2~).

A ranking of the five least appropriate inservice education
practices in meeting the teacher need of individualization as perceived

95
(a) faculty meetings (M=2.66), (b) teacher-principal

by teachers were:

conferences (M=2.95), (c) intensive group experiences (M=3.46), (d)
packaged inservite programs (M=3.50), and (e) educational television

(M=3.58).
A ranking of the five most appropriate inservice education
}---------~o~a_c_tices

in meetinq the teacher need of individualization as p,---'e'-'-r--=-c-=--el---'·v_e_d________

by principals were:

(a) workshops (M=5.18), (b) visitations to other

schools (M=5.02), (c) within-school visitations (M=4.89), (d) institutes

(M=4.80), and (e) consultancy service (M=4.69).

A ranking of the five least appropriate inservice education
practices in meeting the teacher need of individualization as perceived
by principalS were:
experiences

(M=3.58)~

principal conferences
Pres~nted

(a) faculty meetings (M=3.27), (b) intensive group
(c) interaction analysis (M=3.73), {d) teacher(M~3.82),

and (e) team teaching (M=4.07).

in Table 13 are t-test results.

lhese data show that

there are significant differences in the way that teachers and principals
perceive the appropriateness of the following inservice practices in
meating the teacher need of

i~dividualization~

1.

Consultancy serv1ce

2.

r-aculty meetings

3.

'rli!ttcher-pri nci pa 1 conferences

4.

Within~school

visitations

5. · Educational television
6.

Packaged inservice programs.

Thus, with regard to the selected inservice education practices
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Table 13
Results of t-test Procedures for 20 Inservice Education
Practices Relating to Individualization
According to Respondent Level
-

-----

Variable
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.

Formal Academic Study
Institute
Professional Conference
Workshop
Professional Reading
Consultancy Service
Meeting, Faculty
Meeting, Departmental
Teacher-Principal
Conference
Teacher-Department
Chairman Conference

1

'19.

Packaged Inservi ce

13.
14.

15.
16.
17.

a.

Program
20. Action Research

··~.,.,

*p

Degrees of
Freedom

P Less Than

1.95
1. 97
0.66
1.05
1.20
3.43
2.63
1.49

193
190
191
191
"192
191
192
192

0.052
0.050
0.511
0.295
0. 231
0.001*
0.009*
0.138

3.37

190

0.001*

2.01

190

0.046

3.26

190

0.001*

1.60
'-'0.01
3.51
2.24
1.43

189

0.111
0.993
0.001*
0.027
0.156

Visitatio~Within

School
Vi s ita t i b n, Other
School
Team leaching
Education a 1 Television
Vi deo ... fape
Laboratory Method
Intehsive Group
Experience
\
lnteraction Analysis

12.

t Value

<

. 01

188
188
187
186

0.45
0.03

185

0.656
0.976

2.73
1.03

186
185

0.007*
0.302

185

..

_..._-._..-

-----
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of consultancy service, faculty meetings, teacher-principal conferences,
within-school visitations, educational television, and packaged inservice
programs Hypothesis 3 was rejected.

An analysis of the data revealed no

significant differences with respect to the remaining 14 practices,
and with respect to these elements the null hypothesis was accepted.
Figure 4 is a histogram which summarizes the responses of teachers and principals regarding the appropriateness of each inservice education practice in meeting the teacher need of individualization.
Student Motivation
Presented in Table 14 are mean scores and standard deviations
produced by teachers and principals when considering the appropriateness
of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher need of student
motivation.
An analysis of the data in Table 14 suggests that teachers and
principals differ in their perceptions of the most appropriate inservice
practice in meeting the teacher need for stud.e.nt motivation.

Teachers

considered workshops to be i•appropriate 11 with a high mean score! of 4.76,
Whi1e principals rated visitations to other schools as 11 appropriate 11
with

a high mean score of 4.80.
tha data suggest that teachers and principals

rueH~t!.DJl!

consid~r faG41~~

to be the most inappropriate inservice education practice in

meeting the teacher need of .s.tude_nt motivation.

ln each group it was

cons; de red to be 11 margi na lly inappropriate, .. with teacher·s producing a
low mean score of 2.77, while principals. produced a low mean score of

Figure 4
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Table 14
A Summary of Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of 20
Inservice Education Practices Relating to Student Motivation
According to Respondent Level
Inservice Educat·ion
Practice
Formal Academic Study
Institute
Professional Conference
Workshop
Profess i ona 1 Reading
Consultancy Service
Meeting, Faculty
Meeting, Departmental
Teacher-Principal
Conference
10. Teacher..;Oepartment.
Chairman Conference
11. Visitation, Within
School
12. V1sitati6n, Other
Schoo1
13. ieam Tea chi r;g
, 4. Educationai TeH~\tis1ori
15. Video- Tape
16. Laboratory Method
i 7. Ii'lteMive Group

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

~xperience

, 81

Interaet ion Ana1ys1s

19. Paekagtjd Inservice
Pf'ogram
20. Action Research

Teacher
Mean
S.D.

Principal
Mean
S.D.

4.13
4.43
4.43
4.76
4.21
3.85
2. 77
3.97

1.40
1.29
1.36
1. 25
1. 33
1. 52
1.42
1.52

4.47
4.49
4.44
4. 76
4.20
4.33
3.47
4.27

1.14
1.18
1.18
1. 28
0.97
1. 02
1. 24
1. '14

3.01

1. 54

4.27

1.02

3.95

1.49

4.61

0.91

4.38

1. 25

4.78

0.95

4.61
4.09

1.29

4.80

0.89

1.50

4.22

0.91

3. 72

1. 56

4.18
3.97

1.48

4.:33
4.67

1. 51

4.66

i.d9
1. 23
1.03

3.65
3.97

1.63
1. 56

~.89

4.40

3.24
4.07

1.44
1.48

4.04
4.53

1.48
1. 37

0.93
1.18
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3. 47.
The data further suggest that the perceived appropriateness of
packaged inservice programs in meeting this particular need produced
the greatest disagreement between teachers and principals.

Teachers

ascribed to it a rating of 11 marginally inappropriate 11 with a mean score
of 3.24, while principals considered it to be 11 marginally appropriate 11
- -

with a mean score of 4.04.

- - - - - - - - -

Closest agreement between the two groups was

found in the perceived appropriateness of workshops in meeting this particular need. ·Both groups considered this practice to be 11 appropriate 11
with identical group means of 4.76.
~.~A

ranking uf the five

mos~apprgpriate

inservice practices in

meeting the teacher need of student motivation as perceived by teachers
were:

(a) wotkshops (M=4.76),

(b)

visitations to other schools (M=4.61),

(c) institutes (M=4.43), (d) professional conferences (M~4.43), and (e)
within~schoo1 visitatidns

Afanking of

(M=4.38).

the five

lea~t

appropriate inservice

~tactices

ih

meeti hg the teacher need of .student motivation as perceived by teachers
were:

(a) facultY meetings (M=2.77), (b) teacher-principal t:oi'lferences

(M=3.01), (c) packaged

in~ervice

programs (M=j,24), (d) educdtional

te1e~

vision (M=3.72), and (e) consultancy service (M=3.85).
A ranking Of the five most appropriate inservice education
practi c~s 1n meeting the teacher need of s tuden.t,Jnotivati.M as ptl!rcei VQd

by

principa1~

were:

(a) visitations to other schools

(M~4.SO). (b)

within-school visitations (M=4.78), (c) workshops (M@4.76), (d) teacher·
department chairman conferences (M=4.67), and (e) video-tape (M=4.78).
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A ranking of the five least appropriate inservice education
practices in meeting the teacher need of student motivation as perceived
by principals were:

(a) intensive group experiences (M=3.84), (b)

packaged inservice programs (M=4.04), (c) professional reading (M=4.20),
(d) team teaching (M=4.22), and (e) departmental meetings (M=4.26).
r - - - - - - -_ ____j:'T_es_en_t_e_d_i_n_Ia_b_Le_j 5

are_t-test results.

These data show that

there are significant differences in the way that teachers and principals
perceive the appropriateness of the following inservice practices in
meeting the teacher need of student motivation:
1.

Faculty meetings

2.

Teacher-principal conferences

3.

Teacher-department chairman conferences

4.

Laboratory methods

5.

Packaged inservice programs.

ihus, with regard to the se 1ected i nservi ce practices of facu1 ty
meetings; tea.cher-pr1 nc:.i.Ra 1 CJ)nfetences,

teacher':"departm~nt c~a i rman

conferences, laboratory methods, and packaged inservice programs Hypo ..
thesis 4 was rejected.

An analysis of the data revealed no significant
•,

differences with respect to the remaining 15 practices, and with respect to these elements the null hypothesis was accepted.
Figure 5 is a histogram which summarizes the responses of teachers and principals regarding the appropriateness of each inservice
education practice in meeting the teacher need of student motivation.
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Table 15
Results of t-test Procedures for 20 Inservice Education
Practices Relating to Student Motivation
According to Respondent Level

Variable
~-.-F-o-rma-l-A-e-a-d-em4-e---5-t-t~-cly

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
1o.

ll.
12.
13.

i 4.
15.
16.

i 1.

Institute
Professional Conference
Workshop
· Profess i ona 1 Reading
Consultancy Service
Meeting, Faculty
Meeting, Depa rtmenta 1
Teacher-Principal
Conference
Teacher~ Department
Chairman Conference
ViS i tat i on , Within
Schoo1
Visitation, Other
School
Team teaching
Educational Te 1evi s·ion
Video-tape
Laboratory Method
Intensive GroUp
~xperience

!nteiract 1on Ana1ysis

HL
19.

Packaged

20.

Action Research

Program

Inservice

Degrees of
Freedom

p Less Than

oJ

192

0.-'l-4-7

0.28
0.08
-·0.04
-0.07
2.01
2.99
1.23

190
191
191
192
188
192
192

0.780
0.933
0.970
0.945
0.046
0.003*
0.222

5.11

191

0.000*

3.07

190

0.002*

1. 97

190

0.051

0.92
0.56
2.44
2;00
2.82

189
188
188
187
186

0.357
0.518
0.016
0.047
0.005*

0.88
1.65

185
18$

0.319
0.100

3.51
1. 91

187
185

0.001*
0.057

t Value
l_/1_(::
I • I

-

*p < .01

------

-
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Classroom Management
Presented in Table 16 are mean scores and standard deviations
produced by teachers and principals when considering the appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher need of
classroom management.
An anal sis of the data in Table 16

su~gests

that teachers and

principals differ in their perceptions of the most appropriate inservice
education practice in meeting the teacher need of classroom management.
Teachers considered visitations to other schools to be "appropriate"
with a high mean score of 4.56, and principals rated within-school
visitations as "appropriate" with a high mean score of 4.89;
The data suggest that teachers and principals may differ in
their perceptions of the least appropriate inservice education practice
in meeting the teacher need of classroom management.

Teachers considered

faculty meetings to be "margihal1y inappropri&te" with a low mean score
of 2.89, and principalS

rat~d

m:ofesstonal read1ng to be "lnarginallY

inappropr1ate 11 with a low mean score of 3.67.
the data further suggest that the perceiVed appropriateness of
teaGher ... pr1rit1pal tonfer.ences in meeting this particular f\eed produced
the greatest disagreement between teachers and principa1s.

Teachers

ascribed to it a rating o·f 11 itiarginally appropriate 11 with a 1neah score of
:3.~2,

wh11e Pl"incipa1s eorlsiderecl it to be "apptopriateii wHii a mean

seote of 4.70, C1osest agreement between the two groups was found in
the perceived appropriateness of Qrofess.iona1 ~n.ferenq.e~ in meet·ing this
particular need.

Both groups considered this practice to be "margi na ny
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Table 16
· A Summary of Mean Scores and Standard Deviations of 20
Inservice Education Practices Relating to Classroom Management
According to Respondent Level
Inservice Education
Practice
l.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

lL
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.

Formal Academic Study
Institute
Professional Conference
Workshop
Professional Read·i ng
Consultancy Service
Meeting, Faculty
Meeting, Departmental
Teacher-Principal
Conference
Teacher~ Department
Chairman Conference
Visitation, Within
School
Visitation, Other
School
Team Teaching
Educational Te1evisi6n
V1 cleo .. tape
Laboratory Method
Intensive Group
£xperience

1B.

Interaction Ana1ysis

19.

Packaged Inservice

20.

Program
Action Research

Teacher
Mean
S.D.

Principal
S.D.
Mean

3.54
3.75
3.95
4. 36
3.84
3.64
2.89
3.93

1.52
l. 35
l. 41
1. 39
l. 32
l. 61
l. 51
l. 58

3.69
3.98
3.89
4.60
3.67
3.93
3.76
4.33

1.54
1.42
1.50
l. 51
l. 33
1.15
l. 32
1.24

3.52

1.68

4. 70

1.19

4.22

1.47

4.80

1.12

4.35

1.27

4.89

1. 01

4.56
4.06
3.38
4.04
3.74

l. 38

1.18
0.94

L59
1. 61
1.60

4.6b
4AO
:3.98
4.56

3.43
3.91
3.28
4.02

l. 54

LM

4.36

1.32
1.12

1.64
l. 61

3.80
4. 36

1. 41
1. 35

1.49
l. 53

3.76
4.47

1. 11
1.16

-------
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appropriate with group means ranging from 3.89 to 3.95.
11

A ranking of the five most appropriate inservice education
practices in meeting the teacher need of classroom management as perceived by teachers were:

(a) visitations to other schools (M=4.56),

(b) workshops (M=4.36), (c) within-school visitations (M=4.35), (d)

(M=4.06).

A ranking of the five least appropriate inservice education
practices in meeting the teacher need of classroom management as perceived by teachers were:

(a) faculty meetings (M=2.89), (b) packaged

inservice programs (M=3.28), (c) educational television (M=3.38), (d)
intensive group experiences (M=3.43), and (e)
ences

teacher~principal

confer-

(M=3~ 52).

Aranking or the five most appropriate inservite education
practices in meeting

th~

ceiVed by principals

were: (a) Within-school visitations (M=4.89),

teacher~department
cbnfe~ences

teacher need of classtoom management as

chairman conferences (M=4.86), (c)

per~

(b)

teacher~principal

{M=4.70)i (d) visitAtions to other schools (M=4.60}, and

(e) workshops (M=4.60).

A ranking of the five least appropriate inservice education
practices in meeting the teacher need for

ce1ved by principals were:

ciassl"o6t1lhlaD.a9.~!111flht.

as per-

(a) professional reading (Me3,67) t (b)

formal academ·ic study (M=3.69), (c) faculty meet·lngs (M=3.76)~ (d)

packaged inservice programs (M=3.76), and (e) intensive group experiences (M=3.80).
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Presented in Table 17 are t-test results.

These data show that

there are significant differences in the way that teachers and principals perceive the appropriateness of the following inservice education
practices in meeting the teacher need of classroom management:
1.

Faculty meetings

2.

Teacher- ori nc i p.._,a'-'l____.. .co"-'n_._,f_. . e_._r'""'en._,_.c. _,.e._,.,s____________________

3.

Within-school visitations.

Thus, with regard to the selected inservice education practices
of faculty meetings, teacher-principal conferences, and within-school
visitations Hypothesis 5 was rejected.

An analysis of the data re-

vealed no significant differences with respect to the remaining 17
practices, and with respect to these elements the null hypothesis was
accepted.
Figure 6 is a histogram which

summari':itE~s

the responses of

teachers and principals regarding the appropriateness of each ihservice
education practice in

~eetihg

the teacher need of tlaSSroom Managementi

~Data Pertaining to the study is Ancillary Questions

A seconda~y purpose of the study was to determine if perceptual
relationships and/or differences could be found

b~tween

teacher groups

regarding· the appropriate ness bf 1nservi ce education practi ees in mset"'

ing the instructional heeds

or

teachers.

In

ref~rence

to this

putpo~e

three anci11ary questions were cons·idered and al"e presented below.
[\pcilJary

1·

Quest1o~..

Does a relationship exist between the

teacher's years of experience and his perceptions regarding the
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Table 17
Results of t-test Procedures for 20 Inservice
Education Practices Relating to Classroom Management
According to Respondent Level
-----------

Variable
l.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

12.

13.

"14.
15.
16.

17.
18.
19.
20.

*p

Formal Academic Study
Institute
Professional Conference
Workshop
Professional Reading
Consultancy Service
Meeting, Faculty
Meeting, Departmental
Teacher-Principal
Conference
Teacher~ Department
Chairman Conference
Visitation, Within
School
Vis ita ti on, Other
School
Team Teaching
l:ducat1ona1 Television
Video.- Tape
Laboratory Method
Intensive Group
Experience
Interaction Analysis
Packaged Inservice
Program
Action Research
<

.01

Degrees of
Freedom

P Less Than

0.59
0.99
-0.23
0.99
-0.79
l. 12
3.48
1.58

192
189
190
190
191
187
"191
191

0.558
0.323
0.816
0.325
0.431
0.266
0.001*
0.115

4.37

191

0.000*

2.44

190

0.016

2.60

190

0.010*

0.17
1. 39
2.24
l. 94
2.40

189
187
186
185
185

0.866
0.167
0,026
0.054
0.017

l. 38

184

0.170

1.68

184

0.094

1.99
1. 79

184

0.048
0.076

t Value

182

--------------

--~

----

--

Figure 6
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MEAN
SCORES

3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1

2

3

FS

I

PC

4

6

7

8

9

10

11

W PR CS

5

F~

OM

TP

TO

VW

12 1 3
VO TT

114
ET

15

16

17

VT

LM

IG

18
IA

19

PP

20
AR

INSERVICE EDUCATION PRACTICES
Code:

1. FS-Forma1 Academic Study
2. I -Institute
3. PC-Professional Conference
4. W-Workshop
5. PR-Professional Reading

6. cs:...cans.u-1 tancy

Servi.ce
7. FM-Meeting, Faculty
8~ OM-Meeting~ Departmental
9. TP-Teacher-Principal
Conference
10. Ttl-Tea·cher-Department
Chairman Conference

11. vw-visitation, withrn 16. LM-Laboratory Method
17. IG-Intensive Group
School
Experience
12. YO-Visitation, Other
18. !A-Interaction Analysis
School
19. PP-Packaged Inservice
13. TT-Team Teaching
Program
14. ET-E~u~ational Telel20. AR-Action Research
VlSlOn
15. VT-Video-Tape

0

~
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appropriateness of inservice education practices in the amelioration
of selected areas of instructional difficulties?
Pearson product-moment correlation procedures were used to ascertain whether a relationship existed between years of experience and
teachers' perceptions of the appropriateness of inservice education
t---~~~~p.r-actj.ces..-----Co.r-r..e-l.atJon~coe_f_fj_cj_en.ts~we~e~compu.ted~foLeach~oJ_tbe~20,_~~~~~ ~~~

inservice practices as it related to each of the five instructional
needs (Appendix M).
An analysis of the data generated from these procedures revealed
no relationship between teachers' experience levels and their perceptions
regarding inservice practices.

Of 100 computed correlation coefficients,

only two were of statistical significance;
number

of~computed

however~

due to the large

coefficients and to their small obtained values, it

is likely that these two statistically significant values were due to
sampling variance.

Therefore, because of their unreliability they were

discounted;
Ancillary Question

z.

Do perceptual differences regarding the

appropriateness of inservice education practicas in the amelioration of
se1ected areas of irlstructional difficulties exist between male and
female teachers?
The

t~test

procedures were used to determine the statistical

significance of the difference between responses of male and female
teachers (Appendix N).

Mean scores and standard deviations were also

computed by respondent category for each of the 20 inservice education
practices as it related to each of the five instructional needs.
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An analysis of the data generated from these procedures revealed no differences of statistical significance between the perceptions of male and female teachers regarding inservice practices.
AncJl"lary Questio.!!_l.

Do perceptual differences regarding the

appropriateness of inservice education practices in the amelioration
ins tru en on a la1Tf1wnies-e x;-s-t----o-e-twe-en--tea.-ctiers--------

from different areas of teaching specialization?
The analysis of variance procedures were used to determine the
statistical significance of the difference between responses of teachers
from different subject matter areas (Appendix 0).

Mean scores and

standard deviations were also computed by respondent category for each
of the 20 inservice practices as it related to each of the five instructional needs.

An analysis of the data generated from these procedures

revea1ed no differences of statistical significance between the
tion~

of teathers from diffetertt

a~eas

of teachihg

percep~

s~ecialization.

SummarY of Findings
The central purpose of the study was to determine

H there

were

differences between the perceptions of secondary school teachers and

the

percaptidns of principals in santa Clara CountY regarding the appropriate-

ness of se1ected inservice education practices in the ame1ioration of

specific instructiona1 difficu1ties. Secondary purposes were to deu
termine if relationships and/or differences existed between the perceptions of teachers when analyzed by experience level, sex, and subject
area specialization.

)

I,
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These goals were achieved through an analysis of responses to
the survey instrument, A Rating of Inservice Education Practices.
Findings generated from this analysis are summarized under the teacher
need headings used in the questionnaire:

(a) subject matter mastery,

(b) methodology, (c) individualization, (d) student motivation, and (e)
classroom manaqement.
Subject Matter Mastery:

An analysis of the data pertaining to

the appropriateness of selected inservice education practices in meeting
the teacher need of subject matter mastery suggests that:
1. There were no differences of statistical significance between the perceptions of teachers and principals.

Each group considered

formal academic studt to be the most effective inservice education
practice, assigning it a rating of ''appropriate.

11

Of 20 inservice

practices rated, principals' mean rankings were higher than those of
teachers in 11 cases.

Standard deviations derived from the principals'

group were lbwer than those of teachers in 19 cases.
2.

No significant relationship could be found between the per-

ceptions of teachers of different experience
3.

l~vels.

No significant differences could be found between the

perceptions of male and female teachers.
4.

No significant differences could be found between the per-

ceptions of teachers from different areas of teaching specialization.

tlt:!tho.rJologY.:

An analysis of the data pertaining to the appro-

priateness of selected inservice education practices in meeting the
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teacher need of methodology suggests that:
1.

There were two differences of statistical significance be-

tween the perceptions of teachers and principals:

teacher-principal

(a)

conferences, and {b) packaged inservice programs; hence, two elements of
Hypothesis 2 were rejected.

In both cases the principals rated the

practices higher than did teachers.

Each

grouQ__C_Qo_s_i_de~ed~WOl"k-sflgps-te;-------

be the most effective inservice practice, assigning it a rating of
11

appropriate." Of 20 inservice practices rated, principals' rankings

were higher than those of teachers in 17 cases.

One practice received

identical ratings from both teachers and principals.

Standard devia-

tions derived from the principa·ls' group were lower than those of teachers
in 19 cases.
2.

No significant reiaticmships could be found between the

perceptions of teachers of different experience levels.

3. No significant differences could be found between the perceptions 6f male and female teachers.

4, No significant differences could be found between

th~ per~

ceptions of teachers from different areas of teaching specialization.
indfvidualiiatiQht

An

anllysis of the

~ppropriatenass

of selected

teachti!r Med of

inoividualU~lli11

1. There
tw~en

we~~

ihser~ice

dat~

education practices

in meeting the

suggests that:

six differences of statistical significance

the perceptions of teachers and principals:

services, (b) faculty

pertaining to the

meetings~

be~

(a) cansultancy

(c) teacher-principal conferences, (d)

·within-school visitations, {e) educational television, and (f) packaged
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inservice programs; hence, six elements of Hypothesis 3 were rejected.

In each case principals rated the practice higher than did teachers.
Workshops were considered by both groups to be the most effective, each
rating it as 11 appropriate. 11 Of 20 inservice practices evaluated, principals' mean ratings were higher than those of teachers in
Two practices received identical ratings from both groups.

18

cases.

Standard

deviations derived from the principals' group were lower than those of
teachers in 19 cases.
No significant relationships could be found between the per-

2.

ceptions of teachers of different experience levels.
No significant differences could be found between the per-

3.

ceptions of male and female teachers.

4.

b~tween

No significant differences could be found

the per-

ceptions of teachers from different areas of teaching spec1alization.
Student Motiyation:

An analysis of the data

pert~ining

to the

appropriateness of selected 1nservice education practices ih meeting the
teacher

heed or .student ,ni.otivation suggests that:
1~

thefe wefe five

differ~nces

of

stati~tical

between the perceptions of teachers and principais:

iogs&

(b)

teacher-principal

conf~t~encest

significance

(a) faculty meet ..

tonf~r~nces, (c) teachar~department

chairman

(d) laboratory n1ethods, and (e) packaged inservice programs;

henee, five e1ements of Hypothesis 4 were rejected.

In each case the

principals rated the practice higher than did teachers.

Teachers con-

sidered workshops to be most effective, ranking it as "appropriate," while
principals evaluated visitations to other schools of most value with a
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rating of "appropriate.

11

Of 20 inservice practices evaluated, prin-

cipals' mean ratings were higher than those of teachers in 18 cases.
One practice received identical ratings from both groups.

Standard

deviations derived from the principals' group were lower than those of
teachers in 15 cases.
No significant relationships could be found between the per-

2.

ceptions of teachers of different experience levels.
No significant differences could be found between the per-

3.

ceptions of male and female teachers.
No significant differences could be found between the per-

4.

ceptions of teachers from different areas of teaching specialization.
Classroom
appropriateness of

Ma~agement:

select~d

An analysis of the data pertaining to the

inservice practices in meeting the teacher

need of cl ass.toom mahageriient suggests that:
There were thtee differences of statistica1 s1gnificance

1.

between the perceptions of teachers and pr1ncipa1s:
ings, (b)

teaaher~pr1hcipal

(a) facuity meet-

conferences, and (c) within-school v1sitations;

hence; three elements of Hypbthesis 5 were rejected.

til each

principals rated the practice higher than did teachers.

case the

reachers

con~

sidered vlsita.ti.Ori$ .to other""'""schools to be most effective; tanking it as

i'appropriata," while principals evaluated

withJ~"'$.c. hool,.viJtttations

o'r

most value wH:h a rating of 11 appropriate ... Of 20 inservice practice
evaluations~

in 18 cases.

principals' mean ratings were higher than those of teachers
Standard deviations derived from the principals' group were

lower than those of teachers in 15 cases.

------~-------~-
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2.

No significant relationships could be found between the per-

ceptions of teachers of different experience levels.
3.

No significant differences could be found between the per-

ceptions of male and female teachers.
4.

No significant differences could be found between the per-

~--------,ce-;:>-t-i-e-n-s-e-f-t-e-a-e-~e-r-s-frem-d-i-f-fe-re-n-t~a-r-e-a-s-a-f-te-a-eh-i-rl§-S-flee-i-a-1-i-z-a-t-i-eR--..------- - - - -
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary
Problem
It has been established that the rate and impact of social,
cultural, and technological change pose a formidable challenge for
those involved in teacher preparation.

This factor adds to the increas-

ing concern of educat·ional writers regarding the current state of inservice education programs and the continuing education of teachers.
It is vital that research be directed to the adequacy of current professional growth practices as well as new dimensions worthy of consider·
ation in teacher education.
The tentral problem of this investigat1on dea1s with perceptual
relationships between teachers and prihcipals
prattites,

there is ev1dence to

~uggest

re~arding

inservice

that!

i. while the contemporary model of inservice planning is one
of cooperat·lve development

b~tween

teachers and adnlihiStrators, typical

ihserv1ce programs remain h result of administrative planning with

minimum teacher invo1vement;
2. a common deficiency of inservice programs is the failure to
relate inservice practices to valid teacher needs;
3.

therefore, differences between the perceptions of teachers
117
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and administrators could exist which tend to limit program relevance,
effectiveness, and acceptance.
with the question:

11

00

In essence, this study was concerned

teachers and principals differ in their percep-

tions regarding the appropriateness of inservice education practices in
meeting specific teacher needs? 11
Research Hypot eses
To test the theory that perceptual differences exist between
teachers and principals regarding the appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting specific teacher needs, five research hypotheses were derived from the central hypothesis of the study.

Each

hypothesis focused on the perceived appropriateness of 20 selected inservice practices in meeting a specific teacher need; hence, each inservice
practice was subject to acceptance or rejection for each of five hypotheses.
Ancillary aspects of the study investigated the perceptions of
teacher groups regarding the appropriateness of selected inservice
practices in meeting five specific teacher needs.

Teacher responses to

the study•s questionnaire were analyzed with respect to the respondent 1 s
teaching experience, sex; and teaching assignment.
Conc1usions
Analyzed in the preceding chapter were the responses of teachers
and principa1s regarding the appropriateness of se1ected inservice
practices in meeting specific instructional needs.

To add additional

perspective to the interpretation of these data, composite rankings of
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inservice practices by teacher and principal groups without regard to
specific teacher needs are presented in Table 18.

The purpose of this

summary is to present the data in such a manner that comparisons can be
made between the rankings and ratings of inservice education practices
I

by teachers and principals.

Though not specifically related to teacher

needs, these data illustrate the relative overall value ascribed to each
practice by each group.
Conclusions resulting from the analysis and interpretation of
· the data derived from this study are presented under three general headings:

(a) null hypotheses, (b) ancillary questions, and (c) general

observations.

Before discussion of these conclusions, it is necessary

to elaborate on a factor which may have influenced responses to the
questionnaire, hence, data interpretation.

In the analysis of those

data derived from the pilot study, it was found that in some cases participants, although asked tc evaluate the 11 perceived

appropriateness~~

of the inservice practices, responded dn the basis of' 11 expt3riehced ef·
fectiveness,il This same possibility may be legitimateiy generalized to
the investigation itself.

lhis possibility was not overlooked in the

defivation of the foliowing conclusions.

Null HyQotheses
On the

basi~

a1 the research findings certain

five nu11 hypotheses were ei thar accepted or rejected.

elem~nts

of the

No s i gni fi cant

.

differences were found between the perceptions of teachers and principals
in Hypothesis 1; however, there were significant perceptual differences
between teachers and principals regarding the appropriateness of selected
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Table 18
Composite Sample Group Rankings of Selected Inservice
Education Practices
Rank
1
2
3

4
5
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13,
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

Teachers

Principals

Workshop (M=4.77)
Workshop (M=4.81)
Visitation, Other
Visitation, Within Schools
Schools (M=4.53)
(M=4.64)
Profess i ana i-Conf'"'er=e=n7'Cce---------:v"i-s-na-ti-on-,6th-er-s-ctmo-1-s-----(M=4.35)
(M=4.59)
Institute (M=4.34)
Teacher-Department Chairman
Conference (M=4.53)
Professional Reading
Institute (M=4.47)
(M=4.32)
Formal Academic Study (M=4.29)
Formal Academic Study (M=4.46)
Visitation, Within School
Video-Tape (M=4.45)
(M=4.16)
Professional Conference (M=4.34)
Team Teaching (M=4.11)
Professional Reading (M=4.32)
Video-Tape (M=4.02)
Action Research (M=4.0l)
Action Research (M=4.28)
Department Meeting (M=4.27)
Teacher-Department
Chairman Conference (M=4.00)
Consu1tancy Services (M=4.25)
Department Meeting (M=3.98)
Educational Television (M=4.21)
Laboratory Method (M=3.80)
Team Teaching (M=4.20)
Consultancy Services
(M=3,76)
Laboratory Method (W=4.19)
~ducationa1 falevision
(M=3. 67)
Teachet~Principa1 Confetence
Interaction Analysis
(M=4.00)
(M=3.64)
Packaged Inservice Programs
Packaged Inservi ce Prograrns
(M=3.86)
(M=3.35)
Interaction Analysis (M~3.B4)
lntens1ve Group Experiences
(M=3.33)
Intensive Group Experiences
Teacher-Principal
Conference (M~2.99)
(M=3.51)
Faculty Meetings (M=3.28)
Faculty Meetings (M=2.72)
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inservice practices in Hypotheses 2, 3, 4, and 5.

The following eight

inservice practices were rejected in one or more of these four research
hypotheses:

teacher-principal conferences, faculty meetings, packaged

inservice programs, within-school visitations, teacher-department chairman conferences, consultancy services, educational television, and
laboratory methods.
Hypothesis 1:

There are no significant differences between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of subject matter mastery.

In the consideration of the need to

increase the teacher's knowledge of the subject matter in a specific
teaching area, the acceptance of the null hypothesis indicates that there
were no significant perceptual differences between teachers and prinM
cipals

rega~ding

the appropriateness of selected inservice practices.

Although principalS

ton~idered

11 of these practices to be Of

~bte

value

than did teachers, differences were not at signif1cant levels.
H.Ypotl'\,esis 2:

there are_ ho significant differences

b~twe_eri

the

Perception$ _of secondary schMLteachers and principals_ regar_ding the
app_topri at~ne$$ of se1 ected _:i nse:r•vi ce practices_ in meeJi ng _the teacher
[le_ed of rnetho_do_l ogy.

In the cons 1deration of the heed to enhance the

teacher's ability to uti1ize mote effectively a variety of teachihg

techhiques and mater1a1S; the nu11 hypothesis was rejected with regard to
the following 1nserv1ce practices: teacher-principal
packaged i n~ervi ce programs.

confer~nces

and

The reject; on of the hypothes 1s indicates ·

that principals placed a significantly higher value on these inservice
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activities in meeting the teacher need of methodology than did teachers.
The acceptance of the null hypothesis with regard to the remaining 18 practices indicates that the perceptions of teachers and principals
were not significantly different.

Although principals considered 15 of

these practices to be of more value than did teachers, differences were
not at significant levels.
Hypothesis 3:

There are no sigD·ificant differences between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of individualization.

In the consideration of the need to enhance

the teacher•s ability to develop a more personalized approach to teaching, the null hypothesis was rejected with regard to the following
practices:

consultancy services, faculty meetings, teacher-principal

conferences, within-school visitations, educational television, and
packaged inservice programs. ·The rejection of the hypothesis indicates
that principals placed a significantly higher value on these inservice
activities in meeting the teacher need of individualization than did
teachers.
The acceptance of the null hypothesis with regard to the remaining 14 practices indicates that the perceptions of teachers and pripw
cipals were not significantly different.

Although principals considered

12 of these practices to be of more value than did

teachers~

differences

were not at significant levels.
Hypothesis 4:

There are no

significant.~gi_f.ferences

between the

perceptions of secondary school teachers and principals regarding the
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appropriateness of selected inservice practices in meeting the teacher
need of student motivation.

In the consideration of the need to enhance

the teacher's ability to improve students• motivation toward learning,
the null hypothesis was rejected with respect to the following practices:
faculty meetings, teacher-princi pa 1 conferences, teacher-department
chairman conferences, laboratory methods, and packaged inservice programs.

The rejection of the hypothesis indicates that principals placed

a significantly higher value on these inservice activities in meeting
the teacher need of student motivation than did teachers.
The acceptance of the null hypothesis with regard to the remaining 15 practices indicates that the perceptions of teachers and
principals were not significantly different.

Although principals con-

sidered 13 of these practices to be of more value than did teachers,
differences were not at significant levels.
Hypoth,esiS .5:
perc~apti ohs. of

!here. are no significant differences between the

secondary schoo]. teachers and pr1nci pa) s__rega rding the

appropriate.ne:;s of se1ected_ i.hsetvice practices in meetin9 the.te.acher
needof.classrbbni management.

In the consideration of the need to en-

hance the teacher's ability to improve classroom discipline and provide
for a morE! efrettive learning environment, the null hypothes1s was rejected with regard to the forlowing practices:

'faculty meetings,

teacher·principal conferences, and within-school visitations. there·
jection of the hypothesis indicates that principals placed a significantly

higher value on these 1nserv1ce activities in meeting the teacher need
of classroom management than did teachers.
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The acceptance of the null hypothesis with regard to the remaining 17 practices indicates that the perceptions of teachers and
principals were not significantly different. Although principals
considered 15 of these practices to be of more value than did teachers,
differences were not at significant levels.
It should be noted that in 16 of 100 possible comparisons principals perceived the value of selected inservice practices in meeting
specific teacher needs to be significantly greater than did teachers.
Further, though not at significant levels, principals' ratings were
equal to or higher than teachers' in 70 additional comparisons.

The 16

comparisons which were at significant levels dealt with eight of 20
selected inservice

practices~

i.e., there were significant perceptual

differences between teachers and principals regarding the value of eight
inservice practices in meeting specific teacher needs.
discussions regarding

th~s~

the followihg order:

(a) teacher-principal conferences and teacher•

eight inservice

pr~ttite~

Conclusions and
are presented in

department chairman conferences, (b) faculty meetings, (c) packaged
inservitA

programs~

(d)

Within~schbol visitatiohs~

(e) consultancy

services~

(f) educational te1evition, and (g) laboratory methbds.
Teac~er- Pri nci pa.l Conf~rentes
Conference~.

and

Teacher::Q,epat·tm,~Y!j: ~.hai rmM

There were s i gr1i fi cant differences between the perceptions

of teachers and principals regarding the effectivaness of

te~cher~

priJ)cipal...£onferences in Nu11 Hypotheses 2, 3, 4, and 5.

These hypo ..

theses dealt with
and classroom

methodo~,

management~

individualization_, student motivation,

respectively.

Although teachers and principals
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were in general agreement regarding the marginal value of the teacherprincipal conference in providing assistance in the area of subject
matter mastery, teachers considered the supervisory assistance available to them through this practice to be of less value in all areas of
teacher needs than did the principals.
in four comparisons.

Significant levels were attained

Similarly, teachers consistently assigned a lower

value than did principals to supervisory conferences with department
chairmen; however, only one comparison, that pertaining to student
motivation, was at the significant level.
firm the doubts of Blumberg et

~

These findings seem to con-

(1967) regarding the acceptance and

effectiveness of the supervisory conference.

Their study revealed that

teachers perceived the conference to be based on a superordinate-subordinate structure, a relationship fostered by the supervisor.

In

emphasizing the need for better understanding between teachers and
supervisors, the writers hypothesized that ilcommunication barriers exist
betweeh

supervisor~

and teachers that prevent them ftom seeing both

th~

dynamics and the outcomes of their interaction in a simllar manner
(p; 10); 11

While the

i~pact

of communitation barriers cannot be discounted

in either study, it may be conjectured that there are other fattors
which may influence teachers• perceptions regarding the effectiveness
of superv1 sory conferences.

Teachers may be unwi11ing to recognize the

principal as a source of instructional assistance because:
1.

at the secondary level, the principal•s appointment may be

dependent on factors other than instructional expertise.

Frequently a
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candidate•s skills in planning, organization, management, and public
relations have a profound influence on the selection process.

Assuming

this to be a valid premise, unless the principal addresses himself to
the development of competencies associated with instructional supervision and curriculum development, his instructional assistance to
teachers may be marginal at best;
2.

the very nature of the authority relationship, especially in

an era of teacher militancy, might contribute to a reluctance on the
part of teachers to acknowledge the resource potential of the principal.
Supportive of this viewpoint is Bush (1971), who feels that the principal is in 11 too strong an authoritative role . . . to also play a role
as an impartial; objective expert who can help with the diagnosis of instructionai problems (p. 58).u This authoritY relationship might contritut~

to

~the

to

so~e

degree to the marginal value

t~ach~t!

seem to ascribe

teacher-departmeht chairman relationship as Weil.

With regard to

the latter speculation, an equally plausible explanation may reside in
the typ1ca1 relationshiP between teacher and department diairman.

This

model iS apparently more managerial than superviSory, with the chairman
d~voting

more time and energY to departmental administration than td

instructional ieadership;

3, in the dbsence of

tle~rly

delineated and proven competencies

required in tmaching (Meade~ 1971)~ teachers may assume a re1ative1y
c1osed attitude toward the suggestions of others~~eo11eague; department
chairman, principal.
Faculty Meetings.

There were significant differences between
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the perceptions of teachers and principals regarding the effectiveness
of faculty meetings in Null Hypotheses 3, 4, and 5.

These hypotheses

dealt with individualization, student motivation, and classroom management, respectively.

Although both sample groups ranked it as the least

effective inservice practice, teachers ascribed significantly
to it than did principals.

value

le~s

These conclusions are consistent with those

of O'Hanlon (1967) who determined that teachers derived little benefit
from faculty meetings.

The teachers' criticisms identified by O'Hanlon

could be legitimately generalized to this study.

They include statements

that faculty meetings are typically one-shot affairs, administrator)

dominated, and irrelevant to the needs and interests of teachers.

Such

.

evidence contradicts the opinions of writers such as Burton et al. (1955)
and Marks et

~1

•. (1971) regarding the potential value of the facultY

meeting as a viable

ins~rvite

practice.

However; Wiles' (1967) asser-

ti.ons that teachers gd to faculty meetings "with resentment ..
listen with resistance •.• , forget without rernbrse (p: 69)i• suggest
that much remains undone in reconciling theorY With practice.

Lippitt

and Fox (1971) seem to support this point of view when they suggest
that there

is a definite

heed t6 "explore the possibi1ity of brief bUt

focused in ... service education projects (p. 175)il at facultY meetings to
d~termine

if this activity can shed its maligned image.

tion sMms to be:

A va1id

ques~

·

i•h the inservice function incompatib1e with the

administrative nature of facu1ty meetings?" fhe findings of this study
suggest that such an incompatibility does exist.
Packaged Inservice Programs.

There were significant differences
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between the perceptions of teachers and principals regarding the effectiveness of packaged inservice programs in Null Hypotheses 2, 3, and
4.

These hypotheses dealt with methodology, individualization, and

student motivation, respectively.

This practice received uniformly low

rankings from both sample groups; however, teachers evaluated packaged
inservice programs to be of less value than principals in all five areas
of teacher needs.

These results seem to be inconsistent with the

opinions of current educational writers.

For example, Lippitt & Fox

(1971) feel that the individualized study activities of teachers can be

enhanced considerably through the use of packaged materials developed
by 11 curriculum laboratories staffed by experts in retrieving the latest
and most relevant conceptual and instructional materials (p. 149). 11
~ecause

of the emerging status of this inservice practice, it might be

conjectured that the limited implementation of these programs has re·
sulted in minimal exposure to teachers.

If this assumption is valid;

respondents' marginal experience With and knoWledge of this activity may
have inf1uenced theit perceptiohs regarding its
l~ga

of the

~utported

appropriatsne~s,

value of this emerging inservice

practice~

Regard~

the

findings bf this research suggest the need to further investigate the
viability of this mOdei before its worth or promise can be substantiated.
~ith1o_Schoo1

Visitations.

There were significant differences

between the perceptions of teachers and principals regarding the
priateness of within-school

~isitations

appro~

in Null Hypotheses 3 and 5.

These hypotheses dealt with individualization and classrool!! ..ll!~nagement,
respectively.

This practice received a high rating from principals in
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al1 five areas of teacher needs, whereas teachers uniformly considered
it to be of less value.

These findings seem to support the opinion of

Allen (1971) that teachers are reluctant to observe the teaching of colleagues and 11 any attempts to do so are frequently viewed as threatening
(p. 125) . 11

Further, this disparity, in conjunction with other data,

seems to suggest that teachers may be more skeptical regarding the
school •s capacity to provide instructional assistance than are principals.
For example, whereas principals ranked within-school visitations and
tea~her-department

chairman conferences to be the second and fourth most

appropriate inservice practices, respectively, teachers• rankings
identified practices external to the system as being most appropriate:
workshops, visitations to other schools, professional conferences, institutes, professional reading, and formal academic study.
..

However, it

;

should be noted that with regard to visitations, the principals' perceptions may be inf1uenced by practical as well as educational considerations.

In consistently evaluating within~school visitations as being

6f greater Value than visitations to other schools, the perceptiOn9 of
principals may have been inf"luenced by the economits of providing substitutes

for

those teachers visiting other schools.

ihis is generally

not the case wMen visiting the classrooms of co1laagues.
ihus' it may be conjectured that teachers may be less conrident
of the system's resources far instructional improvement than are
cipa1s.

prin~

The apparent reluctance of teachers to seek assistance from

and to contribute to the professional growth of colleagues suggests at
least two possibilities:

(a) that with·in-school inservice practices
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are, in fact, of marginal value, and/or (b) that factors associated with
the informal structure of the organization tend to limit the use and
effectiveness of this type of assistance.

Regardless of the reasons,

the findings seem to raise some question regarding the acceptance of a
collegial approach to staff development.
the following question should be posed:

If this assumption is valid,
11

To what extent do organiza-

tional factions, biases, and climate limit the potential of certain
inservice practices which may be internal to the system, e.g., withinschool visitations, team teaching, supervisory conferences, departmental
meetings, 1aboratory methods; and intensive group experiences? 11
Consultancy_Service.

There were significant differences between

the perceptions of teachers and principals regarding the appropriateness
of tonsultancy

as

servi~es

in meeting the teacher need of individualization

stated in Null Hypothesis 3.

~avot~b1y

teachers evaluated the practice less
t~ach~f

thah did prihdipals ih aTl five areas of

need, though

1t received a relatiVely low ranking from both sample groups. The
services of specialists in

sp~cific

instructional

soutta of muoh assistance to teachers, yet the
of

thi~

areas shbUld be a

r~latively 10~

ptactics saem to refute this point of view.

In a

ratings

~peculative

sense, it could be suggested that many factors may contribute to
11

margina1 appropriateness' 1 as

ah

it~

inserv1ce practice:

1. Since educationa'l consultants are generally emp1oyed by the
administrative branch of the school system, their services could be perw
ceived by teachers as an extension of the administrative function.
this is true, consultancy services could be evaluated by teachers in

If
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the context of an authority relationship within a superordinate-subordinate structure, a relationship which Blumberg and others have found
teachers tend to resent and resist.
2.

The orientation and approach of the consultant may be more

theoretical than practical, possibly being in conflict with the teachers•
more immediate needs and expectations.

If this assumption is true, it

is possible that the 11 process 11 consultancy model as advocated by Shumsky
(1958) may be in conflict with the more traditional task-oriented model

described by writers such as Marks et

~

(1971).

The questionnaire

used in this research did not provide for differentiation between these
consultancy models.

It would seem that further in-depth research per-

taining to the perceptions of teachers regarding each model would be
warranted and enlightening.
Educational TeleviSion.

There were significant differences be-

tween the percept1Ms of teachers and principalS regarding the appropriat~nis~

of !dUcatibnal telavision in meetihg the teacher need of

ihdjv~dua15~~tion
assi~ned

as stated in Nul1 Hypothesis 3. Both

a re1atively

~ampl!

groups

low ranking to this practice; however, printipa1s

of teacher
that the relatively margina1 use of educa~

rated it of more value than did teachers in all five areas
needs.

It may be

conj~ctured

t1ona1 television at the secbndary school 'level may have resu1ted 1n

limited sxperiance with the practice by sample groups,
responses.

When comparing the higher value assigned to

hence~

biased

video~tape

by

both groups to the lower ratings of educational television, it seems
that teachers and principals value the feedback potential of television
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mor·e than its modeling capacity through demonstration teaching.

This

conclusion supports the findings of Ishler (1967), Joyce (1967), and
Limbacher ( 1969 ). regarding the effect of televised feedback on teaching
Further, it could be speculated that factors discussed

performance.

earlier regarding authority relationships in the supervisorial structure
and the apparent reluctance of teachers to seek collegial assistance in
their own professional development could obscure their perceptions regarding the value of demonstration teaching, either live or televised.
Laboratory Method.

There were significant differences between

the perceptions of teachers and principals regarding the appropriateness
of laboratory methods in meeting the teacher need of student motivation
as stated in Null Hypothesis 4.

Both sample groups assigned a relatively

low ranking to this practice, with principals, however, perceiving it of
greater value in all five areas of teacher needs than did teachers.

From

these findings, and related data, it could be conjectured that the development of skills in interpersonal relations and increased sensitivity
to

th~
(

feelings and attitudes 6f others seem to be of low priority to

prattitibnersi

Simil~r

tankings of other irtservite activities, e.g.,

i .fitens i ve qgroup exp~riel]tes ahd _interaction ana lys i ?_., WhOse goa 1S dea 1

with interpersonal

to~petent1es

seem to lend support to this speculation.

Although it is plausib1e that these inservice activities ate inappropriate

for the five

ar~as

of

t~acher

needs used in the 1nvest1gat1onj there ate

other possibi1ities. ror examp1e; it is possible that the goals of these
activities may have been overlooked by respondents.

A teacher •s

tency in interpersonal relations has a profound influence on the

compe~
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educational environment of the classroom, especially in the areas of
student motivation,

individualizatio~,

and classroom management.

A low
'-,

rating of these inservice practices would result if teachers and principals did not either acknowledge the development of these skills as
valid outcomes, or relate these outcomes to the five teacher needs.
Similarly, low ratings could also be a result of teachers• experience
with or knowledge of poorTYPl an ned or extreme appri canons of some
practices, e.g., role playing and encounter groups.
Ancillary Questions
On the basis of the research findings the following conclusions
were drawn about the ancillary questions:
1.

No significant relationship could be found between teachers•

years of experience and their perceptions regarding the appropriateness
of inservice education practices in the amelioration of selected areas

of instructionai difficulties.
teachers become mote

However, some evidence suggests that as

experienced~

service education practices.

81 were negative values.

they tend to be

~ota

skeptical of

in~

Of lOO computed correlation coefficients,

These data suggest that an inverse, though

1nsignificant, relationship exists between the years of teaching ex·
perience and the perceived va1ue of inservice practices.

2.

NtJ s i gnHi cant petceptua 1 differences cou1 d be found betweer1

mala and fema1e teachers rsgarding the appropriateness of 1nsarvice

edu~

cation practices in the amelioration of selected areas of instructional
difficulties.
3.

No significant perceptual differences could be found between
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teachers from different areas of teaching specialization regarding the
appropriateness of inservice education practices in the amelioration of
selected areas of instructional difficulties.
Thus, it may be concluded that when the appropriateness of inservice education practices is considered, teachers• perceptions tend
to be modal in nature with no significant deviation in response because
of experience, sex, or teaching specialization.

In a speculative sense,

the inverse relationship, though not significant, between the teachers•
years of experience and the value they ascribe to inservice activity
suggests at least two causal relationships:

1.

As a teacher gains experience he also increases his involve-

ment with and knbwledge of inservice education programs.

Through this

exposure he becomes aware of the more common deficiencies of 11 inappropHate activities. . •
amOhg prograM planners and

inappropriate purposes, . , • 1atk of skills
dir~ctors

who design and conduct

1riiprovement efforts (HarriS & Biss~ht, 1969, p. i5) 11 ;

inst~uctional

hence~

a teacher 1 s

skepticism regarding the va1ue of inservice edUcation may increase as a

result of

his exper1ehce with ineffective inservice

2.

pro9rams.

It may also be conjectured that the effect of socialization

within the school structure affects teachers• perceptions regarding the
appropriateness of insarvice education practices.

For

example~

if there

is validity to the assumption by Bush (1971) that the 11 typiea1 teacher
is not extremely anxious to increase his competencies in inwservice
training (p.

56)~

11

and if 11 the change potent·ial of a teacher is de-

termined in part by what he perceives to be the expectations of his
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peers (Lippitt & Fox, 1971, p. 140)," it would follow that the perceptions of teachers regarding the appropriateness of inservice activities
are influenced to some degree by the peer culture.

The gradual accept-

ance of established group norms by the idealistic young teacher could be
evidence of this socializing process.
General Observations
The following conclusions represent general observations regarding the research data:
1.

Teachers and principals generally consider the workshop to

be the most effective inservice practice.

These findings support pre-

vious research by CfA (1949) and O•Hanlon (1967) regarding the use,
effectiveness~

2.
11

and popularity of workshops.

Most of the se1ected inservice practices received less than

appropriate" ratings from respondent groups.

An analysis of the com-

posite rankings of inservice education practices by teachers in Table 18
revealed that they cohsidered only two practices to be i•appropriate.i•
Fourteen practices were considered to be "marginally appropriate" and four
practices Were considered to be •imarginally inappropriate." A sirnilar
ana1ys1s of principals 1 rankings df inservice edutation practices revaals

that four ptactices wer'e considered to be
to be

umar~inally

"appropriate~li

15 were considered

appr'opr•iate," and one was cons·ldered to be '1rnargina11y

inappropriate. 11
3.

Principals consistently perceived the 20 selected inservice

practices to be of greater value than did teachers in meeting specific
needs.

Of 100 comparisons, principals' ratings were equal to or higher

than teachers• in 86 cases, though only 16 were at the significant level.
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It was concluded that had the research design employed the .05 level of

significance, 14 additional elements of the null hypotheses would have
been rejected.

In each of these cases the principals placed a higher

value on the effectiveness of the inservice practice than did the
teachers, thus supporting the consistent trend established in the comparisons ascertained at the .01 level of significance.

These combined

results would have represented significant perceptual differences between
teachers and principals in 30 percent of the study's comparisons.
Thus, it may be concluded that principals believe that effective
assistance is available to teachers more so than teachers are willing
This conclusion is consistent with the results of a study

to accept.

by O'Hanlon (1967), who found that teachers tend to be more skeptical
than administrators regarding the value and effectiveness of inservice
·~

practices.

A further analysis of the response patterns of teachers and
principals §uggests close similarities in the relative
service practices by each group.

r~nkings

of in-

The existence of such similarities

does not contradict the data supp6rting the existence of perceptual
differences between groups, however.

One possib1e explanation is that

since principais were formerly teachers; they have been exposed to and

involved with 1nservice programs ih essentially a tonsumer ro1e. During
this

period~

perceptions undoubtedly developed regarding the relative

effectiveness of inservice activities. It would be logical ta assume
that these

p~rceptions

would parallel the impressions of those currently

teaching.

However, when a teacher becomes interested in administration
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and his new role in educational leadership, it would seem that he may
adopt a more idealistic perspective and approach to what he may have
formerly considered to be mundane, school-related considerations.
Hence, while relative rankings by teachers and principals of inservice
practices may vary only to a small degree, the perceived value ascribed
by principals to each may increase significantly.
4.

Teachers' perceptions as a group regarding the value of

inservice practices varied to a greater degree than did those of principals.

Of 100 comparisons the standard deviations derived from the

teachers' group were greater than those of principals in 87 cases.
Again, it could be conjectured that this may be a result of role orientation.

As with the teacher, the expectations placed on the principal are

many and varied but decidedly different from those of the teacher.

His

responsibility in the area of staff development would require a greater
interest and knowledge of professional growth activities and related
research.

A more idealistic and theoretical approach in responding to

the questionnaire may have contributed to a higher and more centralited
respbnse made from the principals' group.

On the other hands a larger
I

number of teachers may have responded on the basis of 11 expE:!riented effettiveness" rather that) "perceived appropriateness. 11

It is also possible that the greater variance in teachers' responses cou1d be explained by the spectrum of perspectives represented
therein.

This continuum could range from a cynical perspective, where

inservice efforts are considered a waste of time, money and energy, to
a perspective of professional orientation, wherein teachers are open-
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minded to the potential of growth opportunities available to them.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are based upon the review of the
literature and the findings of the study.
following headings:

They are presented under the

(a) inservice planning, (b) teacher training pro-

grams, (c) educational administration programs, and (d) future research.
Inservice Planning
This study has revealed certain inadequacies which may be
ascribed to most inservice efforts.

For example, the paucity of research

pertaining to inservice programs and practices provides inservice planners
with little more than testimonials on which to make decisions.

It has

also been maintained that a conflict between theory and practice may
exist regarding the cooperative development of inservice programs by
taachers and administratdrsi

Purther~

it has Been

theotiz~d

that the

existence of perceptua i di -f'ferences between teachers and pri nci pc\l s re-

gafai rtg the appropriate ness of i nservi ce: activities tnay in1pede the
atteptante and effectiveness of

thi~

cooperatiVe model.

With these considerations in mind, the foliow1ng recommendations
are rnade:

1. teachet leadership must be encouraged and dsvsloped 1n the

cooperative

p1annin~

aMd eva1uation of inservica programs.

Only thtough

such active interest and involvement will program considerations be able
to draw on the system's total resources.

Further, this involvement of

teachers in the initiation, planning and organization phases of program

,

1

I
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development should enhance the opportunity for shared interest as well
as effort and, most important, peer support.

It may be further

s~ecu

lated that through this process discrepancies, whether real or perceived,
will be minimized and programs improved.
2.

The expectations of

certai~

supervisory functions should be

c1a ri fi ed (e.g. , teacher- pri nci pal conferences, faculty meetings ),-'._.._.If.________ _ __
their purposes include instructional assistance, this should be communicated to teachers and evaluated on that basis.

Further, the evalua-

tinn of all inservice programs and practices must be comprehensive and
ongoing.
3.

The continuing education of teachers must accentuate the

professional responsibilities of teachers.

Lipp·itt & Fox (1971) have

stated that the educational profession 11 has not developed norms or procedures that support
(p. 146). 11

~nd

reward participation in continuing education

If this condition does exist, it is incumbent upon the pro-

fession to Work toward the establishment of norms which support the
professional growth of teachers.

Inservice planners could contribute

significant1y to this movement by emphasizing a collegial approach to
inservice training, wherein overt and continuing support is provided
for the idealiStic ahd professional stance of teachers as

counter~

balancing standards to the typical socialization patterns in schools.
Teach~¥'

Jrai ntng ProgrflW§.
The following recommendations are intended to contribute to the

development of a continuum model of teacher preparation, one extreme
being the initial education course taken by the prospective teacher at
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the undergraduate level and the other extreme, teacher retirement:
1.

Teacher training institutions and professional organizations

must stress and ·accommodate the need for the continuing education of
teachers.

This emphasis must manifest itself through renewed awareness

at the undergraduate level, research and development at the graduate
level, and cooperative development of renewal programs at local, district,
and regional levels.
2.

Colleges must attempt to decrease the discontinuities between

the pre-service and inservice preparation of teachers.

The inclusion of

viable inservice practices into the training program at the undergraduate
and graduate levels would tend to add credence to the resources available
to teachers once in service.

Early exposure to effective inservice

practices could lead to the eventual development of norms more supportive
of professional growth efforts.

EdUcat16baj

.Administt~tjon

Programs

The selection and training of educationa1 adm1nistrators must
teaffirm the competencies required in the area of educatiohal leadership.
As sp~cifita11y related

1.

to

thi~

research:

selectioh of administrators needs to be based more on

in~

structiona1 leadership as one criterion;
2~

institutions of higher education must provide through their

administrative training programs experiences and knowledge which will
lead to the development of insights and skills associated with instructional supervision and inservice planning;
3.

administrative renewal programs which are cooperatively
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planned by universities and professional organizations must continue to
be developed.
competencies

The emphasis of these programs should be on the
req~ired

ran~e

of

of the educational leader of the school unit.

Again, the development of supervisorial skills is of paramount importance.
Further Research
~-------~I:--t-i--s-~e-e-smme-R-El-e-Ei-t-A-a-t----a-cl-El-i-t-i-e-A-a-1-r-e-s-e-a-r-e-.9-S-e-e-e-r:~-Ei-~-e-t-ecl-t-s+-:- - - - - - - - - - = = = = =

1.

evaluate the effectiveness of current inservice programs at

all educational levels:
2.

elementary, secondary, college;

determine to what extent inservice programs are cooperatively

developed by teachers and administrators;
3.

analyze the viability of the collegial approach to profes-

sional growth;
4.

analyze in depth the supervisory relationship between teachers

and principals;
5.

further investigate perceptual relationships between teachers

and administrators.

Replication Of this study statewide would a1so be

en 1i gtitehi ng;
6.

ascertain the effect of the school 1 s socialization process

on the perceptions and attitudes of teachers;

7. analyze in depth the nature of the future professional growth
needs of teachers and the status of current inservice practices in
'i ng these i needs •

meet~
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Office of Education
45 Santa Teresa Street
San Jose, California 95110
299-2441 Area Code 406

County of Santa Clara

----·-··-----------··· ---

-- -----· --·-- --· --------·-··- ------- .. -------------------------

California
153

You are one of 225 randomly selected educators being.asked to help assess
the appropriateness of teacher inservice education practices in Santa Clara
County. The investigation has been endorsed by the Santa Clara County Office
of Education and the Association of California School Administrators. Project
director is Mr. Dushan Angius, Principal, Los Altos High School.
The enclosed questionnaire can be completed in 10 to 15 minutes. All responses
will be treated in strict confidence. Each questionnaire is coded for followup, if necessary, and so that the results of the study can be sent to you if
you so desire.
The County Superintendent's Office is assisting in the study for the same
reason you are be:i.ng asked to participate: the results may be of value in
developing more effective programs of ihservice education within the county.
We urge you to respond with your ideas.
Please return the completed questionnaire by November 20, 1973 (envelope
closed),

iltn~,

~~
GLENN W, HOFFMANN, S pedntettdE!nt

"/LL2.

~

VIOLA M. OWEN, Asst. Superintendent

Instructional Services
GWl-1/ VMO / mj r

enclosures

en-

APPENDIX B
DIRECTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF QUESTIONNAIRE
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DIRECTIONS TO TEACHERS
DIRECTIONS
On the attached questionnaire please indiciat.e ( 1) your present maJor teaching assignment (if you are assigned to more thanl one department, mark ONLY the department of
your greater interest}. (2) years of teaching experience, and. (:3) sex_ If you wish a copy of the survey results, please so in,~icate in item (4).
Please rate the appropriateness of EACH inservice education. practice (Co!.umn A} in meeting EACH of the stated teacher n~eds (Columns B-F) in the following manner:
1.

Start with the TEACHER NEED as described- in Column B and. circle your response for each of the twenty inservice education practices according to the following scale:
2
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2.

Please refer to the Descriptions of Twenty lnservice Education Practices (blue sheet) if clarification of practices in Cdlumn A is necessary.

3.

When you have finished rating each inservice practice in Column B, move to Column C and repeat the procedure. cdmplete Columns D. E. and F in the same manner.

Please return the completed questionnai-re in the endosed envelope by November 20.

Ul
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DIRECTIONS TO PRINCIPALS
DIRECTIONS
On the attached questionnaire please indicate (1) your former major teaching area, (2) total years of teaching experience (irkludin administration), and (3) sex. If you wish
a copy of the survey results, please so indicate in item (4).
Please rate the appropriateness of EACH inservice education . practice {Column A) in meeting EACH of the stated teacher ne ds (Colums B-F) in the following manner.
1.

Start with the TEACHER NEED as described in Column B and circle your response for each of the twenty inservice equcation practices according to the following scale:
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2.

Please refer to the Descriptions of Twenty lnservice Education Practices (blue sheet) if clarification of practices in Collumn A is necessary.

3.

When you have finished rating each inservice practice in Column B, move to Column C and repeat the procedure. Corrplete Columns D, E, and Fin the same manner.

Please return the completed questionnaire in the enclosed envelope by November 20.

()"1
(j)

11.1

APPENDIX C
QUESTIONNAIRE:
A RATING OF INSERVICE- EDUCATION PRACTICES
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-- -· ... ----· --- -- .. --(1)

(2) Total years of teac1i ng

Major teaching assignment:
Art_ _Business_ _ English_ _Homemaking _ _
Industrial Arts_ _ Foreign Language _ _ Mathematrcs _ _
Music

P.E

Science

Soci-al Science

(3)
(4)

Other

~xperience (do not include 1973n4):

Sex: _ Male::::J Female
Do you wish a copv of the results?

Yes

- -

(specify)

;olumn C
TEACHER NEED:

INSERVICE PRACTlCE

f
I Scale:
I Subject Matter Master~I -Very inappropriate _ I to increase knowledge
I
- lj .of the subject matter in
I -Inappropriate
I -Marginally inappropriate[ 'a specific teachingarea.
I
I -Marginally appropriate.
l -Appropriate
I
I
I
-Very
appropriate
I
r
I

l

L_

Column D

Column E

No - -

Column F

TEACHER NEED:

TEACHER NEED:

TEACHER NEED:

TEACHER NEED:

Methodol og~ -to
gain insights and
skills which may
lead to more effective. utilization of
teaching techniques
and materials.

Individualizationto gain insights and
skills which may
lead to a more persona!ized approach
to classroom instruction.

Student Motivationto gain insights and
skills which may
assist the teacher in
increasing student
motivation.

Classroom Management-to gain
insights and skills
which may lead tc
improved classroo m
discipline and a
more effective lea ning environment .

..L

1.

Formal
Academic Study

123456

1 2' 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

2.

Institute

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

123456

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

3.

Professional
Conference

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

123456

4.

Workshop

123456

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

5.

Professional
Reading

123456

123456

123456

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

6.

Consultancy
Service

123456

l 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

12'3456

1 2 3 4 5 6

7.

Meeting, Faculty:

1 2 3 4 5- 6

l 2 3 4 5 6

123456

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

8.

Meeting.
Departmentaf

'

U1

1 2 3 4 5 6

l 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1

2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

(Please complete the reverse side)

.

I

---

I I

!

'

I

i

I

co

I
·

~

I

:I

I

I

I
i

1

'

ll!i'

I
I_

Column A

I

I

INSERVICE PRACTICE

TEACHER NI::ED:

\ Subject Matter! MasteryJ to increase knc~wledge
2-lnap~ropri~te
. 1 of the_s~bject f-atter in
3-Marg~nally mappro~nateJ a spec1f1c tead~mg area.
4-Margmally appropnate 1
5-Appropriate
1

..!3.=-.Y~~!£.'=!~~~~----.l

Teacher-Principal
Conference

_________

__________

TEACHER NEED:

_t __ ~--------

'

1 2 3 4 5 6

_

Column D
TEACHER NEED:

I

Scale:
1-Very inappropriate

9.

_

Column C

Column B

-----------------

____

Column E
I

TEACHER NEED:
.

Methodology-to
gain insights and
skills which may
l~ad to_ r:nor_e effect1ve ut11lzat1on of
teaching techniques
and materials.

-Individualizationto gain insights and
skills which may
lead ~o a :more personallzed approach
to 'Classroom instruction.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 .3 4 5 6

Column F
.

1

TEACHER NEED:

Student Motivation- l Classroom Manageto gain insights and
ment-to gain
·ski~lswhich may .
ins~ghts and skills
~ssrst t~e teacher m
~-h1ch may lead to
mcreasmg student
1mproved classroom
motivation.
ft discipline and a
} ~ore e!fective learn
I mg environment.
1 2 3 4 5 6

'

1 2 3 4 5 6

~

I0.

Tea~her-Department
Cha1 rman Conference

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

11.

Visitation,
Within School

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6
-

1 2 3 4 5 6

12.

Visitation,
Other School

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

13.

Team Teaching

1 2 3 4 j5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

14.

Educ~t_ional
Telev1s1on

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

'1 2 3 4 5 5

1 2 3 4 5 6

15.

Video-Tape

1 2 3 4 j5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

16.

Laboratory Method

1 2 3 4 js 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 '5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

17.

lntens}ve Group
Expenence

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 ·5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

18.

Interaction Analysis

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 ·3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 ·6

1 2 3 4 5 6

19.

Packaged lnservice
Programs

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5-6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

20.

Action Research

1 2 3 4 j5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 :5 6

l 2 3 4 5 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 _

1 2 3 4 5 6

'
1 2 3 4 5 6
I

APPENDIX D
DESCRIPTIONS OF TWENTY INSERVICE
EDUCATION PRACTICES
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DESCRIPTIONS OF TWENTY INSERVICE EDUCATION PRACTICES
1.

Formal Academic Study: College course work engaged in by the teacher. For the purpose of this
study it includes sabbatical leaves for advanced study, summer school, extension courses, and correspondence courses.

2.

Institute: A series of lectures, demonstrations, clinics, and discussions designed to provide teachers with
as much information as possible in a relatively short period of time. Institutes are usually organized at
local, county, or state levels; National Science Foundation Institutes are examples of federally supported
programs.

3.

Professional Conference: Professional meetings of teachers usually intended to inform them of trends
and problems in a specific field. Teachers have the opportunity to exchange ideas with persons in
positions similar to their own on a face-to-face basis.

4.

Workshop: A cooperative approach to the solution of highly individualized problems. Components
of most workshops include a a problem-centeredl'ormat where groups oneachers have the oppor------~---=------=---c
tunity to work together in areas of common interest, (b) moderate sized groups, (c) a free exchange of
ideas among members, and (d) varied activities.

5.

Professional Reading_;_ The teacher's access to new knowledge and trends by keeping abreast of the
professional literature in his field of specialization.

6.

Consultancy Service: Contracting for the services of a qualified specialist possessing unique competence
in a particular area. He is not regularly employed by the school district, but hired for specific purposes
as the need arises.

7.

Meeting, Faculty: Represents a medium for the exchange of ideas among a professionai staff. It
provides an opportunity for greater growth and understanding of teachers regarding the learning needs
and progress of the entire school. Clearly recognized purposes relating to the teaching-learning situation
.should be democratically determined.

8.

Meeting. Departmental: Provides an opportunitY for departmentai members to exchange ideas and to
discuss curriculum, methodology, problems, and needs relating to their area of specialization.

9.

Teacher·PrinciOijl Confer,ence: Usually scheduled after a classroom visitation by the printipal and
designed to improve the teaching-learning Situation. Mutual understanding and support as well as an
informed and constructive exchange of ideas are necessary aspects of this meeting.'

10.

teacher·:C>egatttneht Clialrman Confere[lQe.i Usuaily scheduled after a classroom visitation by the
department chairman and designed to improve the teaching-learning situation. Mutual understanding
and support as well as an informed ahd constructive exchange of ideas are necessary aspects of this
meeting.

11.

~lsitati<:m. W!thlo School; An opportunity for teachers to develop new iHsights in classroom teaching
through observing the on·going activities and teaching in classrooms other than their own~in their own
school.

12.

Yl!iJ:5!tl2ll·,Q.ther School:. An opportunity for teachers to develop new Insights In classroom teaching
through observing the on·going activities and teaching in classrooms other than their own-in another
Gchool.

13.

!§am Ie&Jb.i.r.l91. An assignment of two or more teachers to an instructional unit of a school. Among
other benefits, it provides the opportunity for the exchange of ideas, joint planning, discussion of
curriculum and methodology, and the observation of instruction by team members.
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14.

Edu~atjonal Televi~jon: The use of television (open or closed-circuit) to provide teachers with carefully
planned and presented examples (live or taped) of real or simulated teaching behavior. More common
uses include demonstrations of teaching methods and instructional materials, equipment, and techniques.

15.

~

16.

Laboratory Method: Examples of various designs include role playing, reality simulation, brainstorming,
buzz sessions, and group discussions. Group size and time requirements will vary according to the
design. This approach usually results in a high level of group involvement, frequently in a simulated
problem situation.

Tape: An inservice approach wherein a teacher records and then plays back his own classroom
teaching performance-thereby enabling him (a) to analyze his own teaching, (b) to have others critique
it with him, or (c) to compare it to that of a masterteacher.

rJ-.-1-n-tensi-ve-G-roy-p~~o-~erjeAee-:-E~x-am-pfes~sf~variec.-:s~designs~-~·~lGI-ude--eRccunter~g~ou-p,-T~g~oup,-and-Se-.Qsi-tivJty'---------
training. The group, usually consisting of 10-15 persons and a group leader, meets in an informal, relatively
unstructured atmosphere. Group interaction in a climate of openness, risk-taking, and honesty is intended
to provide the opportunity for individuals to come to know themselves and each other more fully than is
possible in the usual social or working relationships.

18.

Interaction Analysjs: A method of analyzing classroom verbal interaction. Through the use of a
teacher-observer. the instructor is provided instant feedback regarding the nature of verbal interaction
between teacher and student. Every three seconds the teacher-observer categorizes dialogue into one of
ten categories: Teacher Talk (1) accepts feelings, (2) praises or encourages, (3) accepts or uses ideas of
students, (4) asks questions, (5) lectures, (6) gives directions, (7) criticizes or justifies authority; Student
I.ruJs..(8) student talk-response, (9) student talk-initiation. Category 10 is reserved for silence or confusion.

19.

~kaged lnservice Programs: A self-instructional and self-paced approach to inservice education usually
using tape and/or booklet modules. Many of the programs provide for a self-evaluation by the teacher
· of his present teaching competencies, a self-diagnosis of areas where further development is needed, and a
modular approach for developing competencies in specific areas.

20.

Action Research.; A type of dassroom research undertaken by teachers to improve instructional practices .
. As a researcher, the teacher focuses upon problem situations, formulates and tries alternate solutions, and
evaluates the success of selected methods.

APPENDIX E
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PANEL OF JUDGES
Dr. T. C. Coleman
Professor of Educational
Administration
University of the Pacific
Mrs. Jessie Kobayashi
Deputy Superintendent-Curriculum
Whisman School District
Mountain View~ California
Dr. Robert Madgic
Vice Principal-Curriculum
Los Altos High School
Miss Viola Owen
Assistant Superintendent
Instructional Services
Santa Clara County
Office of Education
Dr. George Perazzo, Professor
Department of Educational
Admi ni strati on
San Jose State University
Dr. Roger Reimer
Professor of Educational
Administration
University of the Pacific
Dr. William Theimer
Department of Educational
Research
University of Southern California
Dr. Hal Weatherbe
Research Division
California Teachers Association
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MOUNTAIN VIEW-LOS ALTOS UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

llOARD OF TRUS ff r S

LOS ALTOS HIGH SCHOOL

Gcmge J. Kirn. M 0 . Pros~<1enl
M1ss Delin Ybarrn. V1c:n Plllti111Pnl
Charles W. 1/nyden. Clerk
Archard P. Al<•xandor, M 11
Mrs Archard P Wheal

201 Almond Avenue
Los Altos, California 94022
(415) 948-6601
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Dnnwl L. Predo\·ICh, Su!WIIIIIt'lh1f•nt

July 12, 1973

Thank you for assisting me in my doctoral study. Its central purpose
is to determine the perceptions of high school teachers and principals
in Santa Clara County regarding the appropriateness of selected inser ice education
ct es
tional difficulties.
The enclosed questionnaire was developed from a review of the research
and literature supporting the objectives and rationale of this investigation. Included in the questionnaire are twenty-one traditional and
emerging inservice practices which may be effective in meeting the five
specified instructional needs of teachers. Your task as one of a panel
of experts 11 is to assist me in validating the instrument by responding
to the following questions. To the best of your knowledge:
11

1.

Are the five areas designated as Teacher Needs valid? Are there
other areas associated with the classroom performance of teachers
which should be included? Should any of the items identified as
Teacher Needs not be included in the instrument?

2. Are the listed inservice education practices appropriate? Are

' there other activities which would be more appropriate when considering the nature of the identified instructional difficulties?
Are there some activities included that do not seem appropriate
for any one of the five Teacher Needs?

3. Are the directions clear? Is the questionnaire format acceptable?
If hot, what are your suggestions for modification? Does the
i•oescription of Inservice Education Practices provide you with
adequate information? Should any of the descriptions be modified
and if so, how?
11

lf you have any questions please call me collect at (415) 948-6601.
A response by mail or telephone prior to July 20 would be greatly ap~
preciated. Thanks once again.
Sincerely~

APPENDIX G
DIRECTIONS FOR PILOT STUDY
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DIRECTIONS FOR PILOT STUDY

1.

Were the Directions clear? Suggestions for modification:

2.

Were the 11 0escriptions of Twenty Inservice Education Practices ..
adequate? Suggestions for modification:

3.

Did you encounter problems in completing the questionnaire?
Suggestions for modification:

4.

How long did it take you to complete the questionnaire?

APPENDIX H
CORRESPONDENCE TO PRINCIPALS REQUESTING CLERICAL
ASSISTANCE IN THE DERIVATION OF THE TEACHER SAMPLE
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MOUNTAIN VIEW-LOS ALTOS UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

OOARD OF TRUST! I~

LOS ALTOS HIGH SCHOOL

OelHge J. Kirn, M [) , PrtHill1ent
Miss Delitl Yharrn. Vrc(l Prt\SHh'nl
Charles W. lloyden. Clt'rk
Rrcharu P. All'xandcr, M ll
Mrs. Richard P Wheal

201 Almond Avenue
Los Altos, California 94022
(415) 948-6601
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Damcl L. Prcdnvic:h,

Sllih'llllh'rhi~"'nt

I am conducting a study designed to assess the appropriateness of
teacher inservice education practices in.Santa Clara County. It has
been endorsed by the Santa Clara County Office of Education, the
School Administrators.
An important aspect of the investigation is the derivation of a five
percent stratified random sample of secondary school teachers in
Santa Clara County. There are no data at the county level from which
such a sample can be readily developed. For this reason I need and
respectfully request your assistance.
The process I have chosen is simple-- AND WILL REQUIRE. NONE OF YOUR
TIME OR EFFORT. With your permission I would like to have your
secretary assist me in randomly selecting from your school one teacher
from each of the following departments to participate in the study:
I
I

I
i.

The entiosed tard indic~tes the nature of secretariai assistance being
requested. It should not require more than five minutes bf clerical
time.

1f my request meets with Your approval would you p1ease return the
completed card to me by September 20; 1973. Your approval will assist
me tremendously and be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
DUSHAN ANGIUS
Principal
DA:jt

Encl.

APPENDIX I
FORM GRANTING PERMISSION FOR CLERICAL ASSISTANCE
FROM PRINCIPAL
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FORM GRANTING PERMISSION FOR CLERICAL ASSISTANCE
FROM PRINCIPAL

My secretary s name is=----------------~
1

Regarding your request for her assistance (check one of the following):

I:=J

She will send to you teacher rosters for the following
departments:

1~.
~

P1ease contact her. Rather than send to you departmental
rosters, she will assist you via telephone.

I:=J

Sorry.

We are unable to assist you in this study.

High School:

Total number of certificated staff:
Principal's signature:

APPENDIX J
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UUAHlJ Ut

MOUNTAIN VIEW-LOS ALTOS UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTHICI

I HU~ It I ' 1

Genrge J. Kirn, M [) , Pft)su1enl
Miss Dolin Ybarul. V1ct' P1t'tiH1t•nt

LOS ALTOS HIGH SCHOOL
201 Almond Avenue
Los Altos, California 94022
(415) 948-6601
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Charles W. lfayden. Clerk
Archard P. All'xandor, M ll
Mrs Richard P Whcnl

- - - -

November 23, 1973

Would you please complete the enclosed questionnaire
and return it to me by November 30. A copy of the
original cover letter mailed to you on November 12
is attached to clarify the nature of the study.
Your response is important and will be greatly
appreciated. I would like to thank you in
advance for your anticipated assistance.
Sincerely,

DUSHAN ANGIUS

Project Director
DA:jt

Enci.

- - - -

APPENDIX K
SECOND FOLLOW-UP CORRESPONDENCE TO NON-RESPONDENTS
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MOUNTAIN VIEW-LOS ALTOS UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

BOARD OF TRUSTHS

LOS ALTOS HIGH SCHOOL

Genrge J. Kirn. M [) , Prt>s~<1ent
Miss Delia Ybarrn. \llc:o Prosu1Pnt
Charlos W. llayd~n. Clerk
R1chard P. Alt'Xilndo', M (l
Mrs. Richard P Wheal

201 Almond Avenue
Los Altos, California 94022
(415) 948-6601
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Dnn1CI L. Prednvic:h, SUJWIHI!t•ll\ti'nt

-----

December 3, 1973

Your response to our county survey regarding
inservice education (see attachment) would be
greatly appreciated. Would it now be possible
for you to spend 15 minutes in completing the
enclosed questionnaire and returning it to me
by December 7?
Thank you very much for your assistance.
Sincerely,

DUSHAN ANGIUS
Project Director
DA:jt

Encl.

APPENDIX L
THIRD FOLLOW-UP CORRESPONDENCE TO NON-RESPONDENTS
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OOARD OF TRUSTHS

MOUNTAIN VIEW-LOS ALTOS UNION HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT

Gt'!lHge J. Kirn, M 0,

Pwstdl~nt

Miss Delia Ybarrn. VlCl' Prt1 t>H1Pnt

LOS ALTOS HIGH SCHOOL

Charles W. Haydon. Clerk
Archard P. All'xandor, M [)
Mrs. Richard P Whoal

201 Almond Avenue
Los Altos, California 94022
(415) 948-6601
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December 8, 1973

Your name has been randomly selected from the nonrespondent category to a recent county study
(original cover letter enclosed). Realizing that
the original questionnaire could have reached you
at a busy time, I hope that you may now have the
time to respond to the following request: Would
you please complete the enclosed questionnaire
and return it to me by December 14?
The purpose of this phase of the research is to
compare the perceptions of respondents with those
of a sample from the non-responding category.
As representative of the latter group, your
response is very important and will be greatly
appreciated.
I would like to thank you in advance for your
anticipated assistance and to apologize for any
inconvenience that this request may cause.

Sincerely,

DUSHAN ANGIUS

Project Director

DA:jt
Encl.

Dnn1cl l

Predmnch, Sllpt.. ,lllft'lhft'nl

-------
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A SUMMARY OF PEARSON PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS* ILLUSTRATING
THE. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE AND TEACHERS •
PERC:EPTIOI'iS REGARDING THE APPROPRIATENESS OF INSERVICE EDUCATION PRACTICES
Subject
Matter
Mastery'

Methodology

Individualization

Student
Mot ivation

Classroom
Management

1.

Formal Academic Study

o.o-;w

-0.026

-0.004

0.123

0.054

2.

Institute

0.013

0.009

-0.006

0.063

-0.023

3.

Professiona 1 Conference·

-0.025

-0.054

-0.013

-0.084

0.017

4.

Workshop

--0.043-

-0. 120

-0.188

-0.187

-0.068

5.

Profess iona 1 Reading

-0~0:78

0.048

-0.095

0.035

-0.014

6.

Consultancy Service

-0.066

0.024

-0.060

-0.024

0.048

7.

Meeting, Faculty

0·.047

-0.093

-0.156

-0.210

-0.193

8.

Meeting,. Departmental

0.023

-0.046

-0.061

-0.021

-0.073

9.

Teacher.-Pri: nc i. pal
Conference

-0.002

-0.089

-0.042

-0.070

-0.002

Teacher-Department
Chairman Conference.

-0.0'17

-0.016

0.016

-0.034

0.001

Visitation,. Within
School

0.071

-0.004

-0.064

-0.077

-0.032

10.
11.

.......
00
0

~ ...

:il
II

A. SUMMARY OF PEARSON PRODUCT-MOMENT CORRELATION COEFFICIENTSi' ILLUSTRATING
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN YEARS OF • TEACHING EXPERIENCE ANI)I TEACHERS 1
PERCEPTIONS REGARDING THE APPROPRIATENESS OF INSERVICE EDUCAHON PRACTICES

(Continued)
Subject
Matter
Mastery

Methodo1ogy

Individualization

Student
Motivation

Classroom
Management

Visitation, Other
School

-0.101

-0.190

-0.199

-0.138

-0.087

13.

Team Teaching

-0.112

-0.148

-0.086

-0.087

-0.065

14.

Educati·onal Television

0.040

-0.082

-0.141

-0.064

-0.085

15.

Video-Tape

0.088

-0.137

-0.172

-0.102

-0.161

16.

Laboratory

-0.037

-0.056

-0.081

-0.082

-0.054

17.

Intensive Group
Experience

-0.101

-0.118

-0.193

-0.183

-0.114

18.

Interaction Analysis

-0.061

-0.064

-0.170

-0.178

-0.133

19.

Packaged Inservice.
Program

-0.053

-0. 121

-0.164

-0.114

-0.132

Action Research

-0.039

0.026

-0.006

-0.065

-0.051

12.

20.

*p

<

.01

~1ethod

(r = 0.206, D.F.

=

150}

co

.111:

APPENDIX N
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A SUMMARY OF T-RATIOS * ILLUSTR.ATING THE DifFERENCES BETWEEN rrHE PERCEPTIONS
OF- MALE AND FEMALE TEACHERS REGARDING THE APPROPRIATIENESS OF

SELE€TED INSERVICE EDUCATION PRACTICES

Subject
Matter
Mastery-

Methodology

0.32

1. 53

Student
Motivation

Classroom
Management

0.64

0.65

1.57

Individual
i zation

l.

Formal Academic Study

2.

Institute

-0:.84

0.66

-0.29

0.09

1.13

3.

Professiana l Conference

-0'.00.

1.85

0.47

0.96

1. 99

4.

Worksho.p:

0.87

1.13

1. 74

1.11

2.19

5.

Professional Reading.

0.42•

1.64

-0.14

0.69

0.17

6.

Consli!H:ancy Service

-1.18

-0.24

-0.07

-1.68

-0.02

7.

Meeting~

0.44

-0.23

0.35

-0.56

-0.89

8.

Meeting, Depar.-tmentaJ

0". 28

0.04

0.58

0.21

0.04

9.

Teacher-Pri nd pal
Conferen-ce

o·.82.

1. 34

1.64

1.06

0.35

Teacher-Department
Chairman Conference,

1. 77

1.90

l. 79

1.65

1.54

Visita.tion,. WUhi n
School

0.79

1.57

2.17

1.57

1.58

10.
11.

Faculty

OJ

w

A SUMMARY OFT-RATIOS * ILLUSTRATING THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TIHE PERCEPTIONS
OF MALE AND FEMALE TEACHERS REGARDING THE APPROPRIAT~NESS OF
SELECTED INSERVICE EDUCATION PRACTICES
(Continued)

12.

Visitation, Other
School

Subject
Matter
Mastery

Methodology

Individualization

Student
Motivation

Classroom
Management

-0.79

0.95

0. 70

0.54

l. 50

1.. 36

l. 59

1.13

2.09

1.85

-0.01

-0.64

0.19

0.59

0.67

13.

Team Teaching

14.

Educational Television

15.

Video-Tape

0.68

-0.70

0.75

-1.05

0.58

16.

Laboratory Method

l. 41

l. 39

1.10

1. 61

1.57

17.

Intensive Group
Experience

0.56

-0.29

1.50

1.17

1.12

18.

Interaction Ana lys,is

0.51

-0.95

-0.20

-1.06

-0.66

19.

Packaged Inservice
Program

-0.62

-0.79

-0.48

0.04

0.75

Action Research

-0.41

-0.21

-0.04

-1.60

-1.22
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APPENDIX 0
A SUMMARY OF F-RATIOS ILLUSTRATING THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THE PERCEPTIONS OF TEACHERS FROM DIFFERENT AREAS OF
TEACHING SPECIALIZATION REGARDING THE
APPROPRIATENESS OF SELECTED
INSERVICE EDUCATION PRACTICES
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A SUMMARY OF F-RATIOS * ILLUSTRATlNG THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TH~ PERCEPTIONS OF
TEACHERS FROM DIFFERENT AREAS OF TEACHING SPECIALIZATION R GARDING THE

APPROPRIATENESS OF SELECTED INSERVICE EDUCATION PRTTICES
Subject
Matter
Mastery

Methodology

Individualization

Classroom
Management

Student
Motivation

1.

Formal Academic Study

1.183

0.913

0.959

0.479

0.846

2.

Institute

1.164

2.075

1.853

0. 714

0.672

3.

Profess iona 1 Conference

0.885

1.189

0.973

1.490

0.740

4.

WOrkshop

0.837

1.113

1. 527

1.189

0.306

5.

Professional Reading

0. 9·96

0.953

l. 152

1.227

1.027

6.

Consultancy Service

0.636

1. 091

1.037

1.246

0.590

7.

Meeting, Faculty

0.274

0.273

0.401

0.603

0.722

8.

Meeting~

0. 397

0.395

0.178

0.790

0.849

9.

Teadrer-Pri nci pa 1
Conference

0. 792

0.675

0.948

0. 717

0.609

Teacher-Department
Chairman Conference

0.451

0.413

0.400

0.918

0.786

Visitati.on, Within
School

0.325

1. 309

0.387

1.206

0. 728

10.
11.

Departmental
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A SUMMARY OF F_:RATIOS:* ILLUSTRATING THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN TH E PERCEPTIONS OF
TEACHERS: FROM DIFFERENT AREAS OF TEACHING SPECIALIZATION REGARDING THE
APPROPRIATENESS. OF SELECTED INSERVICE EDUCATION PRA CTICES
(Continued)
Student
Motivation

Classroom
Management

Subject
Matter
Mastery

Methodology

Individualization

Visitation:, Other
School

1. 998

1 .671

1. 234

2.120

1. 362

13.

Team Teachtng

0.871

0.744

0.582

1.255

0.669

14.

Educational Televisioll

0.633

0. 713

1 .195

1. 051

0. 781

15.

Video-Tape

0.854

0.835

0.796

1.106

0.212

16.

laboratory Method

0.906

1. 300

1. 601

1. 849

1.072

17.

Intensive Group
Experfence

0.421

0.537

1.143

1. 741

0.734

Interaction Analysis

0.266

2.002

1. 241

2.055

1.497

Programs

0.806

1.133

1 . 211

0.605

1.123

Action Research

0.275

1 .614

1.570

1.114

0.858

12.

18.
19.

20.
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